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Series Foreword

Sonia Nieto
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

What does it take to be an effective educator today? It is becoming increas-
ingly clear that the answer to this question lies not only in knowing subject
matter content or learning specific strategies. Teachers today also need to
know more about the students who currently occupy U.S. classrooms and,
even more important, they need to challenge the conventional wisdom con-
cerning the abilities and skills of these students. The goal of the textbooks in
the Language, Culture, and Teaching series is to help teachers accomplish
these things.

At the dawn of the 21st century, the United States is more ethnically, ra-
cially, and linguistically diverse than it has ever been. The 2000 Census, for
instance, found that whereas Whites decreased from 80% to 75% of the total
population in the 10-year period from 1990-2000, the African American
population increased slightly (from 12.1% to 12.3%), as did the American
Indian population (0.8 to 0.9 percent). Even more dramatic, the Asian popu-
lation increased from 2.8 to 3.6 percent and the Latino population grew by
more than one quarter, from 9% to 12.5% of the total (U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 2002).

XIII
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A striking indication of this growing diversity can be found in the current
number of foreign-born or first-generation U.S. residents, which in 2000
reached 56 million, the highest level in U.S. history, or triple the number in
1970 (Schmidley, 2002). Unlike previous immigrants, who were princi-
pally from Europe, over half of the new immigrants came from Latin Amer-
ica and a quarter are from Asia (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2000). The
growing immigration has been accompanied by an increasing linguistic di-
versity: Nearly 18% of the total U.S. population now speak a language other
than English at home, with over half of these speaking Spanish (U.S. Bu-
reau of the Census, 2000).

The impact of the growing cultural and linguistic diversity is nowhere
more visible than in our schools. Over 3 million students, or 7.4% of all
those enrolled in both public and private schools in the United States, are
limited in their English proficiency (Macias & Kelly, 1996). Moreover, of
the 47 million students enrolled in public elementary and secondary
schools, nearly 40% are Hispanic, Black, Asian, or American Indian (Na-
tional Center for Education Statistics, 2002). This percentage is mislead-
ingly low, however, because most students of color are enrolled in urban
schools, which are far more diverse: By 2000, the 100 largest school dis-
tricts in the country had a so-called "minority" enrollment of 68%. These
100 school districts alone serve fully 40% of all students of color in our na-
tion's schools (National Center for Education Statistics, 2001). It is in these
schools that most prospective teachers will work.

Diversity is certainly not limited to urban centers; many suburban and ru-
ral schools are also experiencing tremendous changes in student diversity,
and every school in the nation will soon be characterized by similar cultural,
racial, and language diversity. But in spite of the growing diversity in
schools around the country, racial and ethnic segregation in schools has
been on the rise. Indeed, much of the progress made in integrating the na-
tion's schools during the past several decades was wiped out by the end of
the 1990s. For Blacks, the 1990s witnessed the largest backward movement
toward segregation since the Brown v. Board of Education decision
(Orfield, 2001). For Latinos, the situation has been damaging as well: Cur-
rently, Latinos are the most segregated of all ethnic groups not only in terms
of race and ethnicity, but also poverty (Orfield, 2001).

Poverty in the United States as a whole, which had grown to 14.5% of the
total population from 1970 through the mid-1990s, improved somewhat
during the 1990s because of the booming U.S. economy (U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 2000). Nevertheless, African Americans and Latinos, among other
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groups, are still over-represented among the poor: Whereas Whites repre-
sent just over 9% of the poor, Blacks make up over 22% and Hispanics over
21% of those living in poverty (U.S. Bureau of the Census, 2000). The con-
nection between poverty and poor academic achievement is very high, for
reasons ranging from ill-equipped schools to poorly prepared teachers, to
the mismatch between how families prepare their children for school and
the expectations that schools have of families.

Along with the changing complexion of U.S. schools, notions of how
best to educate students of different backgrounds have also changed over
the years. Although the common school movement of the late 19th century
provided educational access to a much broader segment of the population
than had been the case previously, a time-honored function of the public
schools was to assimilate young people to be more like the "mainstream."
Spring (1997) has made a compelling case that rather than a noble effort to
provide all students with an equal education, the common school movement
was primarily "an attempt to halt the drift towards a multicultural society"
(p. 4). Indeed, U.S. educational history is replete with examples of racist
and exclusionary policies that served to segregate or remove from school,
Native American, African American, Asian, and Latino students, and that
discriminated against children of Southern and Eastern European back-
grounds (Kaestle, 1983; Spring, 1997; Takaki, 1993; Weinberg, 1977).

Assumptions about cultural and racial superiority and inferiority have a
long and deep-seated history in our educational history, and these notions
have often found their way into teacher education texts. For much of our ed-
ucational history, the conventional wisdom was that students whose cul-
tures and languages differed from the majority were functioning with a
deficiency rooted in their very identities. Consequently, the thinking was
that the sooner students assimilated to become more like the majority—in
culture, language, appearance, experience, and values—the easier their
transition to the mainstream and middle class would be. In the latter part of
the 20th century, these ideas began to be repudiated, largely by people from
the very backgrounds whose identities were being disparaged. It is no acci-
dent that educational movements in favor of ethnic studies, bilingual and
multicultural education, and affirmative action all emerged around the same
time. These movements represented a denouncement of ideologies that had
heretofore excluded large segments of the population from achieving edu-
cational success.

Continuing in that tradition, the books in the Language, Culture, and
Teaching series challenge traditional biases about cultural, linguistic, racial,
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social class, and other kinds of diversity, and about students who embody
those differences. Written by a range of educators and researchers from a
variety of cultural backgrounds and disciplines, these books attempt to fill
the gap that currently exists in preparing teachers for the schools and class-
rooms of the 21st century. Aimed primarily at teachers and prospective
teachers, the books focus on the intersections of language, culture, and
teaching—specifically, on how language and culture inform classroom
practice. At the same time, the series reframes the conventional idea of the
textbook by envisioning classroom practice as critical, creative, and
liberatory. Rather than viewing the textbook as unquestioned authority, the
Language, Culture, and Teaching series asks readers to reflect, question,
critique, and respond to what they read through their thinking and practice.
Using the "problem-posing" approach proposed by Freire (1970), the books
in this series ask prospective and practicing teachers to think imaginatively
and critically about teaching and learning, especially in terms of cultural
and linguistic diversity.

The books in this series also support the Freirian idea that education is
never neutral or objective. The role of teachers is likewise never neutral, but a
political project on behalf of, or against, the interests of those they teach. The
books in this series do not claim to have all the answers, but they encourage
readers to question their beliefs and attitudes about their students, and to con-
sider why and how they teach. By taking the intelligence of teachers seri-
ously, these books remind teachers, in the words of Freire (1985), that "to
study is not to consume ideas, but to create and re-create them" (p. 4).
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Preface

This book is for teachers and teacher educators working in communities that
educate adolescents who do not use the school's language of instruction as
their primary language. At the center of the book are findings from a 4-year,
critical, ethnographic case study (1996 to 2000) of Northside, an Eng-
lish-speaking Canadian high school (Grades 10 through 13) that had recently
enrolled a large number of immigrant students from Hong Kong.1 The arrival
of these students, many of whom chose to speak Cantonese at the school, had
an impact on the school's linguistic and cultural environment and the ways
teachers and students traditionally worked together. A variety of new issues
and dilemmas had to be thought through and negotiated.

In this book, I explore two different kinds of schooling dilemmas: dilem-
mas of speech and silence (chaps. 2, 3, and 4) and dilemmas of discrimination
(chaps. 5 and 6). Although specific in many ways to their particular context,
these issues and dilemmas are also general; they arise, in various forms, in all
English-speaking schools that serve populations of students whose first lan-
guage is not English. Thus, the relevance of this book extends far beyond the
one school and community on which it focuses. Readers are actively encour-

'The ethnographic data on which the book is based has been collected with the assistance of a
3-year Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRCC) grant
(1996-1999). I wish to acknowledge and thank SSHRCC for its financial support. I also wish to
acknowledge and thank my research collaborator, Cindy Lam, for her assistance and analytical
insights during the first two years of the project. Northside, the name given to the school in this
book, is a pseudonym.

xix
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aged to think about how the issues and dilemmas manifest themselves in
other contexts and can be adapted and applied in their own settings.

For the teachers at Northside who worried about helping their students be-
come more proficient in English, one set of dilemmas revolved around how to
best encourage their students to speak and practice English. Other dilemmas
included deciding how, if at all, to modify teaching and assessment practices
to accommodate the large number of students who did not use English as their
primary language. For Cantonese-speaking students, dilemmas included de-
ciding whether to speak English or Cantonese at school and whether or not to
"cross" linguistic, cultural, and racial boundaries when developing school
friendships.2 For students who did not speak Cantonese, there were chal-
lenges around how to most productively negotiate linguistic, cultural, and ra-
cial differences in group work and collaborative student projects.

Each chapter in the book includes four components: an excerpt from the
ethnographic study of Northside, an analytic commentary on the ethno-
graphic text, a pedagogical discussion, and suggestions for further reflec-
tion and discussion.

• Ethnographic Excerpts From the Study. The ethnographic texts that
open each chapter have been selected from the research study at
Northside for their potential to describe and illustrate the dilemmas
under discussion.

• Commentary. The analytic commentaries following each ethno-
graphic text are drawn from a variety of theoretical perspectives and
cross a number of academic disciplines and fields. These include
interactionist sociolinguistics, language minority education, English
as a second language (ESL) education, critical literacy, antiracist edu-
cation, and critical teacher education. By separating ethnographic de-
scription from ethnographic analysis, I hope to provide readers with
room to undertake their own analysis of the dilemmas presented be-
fore reading mine.3

2The notion of "crossing" linguistic, cultural, and racial boundaries comes from Ben
Rampton (1995). Working through such dilemmas and challenges was not easy. There were a
number of ways to think about and respond to different issues and not all teachers and students
agreed on what was the most effective way of moving forward. This book is about the multitude
of ways teachers and students in one school thought about, responded to, and negotiated linguis-
tic and academic dilemmas with each other. The insights they derived from their experiences of
working across linguistic, cultural, and racial differences are valuable to educators everywhere
who work in communities that have become home to large numbers of immigrant families.

I was first introduced to this innovative writing practice in the work of Ruth Behar (1993).
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• Pedagogical Discussion. In addition to analyzing and comparing
findings from my own research study with those in other communi-
ties, I have tried to build on the ethnographic insights offered by the
teachers and students at Northside by including a discussion of peda-
gogy in each chapter.

• For Further Reflection and Discussion. The inclusion of activities at
the end of the Pedagogical Discussion sections provide readers with
opportunities to think about their own schooling experiences and ap-
ply the insights they gain from the chapter to their own teaching and
learning contexts.

Features of the Text

Play Reading for Critical Teacher Education. One source for the ac-
tivities at the end of each chapter comes from a play I have written based on
some of the ethnographic data from the Northside study. The play, Hong
Kong, Canada, is included in Appendix A. Although the characters and plot
in Hong Kong, Canada are fictional, the linguistic and racial conflicts dra-
matized in the play actually occurred and were documented during my
fieldwork. Parts of some of the monologues and dialogues have been taken
verbatim from the study's interview transcripts. The first activity involving
work with the play appears in chapter 1 and asks readers to read the entire
play aloud so they will be familiar with its plot, characters, and conflicts. By
"performing ethnography" and thinking about the play in terms of their own
educational settings, readers can compare the characters' experiences in the
Canadian city of Toronto with their own.

Critical Educational Ethnography: Methodology and Decisions.
Readers who are interested in the methodological choices I made while de-
signing, conducting, and writing up the critical ethnographic study at
Northside can find a methodological discussion in Appendix B. In writing
this book, I have come to think about the manuscript as a "hybrid ethno-
graphic text" that combines insights from ethnographic study with peda-
gogical discussions for educators working in multilingual schools.
Characterizing this book as a hybrid ethnographic text as well as teacher ed-
ucation text allows me (and perhaps other education professors) to use the
book in graduate qualitative research methodology courses. Key to its use in
such a course is a fully developed methodological discussion. Moreover,
because a 4-year, critical, ethnographic study is at the center of the text, a de-
tailed methodological discussion is expected.
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Dilemmas of Curriculum and Assessment and Strategies for Developing
Oral Presentation Skills. Although the book has been organized around
dilemmas of speech, silence, and discrimination, readers will find that every-
day dilemmas of curriculum and assessment are also discussed throughout
the book. As well, in the last appendix, which is particularly related to the dis-
cussion in chapter 6 on oral presentations, I have included a set of activities
that might be of interest to readers who need to teach their students the dis-
course of making English oral presentations at school. The activities in Ap-
pendix C were designed by teacher and research assistant Judith Ngan and
were used in a workshop Judith gave at Northside.

Discussion of Other Immigrant Communities. As mentioned earlier,
it is the ethnographic data from the Northside study that initiates the ana-
lytic and pedagogical discussions in this book. However, a discussion of
other immigrant communities is taken up in each of the chapters. In some
chapters, this discussion appears in the Commentaries. In others, it appears
in the Pedagogical Discussions or Activities for Further Reflection.

Overview

The book begins with an introduction that provides readers with an ethno-
graphic description of the linguistically diverse student body at Northside
and bilingual Cantonese-English life at the school. It includes excerpts
from student interviews and discusses how and why Cantonese- speaking
students born in Hong Kong used Cantonese as well as English to achieve
academic and social success at school.

As previously mentioned, I explore two different kinds of academic and
linguistic dilemmas in this book. The chapters in Part I discuss the ways
teachers and students negotiated dilemmas of speech and silence. Chapter
2, "Accepting and Legitimizing Multilingualism," begins with an excerpt
from an interview with math teacher Evelyn Lo, who encouraged her stu-
dents to use their primary languages when working on the math problems
she assigned.4 The Commentary examines the teaching and learning dilem-
mas associated with the use of languages other than English in the class-
room and the Pedagogical Discussion suggests ways teachers might think
about negotiating the politics of language use in their own classrooms.

4The names of all of the teachers and students in this book are pseudonyms except for student
playwright Timothy Chiu, whose work appears in chapter 6.
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Chapter 3, "Promoting and Legitimizing English," looks at the work of a
teacher who promoted English monolingualism in her classrooms. The
chapter begins with an excerpt from an interview with Hong Kong-born
English teacher Anne Yee, who had implemented an English-only policy in
her classroom as a way of providing her English as a second or other lan-
guage (ESOL) students with more opportunities to practice English. The
Commentary examines the dilemmas that arise from promoting English
monolingualism in the classroom and includes a discussion of students' re-
sponses to Mrs. Yee's classroom English-only policy. The Pedagogical Dis-
cussion in chapter 3 continues to explore the strategy of promoting English
monolingualism by looking at the lessons that can be learned from the
American Ebonics Debate which took place during the 1996-1997 school
year, the first year of the study at Northside.

In chapter 4, "Responding to Silence," antiracist educator and writer
Gordon Pon and I explore the issue of student silence in multilingual class-
rooms. The chapter begins with two students' accounts of silences in Anne
Yee's English classroom. Focusing on the finding that some of the students
resented the Cantonese-speaking students' silences and found them burden-
some, in the Commentary, Gordon and I make use of the theoretical work
undertaken by Asian-American scholar King Kok Cheung, who provides us
with alternative ways of understanding classroom silences.5 The Pedagogi-
cal Discussion in chapter 4 explores how teachers and students might work
with student silences in their own classrooms.

Teachers and students who work in multilingual, multicultural, and mul-
tiracial schools not only need to negotiate dilemmas of speech and silence,
they also need to learn how to cope and challenge the everyday discrimina-
tion they face both inside and outside school. The chapters in Part II of the
book discuss the ways different students at Northside experienced discrimi-
nation and the ways these experiences might be dealt with at school.

Chapter 5, "Resisting Anti-Immigrant Discourses and Linguicism," be-
gins with excerpts from an art journal of a Canadian-born, Chinese art stu-
dent named Evelyn Yeung. For Evelyn, the recent arrival of students from
Hong Kong at Northside resulted in her being marked as a recent immigrant
because she was Chinese. This marking meant that she was forced to deal
with anti-immigrant discourses and prejudices on a daily basis. Although
she was marked as a Chinese immigrant from Hong Kong, Evelyn was also
marked as not being Chinese by her classmates from Hong Kong because
she could not read and write in Chinese. In response to Evelyn's acute dis-

5See Cheung (1993).
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comfort with both of these markings art teacher Leslie Edgars, suggested
that she work on an art project that required her to learn how to write in Chi-
nese, seeking help from some of her Hong Kong-born classmates. The
Commentary analyzes Evelyn's artwork as a pedagogical project that chal-
lenged various discourses of discrimination and the Pedagogical Discus-
sion focuses on what teachers and teacher educators can learn from the
antiracist work that Ms. Edgars and Evelyn undertook together.

Chapter 6, "Oral Presentations, Accent Discrimination, and Linguistic
Privilege," begins with a play written by one of the students at Northside enti-
tled No Pain, No Gain. The play was produced in a summer playwriting
workshop that involved 15 students from Anne Yee's English class. In his
play, Timothy Chiu, who immigrated to Toronto as an adolescent, talks about
the pain associated with having to give an oral presentation in his second lan-
guage and the disappointment of a performance that does not live up to his
own and his family's expectations of excellence. In the Commentary, Timo-
thy's play is analyzed in terms of the pedagogical and assessment dilemmas
that arise for teachers and students when not all members of a multilingual
school community have the same kinds of linguistic capital and privilege. In
the Pedagogical Discussion, the analysis moves from what Timothy says in
his play to an analysis of how the playwriting workshop helped him develop
the skills he needed to produce better classroom presentations.

The book concludes with a chapter entitled "Challenging Linguistic In-
equities in Multilingual School Communities," which summarizes the dif-
ferent ways student multilingualism was received at Northside. The
concluding chapter also discusses what kind of school language policy most
effectively challenges educational linguistic inequities facing ESOL stu-
dents enrolled in schools where English is the language of instruction.

In the following pages, then, readers are introduced to a variety of dilem-
mas that teachers and students working in multilingual, multiracial schools
need to negotiate daily. It is my hope that this book's mix of ethnographic
description, analysis, and pedagogical discussion will provide readers with
insights that are useful in their own multilingual schooling contexts.



A Word About Language

Choosing the right words to write about linguistic, ethnic, and racial differ-
ences is a complex undertaking. Following sociolinguist and educational
researcher Angel Lin and the students at Northside, I refer to Cantonese as a
language even though I recognize there is debate on whether Cantonese is
best described as a language or a variety or dialect of Chinese.1

In discussions of racial identities, I followed antiracist educator and
writer Beverly Daniel Tatum and used the word White to refer to people of
European descent. Following Sonia Nieto and Carol Mullen, I used the
word Anglo-Canadian to describe White people in Canada who are Brit-
ish in origin and Euro-Canadian to describe White people in Canada who
are European but not British in origin.2 I have also followed Beverly Tatum
in using the words people of color to refer to those groups in Canada and
the United States that are and have been historically targeted by racism.
Like Tatum, I recognize that the expression people of color is not perfect
as it insinuates that White people have no color. I also recognize that work-
ing with White students to recognize their Whiteness and White privilege
is key to antiracist teacher education practice.3 When referring to people
of color from various groups of color, I use the words that the people them-

'See Lin (1997b, 2001).
2See Tatum (1997), Nieto (2000) and Mullen (1999).
3For a short review of what such antiracist teacher education practice might look like see

Goldstein (2001b), Mullen (1999); Olson (1999); Sleeter (1999); Lawrence and Tatum (1999).
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selves have used to describe themselves and others. A particular comment
about the word Oriental, which was sometimes used by students to de-
scribe Asians and Asian Canadians, is important here. Many people find
the term Oriental, when used in reference to people, to be offensive. As
writers Jeff Yang, Dina Gan, and Terry Hong explained, there are several
reasons why:

"Oriental" brings up painful chapters in Asian global history. The
terms Orient and Oriental were popularized during the height of Western colo-
nialism, when nations to the south and east of Europe were subjugated and ex-
ploited. As a result, use of the term can be an automatic cue for references to the
British Raj, the Opium War, the occupation of the Philippines, and other events
and periods in which the inhabitants of Asian countries were enslaved, victim-
ized, or otherwise mistreated by Europeans (and later, North Americans).

It has problematic racial and political connotations. Although Orient
translates simply as The East for many people, over time, particular ideas
have become associated with the term: The Orient was seen as the farthest
point from civilization (i.e., Europe) and a region of barbarism, exotic cus-
tom, and strange delight. As discussed in chapter 2, Orientals were conceived
as mysterious and inscrutable, with traditions and beliefs so different as to be
inhuman—and thus requiring of either speculative study (e.g., by anthropolo-
gists or religious evangelism).4 As social historian Edward Said detailed in
his seminal book, Orientalism, the intent and result of orientalism was the
objectification of cultures in Asia and the Middle East, providing a rationale
for colonial subjugation, missionary conversion, and military adventure.5
Later, it also created a context for domestic racism and xenophobia.

It's nonspecific. As perceived by western Europeans, The Orient in-
cluded all of Turkey, the Middle East, Asia, and to a lesser extent the Pacific
Islands. An Iranian was therefore just as Oriental as a Chinese person,
though in contemporary times, the term is never used in that manner. While
the term Asian is not much more specific, it is at least a term bounded by ge-
ography rather than a set of ideas.

It doesn't have an appropriate counterpart. The term Oriental stands
alone: No one refers to Europeans or Americans as Occidentals (which is
loaded with the same imagery and history as Oriental).

4The term "other people's children": was created by Lisa Delpit (1995).
5See Said (1994).
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It's more appropriately used for inanimate objects. The establish-
ment of trade routes linking the nations of Asia and the Middle East (which
occurred long before the opening of Asia to the West) meant that commodi-
ties and other goods were regularly transmitted between cultures. As a re-
sult, when people refer to Oriental spices or rugs, they have a stable
rationale from which to speak: Spices and rugs are among the only things
that the group of peoples known as Orientals actually had in common. In
general, Yan, Gan, and Hong believe that the use of the adjective in relation
to inanimate objects or abstract concepts has largely been considered ac-
ceptable, if not embraced.6

Many of us teaching and learning in North American schools have never
been taught that the word Oriental can cause offense. As a result, some of
the participants in the study used the word to describe Asians and Asian Ca-
nadians. When writing this book, I decided not to replace the participants'
use of the word Oriental with the words Asian or Asian Canadians. My in-
tent in including the word in participants' quotations is to illustrate the con-
tinuing legacy of Orientalism, which students and teachers need to
challenge in our classrooms.
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1
Introduction: Bilingual
Life and Language Choice
at Northside

Perhaps more than any other debate in education, the study of language
grapples with questions of power and identity.

[From The Real Ebonics Debate: Power, Language, and the Education of
African-American Children]1

THE CASE OF NORTHSIDE

The four-year critical ethnographic study that instigated the writing of this
book began with an investigation of how immigrant high-school students
born in Hong Kong used Cantonese as well as English to achieve academic
and social success in a Toronto school where English was the language of
instruction. Much had been written on teaching strategies for accommo-
dating English as a second or other language (ESOL) high school students
in such schools, and setting them up for academic success. However, much
less had been written about how students themselves used different lan-

1See Perry and Delpit (1998).
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guages to achieve success.2 The findings revealed that although the use of
Cantonese contributed to academic and social success of in a number of
ways, it also created different kinds of linguistic and academic dilemmas
for teachers and students in the school. Influenced by contemporary Cana-
dian discourses, beliefs, and policies around immigration and language
use, these dilemmas and issues were complex and required skillful negoti-
ation.3 I learned a lot from watching and listening to the ways students and
teachers negotiated academic and linguistic dilemmas at Northside, and I
wanted to share what I had learned with other educators working in multi-
lingual communities.

The reason I was interested in undertaking a study of bilingual life at a
high school like Northside in the first place had to do with my work as a
teacher educator at the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the
University of Toronto. The conversations I had with students enrolled in
the Initial (Pre-Service) Teacher Education program had revealed that
their understandings around language learning and the use of languages
other than English at school were often limited. As mostly monolingual
speakers of English, very few of my students had any personal experience
with the difficulties and dilemmas associated with learning and using
English at school. I wanted to provide them with an opportunity to hear
high-school students and teachers speak to these difficulties and dilem-
mas. As discussed in greater detail below, having recently enrolled a large
number of Cantonese-speaking students from Hong Kong who were using
English as a second language, Northside was an excellent school in which
to undertake such a study.

2Educational theorists, educators and applied linguists who have written about ways of cre-
ating effective and equitable learning environments that respond to the needs of a linguisti-
cally diverse high-school student population include Coelho (1998); Corson (2001);
Cummins (1996); Genesee (1994); Gonzalez and Darling-Hammond (1997); Hernandez
(1995); Jaramillo and Olsen (1999); McGroarty and Faltis (1991); Nieto (2000); and
Pennycook (2001).

3As explained by educational theorist Daniel Yon (2000), in popular usage, discourse re-
fers simply to conversation and writing. In the field of discourse analysis and discourse theory,
however, the term discourse is defined as a collection of statements and ideas that structure the
way we understand the world around us. Discourse shapes how we come to think and produce
new knowledge. To illustrate, different discourses around immigration shape whether or not
people think Canada's immigration policies are too lenient or too harsh. Discourse can also fa-
cilitate shared understandings and engagements with others. For example, people who share
similar ideas on the harshness of current immigration policies can work collectively to lobby
for change to these policies. However, although discourse may facilitate thought and action, it
may also work to constrain, because it sets up barriers and blind spots to thinking and acting.
Anti-immigrant discourses, such as the discourse of invasion discussed in chapter 4, may con-
strain collective lobbying for more lenient immigration policies.
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As a critical, ethnographic, teacher education text, the goal of this book is
to reveal and question coercive and discriminatory schooling polices and
practices. The lens through which I examine different ways of negotiating
linguistic and academic dilemmas reflects this goal. In linking the data from
the study with the critical literature in the fields of sociolinguistics and edu-
cation, I learned that it is not always clear what kinds of practices are coer-
cive and what kinds of practices are not. This uncertainty is reflected in the
commentaries and it is my hope that readers will engage with the questions
posed there and form their own understandings on how to create effective
and equitable learning environments in English-speaking schools that serve
multilingual students.

Over the 4 years of the study, I worked as the principal investigator and
leader of a multilingual, multicultural, multiracial research team that was
composed of a co-investigator, 10 graduate and undergraduate students
from two universities in Toronto, as well as some of the high school students
studying at Northside. One Chinese Cantonese-speaking parent born in
Hong Kong also joined the team as a translator and transcriber for a short pe-
riod of time. The co-investigator, research assistants, and I did not all work
together at one time. There were a total of five research teams: one that was
put together for the pilot study in the summer of 1994 and four different re-
search teams that were put together over the 4 years of the project. The re-
search teams and I spent the first 3 years conducting fieldwork at Northside
and reading together in study groups.

The fourth year was spent transcribing and translating data, discussing
different ways of understanding talk by Cantonese-speaking students, and
examining both the bilingual and monolingual transcripts for important
ideas and discourses. Further discussion of our fieldwork and the reading
we did to enhance our fieldwork is taken up in Appendix B.

The decisions around which data to share with readers in this book
rested solely with me. However, the transcribed ethnographic texts, the
commentary, and the pedagogical discussion in each chapter have been
"member checked" by those research participants who provided the data.4

The task of member checking the data included verifying that the tran-
scribed ethnographic texts in each chapter actually represented what the
participants had wanted to say during their interviews. Any misrepresen-
tation of ideas was corrected and then approved by the research partici-

4Readers should note that my goal was to have all data and analyses included in the book un-
dergo a process of member checking by those participants whose words had been used. How-
ever, it was not possible to locate all of the students who originally participated in the study. As a
result, almost all, rather than all, data and analyses have been member checked.
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pants before being published here. Similarly, the analyses in the
Commentary and Pedagogical Discussion sections were read by those re-
search participants whose words have been analyzed. Any disagreements
with my data analysis as well as any elaborations of my data analysis have
been included in the book.

In the third summer of the project (July 1998), 15 students from Anne
Yee's English class at Northside were hired as student researchers to par-
ticipate in a 12-session playwriting workshop. As is explained in chapter
6, the goal of the workshop was to provide the students, most of whom did
not use English as a first language, with an opportunity to develop their
English language skills and write their own ethnographies through the
genre of playwriting. As is discussed further in Appendix B, the idea to in-
volve student researchers in ethnographic research through playwriting
evolved from the need to negotiate the politics of researching "other peo-
ple's children."5 The student playwriting workshop also allowed the re-
search team to work toward what ethnographer Patti Lather calls
"catalytic validity," evidence that the research process had led to insight,
and ideally, activism on the part of the research participants.6 An example
of one of the plays that was written in the summer playwriting workshop
opens chapter 6. A discussion of the ways that the experience of participat-
ing in the workshop led to insight change also appears in chapter 6.

Having begun this Introduction with a brief discussion of the research
we undertook at Northside, I continue the chapter with a description of the
academic programming and linguistically diverse student body at
Northside. It is my hope that such a description will provide readers with a
set of contextual understandings they can use in thinking about the dilem-
mas and issues presented in the rest of book. The first ethnographic de-
scription is followed by a more specific discussion of bilingual
Cantonese-English life at the school. In this second discussion, I look at
some of the ways Cantonese-speaking students born in Hong Kong chose
to use Cantonese and English in school and the decisions that lie behind
their choices. My discussion here does not include a comprehensive anal-
ysis of language practices in the Cantonese-speaking community at
Northside.7 Rather, it includes a selected review of those practices that are
particularly relevant to the discussion of academic, linguistic, and peda-
gogical dilemmas that are taken up in the rest of the book.

sThe phrase "other people's children," was coined by Lisa Delpit (1995).
6See Lather (1986).
7See Heller (1994, 1999); Lin (2001); Rampton (1995).
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMMING AND LINGUISTIC
DIVERSITY AT NORTHSIDE

Since opening in a mostly middle and upper middle-class suburb north of
Toronto in 1970, Northside Secondary School had established a reputation
of academic excellence. During the first year of the study, Judith Ngan, one
of the research assistants on the project, brought me a copy of the real estate
section from one of Toronto's Chinese newspapers. An advertisement for
one of the houses located close to the school used the property's proximity
to Northside as a selling point. The community is still mostly composed of
middle and upper middle-class families; most Northside students were
working toward college or university admission, and the school's
1995-1996 Quality Assurance School Review reported that students identi-
fied high academic standards as a major strength of the school (North York
Board of Education, 1996). The School Review also reported that students at
Northside at 16 years of age achieved at levels above the system average in
mathematics testing, literacy testing, and accumulated credits. Students
taking mathematics, sciences, and computer sciences at Northside had an
impressive record of success in national and international contests and com-
petitions. The school also offered a strong arts program. According to
Northside's School Profile, a school board publication written to help par-
ents understand what the school had to offer students, about half of the stu-
dent population took part in the school's visual arts, drama, or music
programs. There were also opportunities for students to develop skills out-
side the classroom by joining programs in peer tutoring, peer counseling,
and cooperative education.

According to School Review, 86% of the students at Northside were immi-
grants to Canada and 60% reported that their primary language was a lan-
guage other than English. The top five primary languages spoken by students
were English (38%), Cantonese (35%); Mandarin (6%) and Farsi and Korean
(4%). The large percentage of bilingual and multilingual speakers at the
school meant that although English was the language of instruction, everyday
talk in classrooms, hallways, and the cafeteria took place in English as well as
other languages. This was an issue for many people at the school.

The review team, who had interviewed individual teachers, department
teams, students, student groups, office staff, caretaking staff, and adminis-
trators for the 1995-1996 School Review, reported that "all parties inter-
viewed expressed concern about the amount of non-English spoken in both
the hallways and classrooms of the school" (p. 3). The team also reported
that the group of 10 parents they spoke to expressed "considerable concern
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about language and the strong feeling was that English should not only be
the language of instruction, but also the only language spoken at school" (p.
7). Although the review team didn't explain the reasons behind this con-
cern, one of the recommendations they made was that the school continue to
work on the English literacy initiative it had already begun, but also include
in this initiative a "major focus on oral [English] language development" (p.
10). I interpreted this recommendation as a direct response to the amount of
"non-English" being spoken at school and the desire to make English the
only language spoken. What the staff was being asked to do was this: Initi-
ate a schoolwide, oral English development program in a multilingual
school where students were already successfully using both English and
languages other than English to conduct their academic and social lives.

After reading the School Review, the first question that was raised for
me was why there was such concern that English be the only language spo-
ken at the school when, overall, Northside students were achieving above
the system average and successfully working toward admission to col-
leges and universities. I initially thought the answer to this question may
lie in the linguistic make-up of the school and parent groups the review
team spoke to when conducting the school review. Although the majority
of students at Northside had a primary language other than English, most
of the teachers and staff we spoke to were monolingual or primary speak-
ers of English. And while the review team reported that the group of par-
ents they met with were representative of the school community, it did not
state whether the opinions of speakers of languages other than English
were represented in the School Review. Yet, looking for answers in the lin-
guistic make-up of the interviewees could not fully answer the question of
why people were concerned about multilingual practices at Northside. 1
knew I could not assume that all English speakers believed that English
was the only language that should be spoken at the school, and neither did
many of my English-speaking colleagues who were public high-school
teachers. Nor could I assume that all speakers of languages other than
English believed that the use of languages other than English in the class-
room was helpful to students studying in their second and third languages.
In fact, findings from a 1995 survey study undertaken in Hong Kong,
where many students at Northside had begun their secondary school edu-
cation, revealed the opposite.8 When asked about their beliefs about the
use of English and Chinese as languages of instruction, parents said that
English instruction brought about a better standard of English than did a

8See Tung, Tsang, and Lam (1997) for a full description of this survey research.
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combination of English and Chinese instruction.9 They also said they fa-
vored English instruction over Chinese instruction because of the socio-
economic importance of English in Hong Kong.

Importantly, the survey was undertaken before the implementation of the
linguistic streaming policy adopted in Hong Kong in September, 1998. After
September, 1998, only 114 secondary schools (around 30% of all secondary
schools) were allowed to use English as the medium of instruction for their
newly admitted (form 1 or grade 7) students. The rest of all publicly funded or
subsidized secondary schools (around 70% of all secondary schools) were
expected to use Chinese (that is, spoken Cantonese and written Standard Chi-
nese) as the medium of instruction for all new form 1 students.

At the time the 1995 survey was taken, secondary school entrants in
Hong Kong took tests that measured their Chinese and English language
skills. Students were then classified into three groups according to their test
scores in both languages. Students who were placed in group 1 were those
whose test scores indicated that they were able to learn effectively in either
English or Chinese. Students in group 2 were those whose test scores indi-
cated that they would learn more effectively in Chinese. Students in group 3
were those whose test scores indicated that they would probably learn more
effectively in Chinese, but were capable of learning in English. Interaction-
ist sociolinguist Angel Lin, who conducted ethnographic research in Hong
Kong secondary classrooms in the mid-1990s, tells us that the majority of
secondary schools that had been advised to switch to Chinese as the lan-
guage of instruction (on the basis of the language test scores of their incom-
ing students) still continued to call themselves "English medium schools."
They conducted classes in a Cantonese-English oral mode and English
written mode. Lin saw this pedagogical practice as a local coping response
in schools where students with limited access to English resources were
struggling to acquire an English medium education.10

Returning to the findings of the Hong Kong survey, most of the children
agreed with their parents' views on English medium instruction; however,
they also supported a gradual transition from Chinese to English medium ed-
ucation, and were in favor of teachers using both English and Chinese in the
same lesson. In contrast, both parents and teachers tended to believe that
teachers should not teach the same lesson in both English and Chinese (even

9As explained by Lin (2001), Chinese in the Hong Kong context is often taken to mean Can-
tonese in its spoken form and Modern Standard Chinese in its written form.

'"See Lin (1997b). As already mentioned, Lin's research was undertaken before the imple-
mentation of the 1998 linguistic streaming policy. The language situation in secondary school
classrooms since the implementation of the 1998 policy has not been studied.
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though many teachers were teaching bilingually in their own classrooms). In
commenting about this contradiction, Lin suggested that the surveyed teach-
ers experienced some conflict between what they believed was (officially)
correct practice and what they found necessary to do in their own classrooms.
She also suggested that the unfavorable attitude toward bilingual classroom
practices expressed by parents and teachers in the survey might have been a
result of the official, academic, and media discourses, which claimed that bi-
lingual classroom practices have negative educational effects."

Returning to the question of why there was such concern that English be
the only language spoken at Northside, the answer seemed to lie in under-
standing the importance, value, and privileges English held for parents,
teachers, and students. It also lay in understanding the kinds of difficulties,
tensions, and dilemmas that students and teachers associated with the use of
languages other than English at the school. These are discussed in the chap-
ters that follow.

In discussions of the desire for English monolingualism, I have found
that it is helpful to distinguish between the desire for a monolingual English
classroom and the desire for a monolingual English school. Although the
School Review reported that there was a strong feeling at Northside that
English should not only be the language of instruction, but also the only lan-
guage spoken at school, not one of the 10 teachers we interviewed had any
objections to the use of Cantonese spoken for social interaction outside the
classroom. Those who believed that their students' best interests were
served by English monolingualism in the classroom did not call for English
monolingualism in the hallways or cafeteria.

In August, 1995, very shortly after the School Review was submitted to
the principal of the school, the school board to which Northside belonged
adopted a new language policy. Entitled the Language for Learning Policy,
the policy consisted of 10 "core assumptions" that administrators and teach-
ers were to adopt as a basis for their planning around language initiatives.
Four of the 10 assumptions are particularly relevant for the discussions I
pursue in this book. They are the assumptions that:

1. Language, culture, and identity are closely linked. A program that rec-
ognizes, respects, and values students' racial, cultural, and linguistic
backgrounds, as well as the varieties of language, helps them to de-
velop a positive sense of self and motivates them to learn. All students
need opportunities to think critically about the social values and status

1See Lin (1997a) for a critical analysis of these official, academic, and media discourses.
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assigned to different languages by various groups in our society and to
explore issues of bias and stereotyping related to language and cul-
ture.

2. First-language literacy is important for second-language learning. It
helps students to grasp key concepts more easily and influences gen-
eral academic achievement.

3. All languages and varieties of languages are equally valid forms of
thought and communication. Canadian Standard English is the lan-
guage of instruction in The Board's Schools and all children in The
Board's District need to develop proficiency in this language.

4. Students' first languages play an important role in the classroom, in
the school program as a whole, and in communication with the home.
(Language For Learning Policy, pp. 7-8)

While the Language for Learning Policy explicitly named and legitimized
English as the language of instruction in its schools, it also legitimized stu-
dent use of languages other than English at school in several ways. First, it
asserted that effective, "motivating," school programming was program-
ming that recognized, respected, and valued students' linguistic back-
grounds. Secondly, it asserted that first-language literacy was important for
second-language learning. Third, it asserted that students' first languages
had an important role to play in the classroom and the school program as a
whole. The introduction of a language policy that legitimized student
multilingualism at the same time the School Review acknowledged a local
desire for English monolingualism and recommended a schoolwide oral
English development initiative produced an extremely interesting moment
in Northside's history. Teachers and administrators were being asked to re-
spond to two contradictory desires: the desire for institutional English
monolingualism and the desire for student multilingualism. They were also
being asked to implement a schoolwide oral English development initiative
while recognizing that students' primary languages played an important
role in attaining academic success. This moment resulted in teachers experi-
menting with a variety of pedagogical practices in their classrooms that are
at the center of the discussions that follow.

When several different school boards in the metropolitan Toronto area
merged to form the new Toronto District School Board in January, 1998, the
policies implemented in each school board were replaced with new policies.
A new language policy for the new Toronto District School Board was
adopted on May 27, 1998, after our classroom observation work had been
completed. A discussion of the similarities and differences between the
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Language for Learning Policy (North York Board of Education, 1995) and
the new Literacy Foundation Policy (Toronto District School Board, 1998)
is taken up in the Conclusion. The impact and implications that the imple-
mentation of both language policies have for critical educational practice is
also taken up in the Conclusion.

THE CANTONESE-SPEAKING STUDENTS
AT NORTHSIDE

Although other recent sociolinguistic ethnographies on adolescent lan-
guage use have investigated the language practices of many of the different
linguistic groups in one school,12 the study at Northside focused on the lan-
guage practices of one group, the Cantonese-speaking students who were
born in Hong Kong. The reason behind my choice to limit the scope of the
research project in this way had to do with the recent high enrollment of stu-
dents from Hong Kong who used Cantonese at school. The students' lan-
guage practices brought issues of multilingualism into high relief for the
staff at Northside and they were hoping that the research project might bring
new insights.

Between the years of 1991 and the first 4 months of 1996 (the most recent
statistics available), 48, 535 people, about 11% of the city's population, had
immigrated to Toronto from Hong Kong.13 As explained by historian Paul
Yee, around the mid-1970s, Canada began making efforts to attract foreign
business immigrants who could bring in capital and entrepreneurial skills to
help the Canadian economy. These efforts were particularly successful with
Hong Kong Chinese who were beginning to worry about their future. When
the People's Republic of China was established in 1949, it was expected that
the Chinese Communists would invade Hong Kong. They had long de-
nounced the "unequal treaties" of the 19th century and never formally rec-
ognized Britain's control of Hong Kong. However, China made no military
advances toward the colony. In 1966, Chairman Mao Zedong started his cul-
tural revolution because he thought China was slipping back toward capital-
ism. He purged the army and government of his opponents and established
the Red Guards, teenagers who attacked authority figures such as teachers,
professors, writers, and artists. In 1966, Red Guards invaded Macau, the
Portuguese territory across from Hong Kong, and plastered it with posters.

12See, for example, Monica Heller's (1999) study on the use of French, English, and Somali in a
French-language minority high school in Toronto and Ben Rampton's (1995) study on the use of
Creole, Panjabi, and Stylized Asian English in an English school in South Midlands, England.

13 See Statistics Canada: www.statcan.ca (search "Hong Kong immigration").
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A few months later, violent demonstrations against British rule took place
in Hong Kong, inspired by the Red Guards. There were strikes and bomb-
ings, and martial law was imposed. The economy came to a halt. In July,
300 Chinese soldiers crossed the border and killed five Hong Kong police
officers. Property values dropped sharply and so did trade and tourism. But
China needed the foreign currency channeled through Hong Kong's trade
activities, and by the end of the year, order was established. However, the ri-
ots made Hong Kong residents worry about a Communist takeover. Many
looked for ways to emigrate and Canada became a popular destination. Yee
reports that Hong Kong lost 67,000 of its people to Canada in the period of
1972 to 1978, and 130, 410 between 1988 and 1992. Direct investment from
Hong Kong grew from $10 million in 1967, to $426 million in 1986, and to
$2.3 billion in 1991.

In 1984, China and Britain reached an agreement to transfer Hong Kong
back to Chinese rule in 1997. Under the agreement, it would become a "spe-
cial administrative region" with much control over its government, except for
foreign policy and defense. It is intended that Hong Kong retain its capitalist
economy within China's socialist system for 50 years after 1997. However,
uncertainty about the quality of life under Chinese rule have led many people
of the educated middle class in Hong Kong, who have enjoyed high incomes
and want to keep their freedom and lifestyle, to leave Hong Kong.14 Many of
the 48,500 middle class people who immigrated to Toronto from Hong Kong
between 1991 and the beginning of 1996 settled in several suburbs outside the
city and enrolled their children in suburban schools like Northside.

STUDYING LANGUAGE CHOICE

Language-choice research involves finding out what makes people in multi-
lingual settings choose to use one language over another. The study of lan-
guage choice has been undertaken by sociolinguists, sociologists, social
psychologists, and anthropologists. My own work draws on the work under-
taken by interactionist sociolinguists Monica Heller, Angel Lin, Marilyn
Martin-Jones, Bonny Norton, and Mukul Saxena. These researchers have
made use of anthropological research perspectives and traditions and have
linked people's individual language choice decisions to their goals and roles
in life and larger historical, economic, political, and educational events.15

14See Yee (1996).
15See, for example, Heller (1988a, 1988b, 1994, 1995, 1999, 2001); Heller and Martin-Jones

(2001); Lin (2001); Martin Jones (1995); Martin-Jones (1995); Saxena (2001); Norton (2000):
and Norton Peirce (1995).
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As will be seen now and in the chapters that follow, in discussing the rela-
tionship between language choice, identity, and the political economy, I fol-
low these researchers and draw upon the economic metaphors found in the
work of French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu. Bourdieu has theorized that
people make choices about what languages to use in particular kinds of
"markets," which he defines as places where different kinds of resources or
"capital" are distributed. Markets allow one form of capital to be converted
into another. "Linguistic capital" can be cashed in for educational qualifica-
tions or "cultural capital," which, in turn, can be cashed in for lucrative jobs
or "economic capital." Bourdieu sees markets as sites of struggle in which
individuals seek to maintain or alter the distribution of the forms of capital
specific to it. At Northside, the struggle was over what linguistic resources
could or should be used to access cultural capital (school knowledge and ed-
ucational qualifications). In order to maintain the forms of capital specific
to a particular market (for example, the need to use English to obtain school
knowledge and educational qualifications at Northside), Bourdieu suggests
that all participants have to have a total and unconditional "investment" in
the market and in the way different forms of capital are distributed. Bonny
Norton has theorized that ESOL learners can experience ambivalence
around their investment in English16 and at Northside this ambivalence re-
sulted in linguistic dilemmas for students and contributed to the school's
struggle over language practices.

As discussed earlier in the discussion of the survey undertaken in Hong
Kong, people assess the market conditions in which their linguistic products
will be received and valued by others. This assessment can constrain the way
they speak or the way the think they ought to speak. Some linguistic products
are more highly valued than others and are endowed with what Bourdieu calls
a "legitimacy" that other linguistic products are not. The official languages of
Canada are French and English and, in Bourdieu's words, it is the role of Ca-
nadian schools to "legitimize" and "impose" these official languages on stu-
dents. Although the Language for Learning Policy legitimized the use of
languages other than English to help students access and produce school
knowledge, English was the official language of instruction and assessment at
Northside and there were a multitude of ways that teachers and students con-
structed its legitimacy. However, because markets are always the sites of
struggle and places where people experience ambivalence around their in-

16See Norton (2000) and Norton Peirce (1995) for further discussion on ambivalence and
Bourdieu's notion of investment. Also see Judith Butler (1999) for a discussion on ambivalence
and Bourdieu's notion of "habitus," those "embodied rituals of everydayness" that motivate or
incline [language] practices in the market.
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vestment in English, there were also moments when the legitimacy of English
was contested because of the value associated with the use of other languages.
Critical education theorist Jim Cummins has talked about these moments as
opportunities to challenge "coercive relations of power" in the classroom and
work toward "collaborative relations of power."17 Cummins's ideas are ex-
plored further in chapter 5.

CHOOSING TO USE CANTONESE AT SCHOOL18

Following the work of the interactionist sociolinguists just mentioned, I be-
gin this analysis of language choice with the belief that people associate
particular languages with membership in particular social groups. Put a lit-
tle differently, I work with the idea that particular languages symbolize par-
ticular social identities. At Northside, most Cantonese-speaking students
bora in Hong Kong used Cantonese to speak to other students born in Hong
Kong. The use of Cantonese was associated with membership in the Can-
tonese-speaking community at the school. It symbolized a Hong Kong Ca-
nadian identity. The choice to use Cantonese to seek and maintain member-
ship in the Cantonese-speaking community was related to the students'
goals of academic and social success at school. To illustrate, research in a fi-
nite mathematics class revealed that the use of Cantonese allowed students
to gain access to friendship and assistance that helped them achieve good
marks in the course. Having friends in the classroom (achieving social suc-
cess and collecting social capital) was related to the goal of a getting high or
passing mark (achieving academic success and collecting cultural capital)
in several ways.

First, friends explained things you didn't understand, for example, an ex-
planation the teacher had given of a math concept, or the reason an answer to
a math problem was not correct. Second, friends encouraged you to contest
a mark a teacher had given you on an assignment, quiz, or test if they
thought the teacher had made a poor evaluation judgment. This is illustrated
in the following exchange where one of the students, Lawrence, was trying
to figure out why the math teacher, Mrs. Lo, had taken three marks off an an-
swer he had given in one of the problems on a quiz. He didn't think his an-
swer was completely wrong and wanted to ask Mrs. Lo to reconsider the
mark she had given him. Eddy and Cindy were helping Lawrence figure out
why his answer was not completely wrong when Cindy realized that Eddy

7See Cummins (1996).
"Some of the ideas in this section were first discussed in Goldstein (1997).
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had also correctly answered one of the questions that had been evaluated as
partly incorrect.

Translation and Transcription Notes

In this exchange, and the other exchanges in this book, each Cantonese
speaker's original Cantonese utterances have been translated into English
and appear in italics. Any additional information needed to make the mean-
ing of the speaker's words clear to the readers appears in brackets within or
right after the translated or English utterance. Nonverbal communication
such as laughter is indicated in parentheses. Words that appear in boldface
are words that were originally spoken in English. In the exchange that fol-
lows, the only English words uttered by the Cantonese-speaking students
were words associated with the math problems the students were talking
about and words associated with the English names of the math teachers
teaching summer school.

Lawrence: / really don't understand it. I only have two parts wrong. How could
someone take away three marks ? I didn 't think too lowly of her [And
I thought so highly of her].

Eddy: She thinks lowly of you.

Lawrence: I don't know.

Cindy: How come you have half a mark for your bonus question?

Lawrence: Yeah, that's what I don't understand. It's not that I don't know [the
right way to do the problem]. Where did I lose nine marks? There
are only two parts here, that is the A and B relationship one. A and
B are wrong, but C is correct.

Cindy: (Looking at Eddy's answer that was also evaluated as being partly
incorrect) Heh, heh, heh. Your last question should be right.

Eddy: Me? [Mine?]

Cindy: You. [Yours.]

Eddy: / told her. She said she's not going to talk it over with me. I don't how
to do it. [how to explain why my answer is partly right and why she
should change the way she marked the answer]. Forget it.

Lawrence: Nevermind. (Laughs).

Eddy: Yesterday, I asked the afternoon finite [math] teacher. He said Ishoul

Lawrence: Did you find it? [Did you find a way to explain why your answer
is partly right?] Even you can't find it? [Even you can't find a
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way to explain why your answer is partly right?]. / really don't
know what to do.
[Translated Exchange, July 20, 1994]

Negotiating a mark in a second language was not always easy for Cantonese-
speaking students. As English was the legitimate language at Northside,
those students who wanted Mrs. Lo to consider changing a mark she had
given them on a test or assignment had to submit a written statement in Eng-
lish as to why they should receive more marks. Further discussion of this
practice is taken up in the next chapter. This meant that students needed to be
able to articulate exactly why their answers were (partly) right and why they
should receive more marks. Talking with friends about your case (in Canton-
ese) sometimes helped make the task of negotiating a mark easier.

The third way that having friends was important to succeeding academi-
cally had to do with the way friends advocated for each other in the class-
room. Students helped each other access the teacher's attention during
"classroom practice" activities so that their classmates could ask Mrs. Lo to
re-explain a math concept, find out why an answer to a math problem was
incorrect, or contest a mark she had given them.

In interviews with research assistant, Veronica Hsueh and me, students
also told us that finding friends who were intimate companions as well as
classmates was important for reasons that were not linked to academic suc-
cess. Intimate friends helped students with "problems," for example, family
problems, problems with their girlfriends or boyfriends, and academic
problems they couldn't tell their families about.

Initiating friendship (whether it was a collegial or intimate friendship)
and developing or nurturing a friendship was related to the way people
spoke to each other in the classroom. Once a friendship was established, the
students were then able to ask each other for help and assistance. Talk that
was associated with making friends in the math classroom took place in dif-
ferent languages that varied according to who was involved in the interac-
tion. Such conversations between students who used Cantonese as their
primary language were undertaken in Cantonese.

The use of Cantonese to seek and maintain friendships within the Can-
tonese-speaking community at Northside can be understood as a survival or
coping strategy. Following Monica Heller, who talked about Franco-
Ontarian resistance to English as having to do with "creating a francophone
space from which to more easily enter the anglophone world." I understand
the use of Cantonese as a way for students to create a Cantonese space from
which they could move more easily into the anglophone world in their
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school.19 This understanding mirrors Angel Lin's argument that bilingual
Cantonese-English teaching practices in Hong Kong were a coping re-
sponse to students' struggle to acquire English linguistic capital. The Can-
tonese-speaking students at Northside were using a coping strategy they
had used in Hong Kong.

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH USING ENGLISH

As linguistic capital was associated with achieving social and academic suc-
cess at school, Cantonese was associated with social and academic benefits.
These were benefits that were not associated with the use of English. In fact,
the use of English was risky because its use could jeopardize the access to
friendship and assistance that was so important to academic and social suc-
cess in school. Cantonese-speaking students reported that other Cantonese
students told them that they were "rude" if they spoke to them in English.
When asked why it was rude to speak in English, one student told us that some
people thought that you were trying to be "special" if you spoke English or
that you liked to "show off your English abilities." In the following interview
excerpt, student Victor Yu explains "showing off' this way:

For the Hong Kong people, right? We will, we will rarely use English to
speak to each other except for people who are born here or have been here for
a long time. If that is not the case, right? We will speak Cantonese because if
we like talk English with them, right? They do think you are really, like,
showing off your skill in English.

[Victor Yu, Interview, October 9,1996]

To understand the reasons behind the association between the use of Eng-
lish and showing off, it is helpful to refer to the work undertaken by Angel
Lin, who talks about English as the language of power and the language of
educational and socioeconomic advancement in Hong Kong.20 To illus-
trate her point, Lin writes that a student who wants to study medicine, ar-
chitecture, and legal studies in Hong Kong must have adequate English
resources (linguistic capital), in addition to subject knowledge and skills,
to enter and succeed in English-medium, professional training programs
(gain cultural capital). After graduating from these programs, students
also need to have adequate English resources to earn the credentials to en-
ter these professions that are accredited by the British-based or Brit-

"See Heller (2001).
0See Lin (2001) for a fuller discussion of English as symbolic domination, a term used by Pi-

erre Bourdieu (1982/1991).
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ish-associated professional bodies (Hong Kong was a British colony until
July, 1997). Students' access to linguistic capital that provides them with
the mastery of English needed to enter high-income professions in Hong
Kong is uneven. Only a small elite group of Cantonese speakers has had
the opportunity to obtain such mastery. The elite bilingual class in Hong
Kong includes people who are wealthy enough to afford high-quality, pri-
vate, English-medium secondary and tertiary education and a very small
number of high-achieving students get access to such education via their
high scores in public examinations. It is the association of English with
membership in this elite bilingual class in Hong Kong that helps explain
why Cantonese-speaking students at Northside associated speaking Eng-
lish with showing off. Back in the city of Toronto, English is also the lan-
guage associated with educational and socioeconomic advancement.
Students at Northside passed courses and acquired cultural capital by
demonstrating what they had learned in English. Students from Hong
Kong who were first-generation immigrants to Canada used English with
varying levels of proficiency and mastery. This meant they had varying
levels of linguistic capital at school. When Cantonese-speaking students
used English with other Cantonese students, they demonstrated their pro-
ficiency or mastery and could be seen as showing off their linguistic capi-
tal and flexing their linguistic power. Students who depended on friends
and classmates for assistance with academic activities and a social life at
school did not want to risk being considered a show-off.

Bonny Norton, bringing feminist poststructuralist theory into current
discussions on language, identity, and the political economy, has written
that as well as being related to markets and different forms of capital, lan-
guage is a place where people construct their sense of selves.21 As men-
tioned earlier, Cantonese was associated with being part of the Hong Kong
community at Northside. In addition to being associated with showing off,
English was also associated with being "too Canadianized." Student Max
Yeung told us that when a Cantonese speaker used English, it was a sign that
most of his or her friends were "Canadians" (people who were born in Can-
ada and were English speakers) and that "they [were] in their own group."
Such speakers were considered outsiders to the Hong Kong community at
Northside. Although the use of Cantonese was associated with social and
academic resources, the use of English was associated with costs, and most

2lSee Norton (2000) for a discussion of what poststructualist feminist theory and the theory
of subjectivity can contribute to current understandings about second language learning. For a
discussion of other critical theories and the contribution they make to the field of second lan-
guage acquisition see Pennycook (2001).
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students in the Hong Kong community at Northside avoided using English
with each other. This strategy, demonstrating ambivalence in students' in-
vestment in English, rubbed against the desire for students to only use Eng-
lish at school, it also created several dilemmas for the students.

DILEMMAS ASSOCIATED
WITH USING CANTONESE

Choosing to only use Cantonese with other Cantonese speakers at
Northside was problematic for some of the students. These students told us
that although working and socializing almost exclusively in Cantonese pro-
vided them with friends and helped them succeed in their courses, it did not
provide them with many opportunities to "practice" English. Mirroring the
results of the Hong Kong survey discussed earlier, these students talked
about the educational and socioeconomic benefits, and the cultural and eco-
nomic capital associated with being able to use English well. English was
not only the legitimate language of instruction and evaluation at Northside,
but the legitimate language at the universities they wanted to attend. Strong
proficiency in English provided students with access to a wider range of
programs and courses at a university. The students also suggested that
strong English skills were required in many of the local labor markets and in
such high-status and high-influence professions as law, politics, and upper
management positions in both the private and public sector.22 The dilemma
for these students was how to find opportunities to practice English (which
would benefit them in the long term) at the same time as they used Canton-
ese to achieve immediate social and academic success at Northside. One of
the challenges for teachers at Northside, then, was finding ways to assist
Cantonese-speaking students in developing their spoken English language
skills without forcing them to assume the social and academic risks associ-
ated with showing off and breaking the sociocultural, sociolinguistic norms
of their linguistic community. Several teachers at Northside took on this
challenge, and their pedagogical approaches are discussed in a number of
chapters that follow.

A second dilemma associated with using Cantonese at school was that
many of the teachers and students didn't like hearing it in the classrooms
and hallways. As is also discussed in the chapters that follow, the teachers
who believed that students' academic success depended on English mono-

22See Maclear (1994) for a discussion on the need for the Canadian school system to ensure
that the English language abilities of Asian high-school students are developed on an equal basis
as other students.
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lingualism in the classroom contested the school board's effort to legitimize
student multilingualism and promoted the use of English in a number of
ways. Some experimented with classroom English-only rules or policies
while others discussed their preferences with students at the beginning of
their courses and reminded them to "speak English, please" whenever they
heard another language being used. Often, these teachers' preference for
English was related to the fact that some students in their class reported that
they felt excluded or "left out" when other students used languages they
didn't understand; students also worried that others were talking negatively
about them. These feelings of being excluded and talked about often re-
flected the teachers' own feelings.

Students who spoke Cantonese (or other languages) in classrooms where
teachers had made their preference for English clear risked their teachers'
displeasure and disapproval. Students overheard using Cantonese in class-
rooms with English-only rules or policies risked being punished or disci-
plined. In all classrooms, students who spoke Cantonese risked the anger
and resentment of classmates who felt excluded from their conversation.
Yet, as discussed earlier, using English with Cantonese speakers was also
costly. In the following interview excerpt, Frank Li described the dilemma
this way:

Tara: ... so is it correct to say you use both English and Cantonese during
the day, here at Northside?

Frank: Well, mostly I use English, 'cause even though [I am] with Chinese
people, I, I sort of avoid talking in Cantonese because most of the
time I'm, I'm with some Chinese people and then around there's
someone who cannot speak, couldn't understand Cantonese. I, I al-
ways think it's not nice, to, to, to speak Cantonese in front of people
that don't understand it. That's why. But [when] I, I talk with some
Chinese people I still use Can—English in [some cases], but if they
don't understand English that's another story.

Tara: Okay, then you'll use Cantonese.

Frank: Yeah.

Tara: Let me ask you about teachers in Northside. Do you have any teach-
ers who have rules about using Cantonese in the classroom?

Frank: Well, me, I don't, but I've heard of other people that have [teachers
who have rules]... [One teacher] says, a nickel or a dime, every time
that you speak Chinese and, but, for me I think, well, I try my best
not to speak Chinese in class .... But, you know, sometimes it's re-
ally hard because when my Chinese friends are talking in Chinese,
you know, that, that's, it's not polite [to speak in English]. 'Cause
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like, okay, [it's like] I was trying to show off or whatever. That, that,
you know, in that case, I'll, I will speak in Cantonese, but maybe just
a few words... .Well, you know, trying my best not to [speak in Can-
tonese]. Sometimes it just happens. Okay, [if] they ask, they ask me
a question in Chinese, [then] I should answer in Chinese, that's what
I should do.
[Frank Li, Interview, February 19, 1997]

There were a number of ways Cantonese-speaking students tried to work
through this linguistic dilemma at Northside. Some, like Frank, tried to ac-
commodate the language preferences of their English-speaking classmates
whenever it was possible, censoring their use of Cantonese. Others chose to
use Cantonese despite the anger of other students, while still others code-
switched from Cantonese to English and from English to Cantonese in an
effort to accommodate both English and Cantonese speakers and work
across linguistic differences in their classrooms. Further discussion of these
strategies is taken up in chapter 2.

In this introduction I have written about some of the ways students from
Hong Kong experienced Cantonese-English bilingual life at Northside and
the academic and linguistic dilemmas that emerged in their bilingual commu-
nity. In the chapters that follow, I explore the ways teachers and students re-
sponded to and negotiated these dilemmas in their classrooms. As mentioned
in the Preface, the chapters in Part I look at dilemmas of speech and silence
whereas the chapters in Part II explore dilemmas of discrimination. The com-
mentaries and pedagogical discussions in each chapter are not intended to
provide an authoritative reading or interpretation of the dilemmas being dis-
cussed. Rather, they are presented as ideas that may confirm, challenge, or
build on readers's own understandings of schooling in multilingual commu-
nities and create opportunities for further reflection and discussion.

TEACHING IN "NEW TIMES"

Before moving on to a description and analysis of the choices, risks, and di-
lemmas that come up for students and teachings in multilingual schools, a
brief word seems important about the broader relevance of the Northside
study. In discussing and sharing parts of the book with a number of people
living in different parts of the world, it became clear that the linguistic and
academic issues that have been raised at Northside have also been raised for
others who live and work in other multilingual communities. A play writing
colleague from a small town in Wisconsin told me that my play, Hong Kong,
Canada, resonated with her experience of growing up in a town that hosted
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a large number of families from Laos. Similarly, teachers and students in
Brisbane, Sydney, and Toowoomba, Australia, who work with people from
many different parts of Asia, found the issues raised at Northside were re-
flected in their own schools.

One of the reasons that the issues raised at Northside are familiar to those
living in other parts of the world has to do with the impact of globalization.
In the last 20 years, globalization has brought unprecedented economic,
cultural, and technological changes. One of these changes is mass immigra-
tion, which is very different from the immigration of post-war times. Many
immigrant elementary and secondary school students in our "New Times"
are growing up with several cultures. They are living in more than one com-
munity and hear and speak more than one language.23 For example, there are
many Asian students attending Canadian and American schools who travel
back and forth between North America and Hong Kong and Taiwan to visit
parents and/or other close relatives who live and work there. They continue
to access and consume Chinese pop culture from Hong Kong and Taiwan
through the Internet, cable TV, CDs, and videos. I understand that this is
also the case in some parts of Australia. Learning to work effectively with
students who call more than one place home and have strong affiliations in
more than one community is critical to good teaching of "New Times." We
need to develop new understandings about the lives and needs of our immi-
grant students. In a small way, this book attempts to begin a discussion
about what such an understanding entails.

23The term New Times has been to used by several writers to refer to the economic, cultural,
and technological changes associated with globalization. See, for example, Hall (1996) and
Luke (1999).
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I
Dilemmas of Speech
and Silence

My grandmother was very popular in Chinatown. While we shopped, we
were stopped every few feet by her acquaintances. Everyone talked loudly
and waved their arms. I couldn't understand why they had to be so loud. It
seemed so uncivilized. She also took me to visit her friends and I occupied
myself with extra game pieces while they played mah jongg. But as I started
to grow up, I stopped going to Chinatown with her, where it was too loud,
and then I stopped spending time with her altogether. I started to play with
friends who weren't loud and weren't Chinese.

—From Anne Jew, Everyone Talked Loudly in Chinatown

It was when I found out I had to talk that school became a misery, that the si-
lence became a misery. I did not speak and felt bad each time that I did not
speak. I read aloud in first grade, though, and hear the barest whisper with
little squeaks come out of my throat. "Louder," said the teacher, who scared
the voice away again. The other Chinese girls did not talk either, so I knew
the silence had to do with being a Chinese girl.

—From Maxine Hong Kingston, Woman Warrior
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2

Accepting and Legitimizing
Multilingualism

Sometimes for the problem solving or the probability stuff, you know, you
know me, right? I think in Chinese. In English, I often have to spend, like, 15
minutes [to understand a problem], right? But in Chinese, I...like...6 min-
utes or 5 minutes, I can, I can figure out [the problem]. It's really easier.

[Rose Chan, a student in Evelyn Lo's summer finite math class,
Interview, July 27, 1994]

As discussed in the Introduction and demonstrated once again in the quote
above, the use of Cantonese contributed to the academic success of students
from Hong Kong by helping them make links between their own knowledge
and the knowledge of their classrooms and school. However, students like
Rose Chan, who is quoted, were only able to use their linguistic resource of
Cantonese when their teachers supported the use of languages other than
English in their classrooms. This chapter explores the way student
multilingualism was legitimized by Evelyn Lo, one of the math teachers at
Northside. The chapter begins with excerpts from an interview with Mrs.
Lo, who not only allowed her students to use languages other than English
in the classroom, but also used Cantonese and Mandarin herself. Born in
China, Evelyn Lo immigrated to Hong Kong as a child, and then immi-
grated to Canada as an adult. She was trilingual and her use of Mandarin,
Cantonese, and English in the classroom were associated with the various
roles she played there. The data used in the chapter comes from observa-
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dons, tape recordings, and interviews that research assistant Veronica
Hsueh and I undertook in Mrs. Lo's summer finite math class. Excerpts
from two additional student interviews have been juxtaposed with the data
from this site. The interview excerpts, commentary, and pedagogical dis-
cussion that appear in this chapter have been member checked by Evelyn
Lo. The interview excerpt begins with me asking Evelyn about the different
roles she plays as a teacher.

"AT TIMES, PEOPLE LEARN BETTER
FROM THEIR PEERS"

Tara: The next set of questions, Evelyn, asks about your role as a teacher.
What different roles do you play as a teacher in this classroom?

Evelyn: As a leader, I show them how to learn. I motivate them, make them
learn not just from me but from their peers as well.

Tara: Why is all that important?

Evelyn: At times, people learn better from their peers, through discussions
and conversations. Working in groups, working together they learn
a lot more.

Tara: What happens when kids work together that does not happen when
they work with a teacher?

Evelyn: One teacher has to cater to 30. A lot of the time they have a special
need or special question. If they go to their friend, they talk it out and
have a discussion. They learn a lot more. Then if they have any trou-
ble, they come to me. I use myself as a resource person.

Tara: Where did you first come to adopt this student-centered approach'?
You once told me that schooling in Hong Kong is very different and
[that] your life as a teacher in Hong Kong was very different.

Evelyn: Well, as you noticed, I always teach a lesson. I will spend 20 minutes
explaining a concept in detail and then I get them to work on their
own; in groups or in pairs ... But all the basic concepts I've done in a
very traditional way ... But on top of that, I get them to work in
groups.

Tara: So you actually have a combined approach.

Evelyn: Yes, so it is not that much of a difference in that way, because I do
teach a lesson in the traditional way. But on top of it, I get them to
learn from their peers and work together with their peers.

Tara: This was an approach you did not take in Hong Kong?

Evelyn: No. We do not allow or have the kind of facilities to do that, because
of tradition, space, and time. Here things evolve and I find it better
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that way. So slowly, I just follow whatever is possible and use what-
ever method works.

Tara: We have noticed that there are times that you use English, times that
you use Mandarin, and times that you use Cantonese. What is your
own sense of how you use those languages in this classroom?

Evelyn: Basically as teaching goes, I always use English. To teach a class,
when I give basic concepts, when I give instruction to the class, I al-
ways use English. When I talk to students, I always use English un-
less they are stuck. Then in private I will explain it to them in the
language they prefer.

Tara: So you basically make your choices based on the language they prefer.

Evelyn: Yes, if we are just one-on-one.

Tara: In the private space.

Evelyn: Yes. To the class I will use English.

Tara: So if you approach a table [students in Mrs. Lo's class sat at tables in
groups of six or seven], and that table has both English-speaking
and Cantonese or Mandarin-speaking students, and you think that
the whole table is listening, you will use English?

Evelyn: Definitely.

Tara: So the only time you would use Cantonese or Mandarin is on one-
on-one.

Evelyn: Right and if they are stuck. Otherwise, I would prefer to use English
because their textbooks are in English and they need to communi-
cate in English. When they are writing a sentence [to conclude an
answer to a math problem] or whatnot they have to use English. So it
is better for them to learn the proper terms.

Tara: In your classroom, the students are allowed to use their own lan-
guages. It is okay.

Evelyn: That is for their academic improvement. Yes, English is important.
They need to speak English for interactions with other people and
all that. But when we get down to it, really it does not matter, like
they can discuss and use whatever language they prefer to tackle a
problem that is more difficult to understand.

Tara: For you, if using your first language aids them in actually succeed-
ing academically, that is fine?

Evelyn: Sure, why not find a way to find out what they need? So they can use
that to benefit whatever they need to do in the future. Some of the
students find it very difficult to research in English. They can always
read some of the materials in Chinese, find the information, and
write it up in English. They can do that. That will help them to reach
a better comprehension. For the initial stages, okay. As long as they
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find the information. In that sense, they are encouraged to write in
their own words, because they don't have the original to go by.

Tara: You have told us that often you do some counseling with students.
Have you had the opportunity to do any counseling with students in
this classroom?

Evelyn: I never initiate that, but whenever they come to me with problems,
I always sit down and talk with them. Give them a chance to tell me
what the problem is and we talk about options. I let them make a
decision. They talk about boyfriends, girlfriends, family. Mom
wants them to do well—they get punished if they don't get a 90%
or whatnot. We talk about those things and how to handle those sit-
uations and what is the best way to tackle that and how to phrase
the problem.

Tara: What language do you find you use when you're doing that kind of
counseling?

Evelyn: A lot of the times it started out in English and it ended in Cantonese
or Mandarin. When they want to pour their heart out, they feel more
comfortable using their own language.

Tara: When students come to talk to you about their marks and their as-
signments and quizzes, I know you have a particular strategy in
place. What language do you find that most students use, what lan-
guage do you use, and why?

Evelyn: Basically I insist that if they have any contest with their marks, they
have to write it down in writing. So when they write it down they
write in English. And I always respond to it. Even if it is not a legiti-
mate thing, I tell them why they should get that mark. I always re-
spond to them. I always insist they write it in writing. So I seldom
talk to them about marks. But if they do approach me again I say,
"Well, if you are still not happy about it, write to me about it." They
always write in English. They never write in Chinese.

Tara: Tell me a little about the importance of friendship for students in
school. As a teacher, what have you noticed about the importance of
friends and having friends in school for students?

Evelyn: I always insist in the first class, I tell them to find a friend and write
down their phone number in case they need any lesson or assign-
ment. They have to phone the friend to find out what they need. It is
their responsibility to make it up. I actually encourage them to form
a network. In case they are stuck, they can always phone whomever
and find a friend to work with. So I do encourage that. Especially in
summer school, it is 4 hours [long]. It can be very boring. So if they
can sit in a group, if they have a couple of friends, while they work
between groups they can talk a little bit. They can socialize; they can
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still have a life here. To make activity more happy, to create an at-
mosphere to learn, to find a reason to come in the morning.
[Interview, August 3, 1994]

COMMENTARY: TEACHING AND LEARNING
IN CANTONESE AND MANDARIN

The Fluidity of Language Choice
and the Practice of Codeswitching

As discussed in the aforementioned interview, Evelyn Lo's uses of Mandarin,
Cantonese, and English were associated with three roles she played in the
classroom: teacher, "helper," and counselor.1 Interactionist sociolinguists tell
us that language choice is fluid and that there is a range of choices open to
people in their use of language to symbolize various identities. For example,
Robert Le Page has explained that people create different ways of talking that
resemble those belonging to the groups or roles they wish, from time to time,
to be identified with.2 People make different selections among the language
practices and roles and identities available to them at different times.

In her role as teacher and authority in the classroom, Mrs. Lo performed
particular tasks. She took attendance and sent students who were late to the
office to get a late slip. Mrs. Lo also formally presented the math concepts to
be studied each day, assigned classroom and homework tasks, designed
quizzes and tests, evaluated students' assignments, quizzes, and tests, and
dealt with students' questioning or contesting of the mark she had given
them on their work. In this role, Mrs. Lo only used English, which was the
language of instruction in the school and symbolic of her authority as the
class leader and evaluator of her students' work.

After her formal presentation of the math concepts to be studied each
day, Mrs. Lo assigned a set of "classroom practice" activities. Students
worked on these activities either individually, in pairs, or in small groups,
with others seated at their table. It was during these classroom practice ac-
tivities that students used their primary languages. Mrs. Lo visited each stu-
dent table and provided assistance to individual students who needed it.
Classroom practice was a time period that was clearly carved out of the
4-hour summer math class and always followed Mrs. Lo's introductory pre-
sentation. During classroom practice Mrs. Lo assumed a role that research

'See Lin (1988) for similar findings and a discussion of the use of language alternation as a
communicative resource to negotiate different roles in the classroom.

2SeeLe Page (1968).
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assistant Veronica Hsueh and I called helper. As discussed in the interview,
in this role, Mrs. Lo used Cantonese and Mandarin with students if they
were "stuck," that is, having difficulty completing a problem.

In her role of counselor, Mrs. Lo provided academic and personal
counseling to those students who needed support. The type of counsel-
ing she provided during the 5 weeks we visited her classroom included
academic advice about working harder in school to a student whom she
felt was not working to his or her full potential and career advice to a stu-
dent trying to make a decision about when and where to go to university.
Mrs. Lo also told us that she was speaking regularly to a student who was
working on family issues at home. In this role of counselor, Mrs. Lo used
English with students who did not speak Cantonese or Mandarin, but of-
ten used Cantonese with the Cantonese speakers and Mandarin with
Mandarin speakers.

On Public and Private Spaces in the Classroom

As she explains in the interview excerpt above, Mrs. Lo only used Canton-
ese and Mandarin in spaces that were "private," off what Canadian and
British sociolinguists Monica Heller, Marilyn Martin-Jones, and Mukul
Saxena have called the "center stage" of the classroom floor.3 Mrs. Lo cre-
ated such spaces by scheduling time for classroom practice, which al-
lowed her to transform center stage into what I call a "shared stage." On
the shared stage, students solved math problems collaboratively, using
whatever language was most helpful to them. For Mrs. Lo, center stage
was a public space for whole-group instruction and therefore a space
where she only used English, the language of instruction at Northside.
However, a shared stage where students instructed each other provided her
with private spaces that could legitimately (with the support of the Lan-
guage for Learning Policy discussed in the Introduction) become multilin-
gual if students were stuck on a problem. The Cantonese and Mandarin
counseling Mrs. Lo undertook with individual students took place "off
stage," during the daily break or after class was over for the day. Mrs. Lo's
creative use of time to create private spaces of instruction and assistance in
her classroom not only allowed her to accept student multilingualism, but
also allowed her to use her own trilingual set of resources to support stu-
dent learning.

3See Heller and Martin-Jones (2001) and Martin-Jones and Saxena (2001), where the con-
cepts of center stage and off stage are introduced.
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On Interethnic/Interracial Relations
in the Multilingual Classroom

Mrs. Lo's support of languages other than English in her classroom was tied
to her vision of what it meant to work as a teacher in a multilingual commu-
nity. In a presentation Mrs. Lo, Veronica Hsueh, and I gave at the 1995 On-
tario TESL (Teaching English as a Second Language) Conference, Mrs. Lo
told our audience that she saw the acceptance of student multilingualism in
group work as a way to foster positive contributions from English as a second
or other language (ESOL) students. It was also a way to enhance their social
skills and promote mutual respect and self-worth, which in turn could encour-
age "responsible participation" and "racial harmony" in the classroom.

Mrs. Lo's association of racially and culturally mixed cooperative learn-
ing groups with the promotion of racial harmony is one that is frequently
made in North American multicultural education texts.4 The thinking be-
hind this association goes something like this: Tensions that arise among
different racial and cultural groups are based on people's stereotyped per-
ceptions of others and a lack of rapport. Involving students in mixed cooper-
ative learning groups is a way of providing students with an opportunity to
develop shared goals. Working together toward these goals can promote
positive interpersonal interaction. Frequent, meaningful and mutually sup-
portive contact that characterize cooperative learning activities help stu-
dents to view each other in nonstereotypical ways.

At Northside, experiments with racially, culturally, and linguistically
mixed cooperative learning groups led to both positive and negative inter-
personal and intergroup interactions. Sometimes, multilingual practices
during small group work did not contribute to racial harmony, but worked
against it. Although none of the students in Mrs. Lo's classes talked to us
about linguistic tensions in their own small groups, students from other
classes at Northside did. Here is an example of what they said. Miriam is a
White Anglo-Canadian who was enrolled in a French immersion primary
school and often spoke French to Lianne, who is a White Franco-Ontarian.

Tara: In your art class, when the [Cantonese-speaking] students sat with
each other, they would speak in Cantonese. They would speak Can-
tonese quite quietly so they wouldn't "disturb" anybody, but they
were speaking in Cantonese. How do you feel about that? Is that a
problem for you, is that an issue for you in that class?

4See Coelho (1994, 1998); Kagan (1986); and Slavin (1983, 1990) for further discussion of
cooperative learning and the development of positive race relations.
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Miriam: No, not at all. I don't find anything wrong with that. Like, I know a lot
of people who do, like, think it's rude and stuff. But I don't see that,
you know. I mean if that's what they feel comfortable with, then that's
fine. But if you're in a situation where you're, like, in a group or
something and you're working on a project and they start talking [in
Cantonese], well, then we don't understand. That's weird.

Lianne: I remember in math class in Grade 10, [there was] one girl who did-
n't speak English.. .and she was sitting in my math class with a little
translator. That bothered me because she had three friends and that's
all they spoke. They only spoke, I think it was Cantonese. I'm not
sure. But you know, that's all they spoke the whole entire class and
that was really annoying 'cause I was stuck in their group and I was,
like, the only person that spoke English there...We had to do our
work for two classes and I was, I was put with them.

Tara: So it was very hard to enter the conversation. Did you try anything as
direct as "I'm sorry, I don't understand, could you speak English?"

Lianne: Yes. I'm, like, "Can we, can we do our work?" And they're, like,
"Oh, okay, wait, wait." Okay, so I'm waiting. Ten, 15, 20 minutes.
I'm like, "Okay, yeah, that's great." They start doing their work and I
start doing my work. I should have stayed with them. They did better
than I did. But, you know.

Tara: Had you stayed and been successful, perhaps you would have bene-
fited. But it was just very, very hard to break in.

Lianne: Yeah. There were three of them; they were all friends and every-
thing, too. It's kind of hard to try and get into a group, you know, if
they are friends. You're there, speaking a different language. It's just
hard. Like, it was my first year and I didn't want to like, push any-
more, so I sat back and let everything happen.
[Exchange, February 26, 1997]

Codeswitching to Work Across Linguistic Differences

While many students spoke of feeling excluded when working in linguisti-
cally diverse groups, others had positive experiences. For example, one lin-
guistically mixed group in Mrs. Lo's math class worked together very
effectively to solve classroom practice problems. When asked by Veronica
to explain how the collegiality in their group had been initiated and nur-
tured, the students had this to say. Solomon was born in Iran and spoke Eng-
lish in the math class. Susie and May were from Taiwan. They spoke
English to Solomon and Mandarin to each other and the three other Taiwan-
ese students in the group. The seventh member of the group was Mario, a
White Euro-Canadian who was born in Italy and spoke English in the class.
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Veronica: So we wanted to find out how this collaborative effort of helping
each other started.

Solomon: Well, they [Susie, Cindy, and May, three Taiwanese girls] are very
attractive, right? So ... there's no other way around it.
(Susie and May laugh).

Susie: Sure. That was something!

Solomon: Every time I tell a joke [in English], they [Susie and May] translate it
to her [Cindy, who isn't as proficient in English as Susie and May]
and it's like an echo. Ten minutes later, she [Cindy] gets it.

Veronica: And he [James, one of the two Taiwanese boys] gets it and he starts
laughing.
[Exchange, July 25, 1994]

The students at this linguistically mixed table codeswitched from English to
Mandarin to share jokes and maintain the collegiality necessary for solving
math problems together. Here, Mrs. Lo's hope for positive interpersonal and
interracial interaction was momentarily realized. Susie and May, who
played the role of language brokers were at the center of this successful ne-
gotiation of linguistic difference. However, there were times when it was
Solomon's (limited) use of Mandarin that was important in building and
maintaining collegiality. Several times during our observations, the five
Mandarin-speaking students would socialize in Mandarin for extended pe-
riods of time. Not being able to join in these social conversations, Solomon
would interrupt them by asking Susie or May for the time in Mandarin. This
was a question that he had asked Susie to teach him early on in the course.
Solomon's request for the time in Mandarin, which was always received
with laughter, let the Mandarin speakers know that he wanted to join in the
conversation. Each time Solomon interrupted a Mandarin conversation by
asking for the time, the conversation would resume in English. Susie, May,
and Solomon's practice of codeswitching during classroom practice pro-
vided all of the students at their table with an effective way responding to the
issue of exclusion raised by Miriam and Lianne. In asking for the time in
Mandarin, instead of asking if the members of the group could speak Eng-
lish or get to work, Solomon was able to work across linguistic differences
in a way that other students were not.5

Commenting on this strategy sociolinguist Angel Lin (personal communi-
cation) suggested that Solomon's codeswitching worked because it invoked a
different "storyline" than the one imposed by the school's institutional Eng-

5See Rampton (1995) for a discussion on adolescent codeswitching in a multilingual com-
munity in England.
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lish dominance. In this storyline, Solomon, as an English speaker, was will-
ing to learn the others' language. His act of asking for the time in Mandarin
invoked a storyline that assumed an egalitarian, mutually respectful, recipro-
cal relationship in which both parties were interested in each other's lan-
guages and cultures.6

The issue of exclusion in group work was discussed time and time again
in our interviews with teachers and students at Northside. The difficulty of
dealing with the issue in positive ways was one of the reasons monolingual
English-speaking students and teachers expressed a desire for English
monolingualism in their classrooms. In the pedagogical discussion that fol-
lows, I look at the way one of the Northside teachers dealt with the issue of
exclusion in small group work. Additional discussion on group work in
multilevel, multilingual classrooms is undertaken in chapter 4.

In addition to tension around student multilingualism in group work, there
was also some tension around the teachers' use of languages other than Eng-
lish in their classrooms. To illustrate, Max Yeung, one of the Canton-
ese-speaking students in Mrs. Lo's math class, talked to us about his concern
for the Canadian students (those born in Canada) who may have felt alienated
or angered by the use of Cantonese and Mandarin in the classroom. Max sug-
gested that even though Mrs. Lo was good at speaking Mandarin, Cantonese,
and English, "maybe the Canadian students don't feel very well, sometimes
... Canadians are multicultural and they know that, but they don't prefer that
situation." This concern had an influence on Max's own language practices
with Mrs. Lo. Whenever there were English-speaking students within hear-
ing distance, he accommodated their linguistic practices by speaking to the
teacher in English. Max used English, even though he preferred working in
Cantonese, and Mrs. Lo was able and willing to help him in Cantonese.

Max's concern about English-speaking students feeling angry or alienated
by the use of languages other than English was substantiated in an interview
with a student from Mrs. Lo's class who did not speak Cantonese or Manda-
rin. Theresa Lubov, a White, Euro-Canadian student who had been born in
Russia and had learned English as a second language, told us that she got frus-
trated when she asked Mrs. Lo a question about a math problem and Mrs. Lo
was not able to explain it clearly. When she heard Mrs. Lo helping students in
Cantonese or Mandarin, she felt as though they had "more advantage" than
she did. Underlying this perception of the Cantonese and Mandarin speakers
having more advantage was the assumption that the reason that Mrs. Lo's ex-

Tor a discussion of different possible storylines in crossethnic interactions, see Lin, Wang.
Akamatsu, and Riazi (in press).
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planations were clearer when she explained a problem to the Cantonese and
Mandarin speakers because she was able to use her first and second languages
rather than English, which was her third language.

What Theresa had not examined here was the possibility that her difficulty
with understanding Mrs. Lo's explanations had to do with issues around her
own learning. Earlier in our interview, Theresa had spoken candidly about the
difficulty she was having focusing on her academic work and completing it
outside of class time. However, the fact that Theresa perceived herself as less
advantaged than the Cantonese and Mandarin speakers in the class presented
a dilemma for both Max and Mrs. Lo. While Mrs. Lo's use of languages other
than English in the private spaces of her classroom was beneficial for ESOL
students like Max, it could also result in other students feeling linguistically
disadvantaged despite the fact that they could access assistance in English. As
mentioned earlier, Max's strategy for managing interethnic/interracial ten-
sions arising from multilingualism in the classroom was to accommodate the
English-speaking students at the expense of his own language preference and
learning. For teachers like Mrs. Lo, who believed it was important for stu-
dents like Max to be able to use his primary language of Cantonese if he was
stuck, resolving this dilemma in this way was problematic. Further discussion
of the ways multilingual teachers might begin to work through this dilemma
is taken up in the pedagogical discussion to follow.

This commentary on teaching and learning in languages other than
English has looked at the strategy of accepting and legitimizing both stu-
dent and teacher multilingualism by creating a "shared stage" on the class-
room floor. It has also looked at the tensions that can accompany the
legitimizing of multilingualism and the way that one group of students
worked through the problem of feeling left out. As mentioned in the Intro-
duction, one of the goals of this book is to examine various teaching and
learning practices undertaken at Northside in terms of their effectiveness
in challenging coercive relations of power and inequities facing ESOL
students at the school. A discussion of the way Evelyn Lo's legitimizing of
languages other than English can been seen as a challenge to linguistic in-
equities in multilingual schools is taken up in the Conclusion.

PEDAGOGICAL DISCUSSION:
ON LINGUISTIC ACCOMMODATION

While Max Yeung's linguistic strategy in the multilingual math classroom
was to accommodate the English-speaking students' preference of English,
Evelyn Lo's strategy was to use English in the public role of teacher and re-
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serve the use of Cantonese and Mandarin for private exchanges when her
students were stuck or sought her out for advice on academic and personal
issues. Neither of these linguistic strategies, however, prevented Theresa
from feeling disadvantaged in the math classroom. Such a situation not only
presented a dilemma for Mrs. Lo, who needed to respond to Theresa's con-
cern at the same time as she as she responded to Max's learning needs, it
also raised questions for other educators working in multilingual schools.
Should teachers who are able to bring multilingual teaching practices into
their classrooms be encouraged to do so? Who is accommodated? Who is
not? Who benefits? Who doesn't?

In answer to the question of whether teachers should be encouraged to
use languages other than English in their classrooms, many educators and
parents would say "No." And they, like Theresa, would support their answer
with arguments centered on issues of favoritism and fairness in the class-
room. However, when we revisit how beneficial and efficient it is for stu-
dents like Rose and Max to work with Mrs. Lo in Cantonese, an efficiency
recognized by the Learning for Learning policy, it is a waste of linguistic re-
sources to simply respond with the answer, "No." Furthermore, if English is
the only language that is used by a multilingual teacher in a multilingual
classroom, it could be argued that those students who use English as their
primary language have an unfair advantage over the students who do not.

Perhaps it is not a question of whether or not we should bring multilin-
gual teaching practices into our linguistically diverse classrooms, but a
question of how. One way of beginning to deal with issues of linguistic ad-
vantage and disadvantage in multilingual classrooms is by talking about
them in a direct, forthright manner. Teachers like Mrs. Lo, who have linguis-
tic resources that, when used, can benefit students in their classrooms,
might wish to talk to their students at the beginning of the year and initiate a
discussion concerning language practices in the classroom. Language prac-
tices, like other classroom practices, can be discussed and even negotiated
with students. If teachers and students establish some expectations at the be-
ginning about when, how, and why languages other than English will be
used in the classroom, students like Max would not feel that they had to use
their less developed language in order to maintain positive interethnic/inter-
racial relationships in the classroom.

That being said, I know that it is important to remember that negotiation
around classroom language practices occurs in a larger, educational, politi-
cal, and economic context. In a discussion about this issue, my educational
colleague, researcher Judy Hunter, has told me that she has overhead con-
versations among White, English-speaking students that suggest that there
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is strong resentment of Cantonese-speaking students. This resentment has
to do with the favorable stereotypes teachers seem to have of them,7 their
perceived and actual membership in privileged economic classes, and their
perceived social exclusiveness. Teachers who want to initiate a discussion
or negotiation of multilingual classroom practices need to take such resent-
ment into account. We need to understand that the acceptance and legitimiz-
ing of multilingualism can lead to conflicts in our economically stratified,
multilingual, multicultural, and multiracial society. Although I have never
undertaken a discussion or negotiation of multilingualism in my own
teacher education classroom (which, like other university classrooms in To-
ronto, imposes English on students), my students and I negotiate classroom
rules for talking about issues of discrimination in schooling. Not everyone
in the classroom has agreed with all the rules I suggest at the beginning of
each term, but my students have always agreed they could "live with them"
and would "try them on." When we revisit the rules halfway through the
course, there is an opportunity to refine the rules in light of our classroom
experiences. Such a process may be helpful to the discussion or negotiation
of language practices as well.

Moving from the issue of multilingual teaching to the issue of exclusion
when languages other than English were used to learn in small group work, I
would like to discuss an approach used by Anglo-Canadian English teacher
Greg Dunn, who placed his students in linguistically and racially mixed
groups that worked together for the entire 4-month semester. Unlike the stu-
dent groups in Mrs. Lo's class, which were unassigned, self-selected, and
sometimes fluid (i.e., had students moving from one group to another), the
groups in Mr. Dunn's class had been put together purposely with a view to
provide students with more opportunities to practice English. As will be re-
called from the Introduction, students who socialized and worked almost ex-
clusively in Cantonese at school reported that they did not have many
opportunities to practice English. To the extent it was possible, Mr. Dunn sep-
arated students who spoke languages other than English so that students
would be encouraged to communicate with other group members in English,
which was a common language they all shared. However, because of the large
number of Cantonese-speaking students at the school, there was usually more
than one Cantonese speaker in each group. Sometimes two or three students
who shared Mandarin or Korean were assigned to the same group. Mr. Dunn
began his first group work activity by asking students to write out the things

7See chapter 4 and Lee (1996), Maclear (1994), and Nakanishi and Nishida (1996) for a dis-
cussion of how Asian students are stereotyped as the "model minority."
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they liked and didn't like about group work on a piece of flipchart paper. This
activity provided an opportunity for team or community building. Each
group's likes and dislikes were then presented to the rest of the class. These
presentations provided a space for the issue of exclusion to emerge and a
space for Mr. Dunn to talk about the issue of working across linguistic differ-
ence with the students in his class. It is in such a space that language use prac-
tices might be negotiated by students and teachers. In classrooms like Mr.
Dunn's, where students are working together in the same groups all semester
long, each group can negotiate and develop their own rules and strategies for
managing linguistic differences among themselves.

In this chapter, I have discussed how the practice of accepting and legiti-
mizing the use of languages other than English to teach and learn at
Northside productively responded to some of the difficulties ESOL students
faced at school. I have also discussed how accepting multilingualism cre-
ated a number of difficulties for teachers and students. I have argued that
given how beneficial and efficient it is for ESOL students to work in their
primary languages, teachers at schools like Northside do well when they ac-
cept and promote multilingualism. However, I understand that accepting
and promoting multilingualism sometimes requires educators to deal with
feelings of resentment and exclusion. The following activities for further re-
flection and discussion allow my students and me to talk about resentment
and exclusion and other issues associated with negotiating dilemmas of
multilingualism at school.

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

A Collective Reading of Hong Kong, Canada. In Hong Kong, Can-
ada, a fictional play I wrote about some of the tensions and dilemmas that
arose at Northside, students and teachers begin to work through some of the
difficulties that can accompany linguistic diversity at school. The play is in-
cluded in Appendix A at the end of the book.8 In a group setting, read or per-
form the play out loud. A small group of readers/actors can perform the play
for the rest of the group or the entire group can be involved in the reading by
doubling or tripling up on parts. For example, in one class that worked with
the play, half of the group played roles from scenes 1 through 7 while the

8For a discussion of turning ethnographic data into a fictional play, see my methodological
essay in Appendix B. For a discussion on using Readers' Theater for the purpose of qualitative
data display, see Donmoyer and Yennie-Donmoyer (1995). For a discussion of the issue of ste-
reotyping in performed ethnography, see Goldstein (2002).
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other half played roles from scenes 8 through 16. The advantage of this sec-
ond approach was that the readers could compare their different interpreta-
tions of each character's words, actions, and feelings.

Emotional Responses to Hong Kong, Canada: Personal Reflection.
Plays can represent everyday dilemmas and tensions in ways that allow per-
formers and spectators to participate more fully in the emotional process of re-
solving conflicts. Performers and spectators are not merely observers of the
dilemmas in the story, they become participants. It is possible to use the power
of our emotional responses to a play to reflect on what we have taken away or
learned from it. After the first reading or performance, individually respond to
any of the following questions that appeal to you. What provoked a strong emo-
tional response for you? What made you angry? What made you sad? What
made you feel bad? What was satisfying? What was not? What confirmed
something you believed about students, teachers and/or schools? How did that
feel? What challenged something you believed about students, teachers and/or
schools? How did that feel?

Issues and Dilemmas Raised in Hong Kong, Canada. Having re-
flected upon which scenes provoked strong responses to the play, list the is-
sues and dilemmas facing each of the characters in the emotionally
provocative scenes that have just been discussed. In large classes or work-
shops, participants have done this work in small groups. Compare the lists
each person has created. This should provide the entire group with a rich anal-
ysis of the issues and dilemmas facing different students and teachers at mul-
tilingual schools like Northside. In the chapters that follow, a number of these
issues and dilemmas are discussed in detail.

Private and Public Spaces: Personal Reflection. Within the public
space of her classroom, Mrs. Lo created a private space in which students
could legitimately use languages other than English to enhance their under-
standing and learning of math. In his autobiography, Hunger of Memory:
The Education of Richard Rodriguez, writer Richard Rodriguez tells us that
growing up, he had a different understanding of constituted public and pri-
vate spaces. "Outside the house was public society; inside the house was
private." Spanish was "the language of the home," associated with family
intimacy and comfort. English was the language of public life.9 Rodriguez

ySee Rodriguez (1982, p. 16). I would like to acknowledge the unpublished master's research
paper written by Heidi Levine on Richard Rodriguez' memoir, which has informed my own
work with his writing.
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was not permitted to bring Spanish into the classroom while growing up and
he writes that he is glad this was so. Unlike Mrs. Lo, who thinks it was im-
portant to create private spaces within the public space of her classroom and
school, Rodriguez believes that his private and public identities had to be
separated. His ability to recognize himself as an "American," to assimilate,
to access opportunities and privileges, would have been jeopardized if the
private language and culture of his home had been allowed to permeate the
boundaries of school. Thinking about your own schooling experiences,
what messages did you receive about the use of languages other than Eng-
lish in school? In what spaces, if any, was the use of languages other than
English considered legitimate? Were these public spaces or private spaces
that were off center stage of the classroom floor? Thinking about your own
classroom, have you created any kinds of space for students to use lan-
guages other than English?

The Possibilities of Words Unspoken. In the play, Hong Kong, Can-
ada, Sarah barely passed her first calculus quiz. In scene 3 she tells the audi-
ence that lots of the students from Hong Kong are getting 90% or more on
their quizzes because they have already taken calculus in Hong Kong. In
scene 7, both Sarah and Carol find themselves in the same empty classroom
doing calculus homework. Sarah considers asking Carol for help, but in the
end decides not to. Working in pairs, have one person reread Sarah's lines in
scene 7 until her last line. Instead of saying Sarah's last line, have her ap-
proach Carol. With the second person playing Carol, spontaneously play
out an exchange between Carol and Sarah. Share your experience of what
happened with other pairs in your in group. This activity of interrupting and
reinventing a theatrical scene has been developed and written about by edu-
cator Augusto Boal. For further reading on this kind of work, see Boal's
book, Theatre of the Oppressed, listed in the Reference section.
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Promoting and Legitimizing
English

Students who do not have access to the politically popular dialect form in
this country are less likely to succeed economically than their peers who do.

[From Lisa Delpit's essay,
"Ebonics and Culturally Responsive Instruction"]1

In the previous chapter, I discussed the pedagogical approach of promoting
student multilingualism. In this chapter, I look at the work of teachers who
promote English monolingualism in their classrooms. The chapter begins
with an excerpt from an interview with Hong Kong-born English teacher
Anne Yee, who implemented an English-only policy in her classroom as a
way of providing her English as a second or other language (ESOL) stu-
dents with more opportunities to practice English. Like African-American
educator Lisa Delpit, whose quote on the importance of access to linguistic
capital opens this chapter, Mrs. Yee believed that her students' future eco-
nomic prospects depended on their ability to communicate fluently and ef-
fectively in English.

Anne Yee has been working as a teacher for 17 years. She first came to
Canada as a high school visa student. She completed her high school, uni-
versity, and teacher training education in Toronto and went back to Hong
Kong to teach. After teaching for 4 years, Mrs. Yee worked in the Education

'See Delpit (1998).
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Department of Hong Kong as an education officer. In this position, which
she held for 2 years, she was responsible for supervising the work of gov-
ernment-funded schools in Hong Kong. Mrs. Yee then returned to Toronto
where she began teaching again. At the time of the interview, she had been
teaching in Toronto for 12 years. Mrs. Yee is currently an English and
ESOL teacher, and the head of the ESOL Department and Literacy Com-
mittee at Northside. Over the years, she has taught ESOL and "regular Eng-
lish" students from Caribbean, Asian, Middle-Eastern, African, and
Eastern-European backgrounds. In describing her experiences of working
with students from such diverse backgrounds, Mrs. Yee says they have
helped her to become a sensitive, tolerant, and accommodating teacher.
They have also made her aware of the need to work toward equity and
antiracism. In describing the impact of her own educational experience on
her teaching practice, Mrs. Yee had this to say:

Having acquired English as a second language myself and having attended
schools and universities as an ESL student in Ontario, I understand the ex-
treme importance of oral English on the lives of ESL students and newcom-
ers. I feel that it is crucial for my ESL students to acquire maximum fluency in
oral English before the end of their adolescence, since my linguistic training
has taught me that the articulation flexibility that is required for second lan-
guage acquisition will start to deteriorate after adolescence. I also under-
stand that it takes a lot of courage for a second language learner to speak in
English due to linguistic and cultural barriers. The English-only policy is
thus introduced into my class to maximize the opportunity for my ESOL stu-
dents to practice oral English. These students have minimal opportunity to
speak English at home and outside their ESOL and English classroom.

[Response to Questionnaire, November 9, 2001]

The following interview excerpt, "A Commitment to English," begins
with me asking Anne Yee about her beliefs about bilingual teaching. The
rest of the data used in this chapter comes from observations and interviews
undertaken in Mrs. Yee's Grade 12 English class. Excerpts from additional
student interviews and discussions also appear in this chapter. The
ethnographic text, the commentary, and the pedagogical discussion in this
chapter have been member checked by Mrs. Yee.

A COMMITMENT TO ENGLISH

Tara: I wanted to ask you about [English/Cantonese] bilingual teaching.
Why was it an appropriate strategy in Hong Kong, but not appropri-
ate for a group of students in a Canadian setting?
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Anne: There are at least two differences [between school settings in Hong
Kong and Canada] that I will talk about. The first difference is in
Hong Kong; it is a homogeneous culture. If you are using a bilingual
approach, then everyone is able to understand that approach. So,
when I am explaining something in their mother tongue, they can un-
derstand. There isn't any problem of equity .... The second difference
is that back there they expect you to use bilingual approaches to help
students understand English because the whole approach of teaching
English is different. There [in Hong Kong], there is a lot of emphasis
on reading and writing. Spoken English is not emphasized because
you don't need to speak it, because it is a Chinese-speaking society.
You don't need English for your daily lives ... Of course, parents or
schools would like to see students being able to speak English flu-
ently, but it is not a survival skill. Here [in Canada, or more specifi-
cally Toronto], you need to speak it because it is the language of the
mainstream and it is a survival skill .... There is more flexibility or
there is more room for using bilingual approaches there.

Tara: Right. So the English-only policy that you have used in your class-
room [at Northside], you would not necessarily use that policy in
Hong Kong.

Anne: It depends on the level of the students. For grade 12 and the OAC
(Ontario Academic Credit/high school leaving credit) equivalent, I
didn't use Cantonese at all. It was for the junior grades, to help them
a little bit. Usually I used it for explanation, like the meaning of vo-
cabulary, new words.

Tara: So the challenge for someone who does have the bilingual skills you
do, here [at Northside], is that you have [students with] a range of
[different English language] abilities. You have Barry, who has just
arrived and is very much a beginner .... Someone like him could
probably benefit from your bilingual approach. Yet, he is in grade
12 and you have other students who are advanced. I know that in
your class you have an English-only policy and there are chores for
students who speak languages other than English to do [when they
are overheard speaking other languages]. When you were thinking
about your pedagogy and your strategies, how did you come up with
an English-only policy in light of the fact that you knew your class
was going to be mixed in terms of [English] proficiency levels?

Anne: Well, personally, I have a strong commitment to make sure that they
speak only English in class because I think I understand the family
backgrounds. Not just the Chinese kids' [backgrounds], the ESOL
kids' [backgrounds]. I mean they don't speak English at home.
Their parents don't usually speak English with them and their par-
ents very often expect them to be able to retain their mother tongue.
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So, these kids, if we don't force them to speak English at school,
they'd have no chance of speaking the target language or the lan-
guage that they need to acquire. And if we cannot provide such an
environment for them, I think we are doing them a disservice. Sec-
ondly, time is short. If we don't enforce an English-only environ-
ment, I am sure that when they get to universities, no one is going to
do that. And since Canada is an English-speaking country, for the
sake of the future of the students, I think we have to make them
speak English. It is a different country, it is a different environment,
and for the benefit of their own future, their own careers, they better
equip themselves with good spoken English, because it does make a
difference when they are looking for a job.

Tara: Right. If a student like Barry was to come to you for help, and was
really struggling, because you have the ability to use Cantonese, can
you imagine a situation in which you would use Cantonese? With a
student, like, whom you felt it would be more efficient to use Can-
tonese to—

Anne: No, I won't.

Tara: Not here [in Canada]. Can I ask you why?

Anne: Well, okay. As far as learning is concerned, I think they should get
used to being able to communicate with their teachers in English, re-
gardless of what subject it is ... I don't want to set any precedent. If I
do that, then they'll save their questions and see me after class, hop-
ing I will give them instructions in their mother tongues. It is not fair
for other students and it is not a wise use of my professional time or
their time. So in order to encourage them to maximize their learning
opportunity during class, if they come and see me after class, I usu-
ally speak in the same language [I always use with them, English]
... I will break the rule in one situation: if they come to me and want
counseling. If they are having some personal problems and they
can't express themselves that well in English. Only under that kind
of circumstance, when the student is desperate, and wants some
help, and counseling is needed, I may conduct a counseling session
in a student's first language. But as far as teaching and learning is
concerned, I think it is rather illegitimate.
[Interview, May 27, 1998]

COMMENTARY: INSISTING UPON ENGLISH

Unlike Evelyn Lo, who accepted her students' use of languages other than
English, Anne Yee tried to limit such use by introducing an English-only
policy in her classroom. As discussed in the interview above, students who
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were overheard speaking languages other than English while they were in
class were assigned classroom chores to complete. These chores included
such tasks as cleaning the chalkboard and handing out books or assign-
ments. The names of those students who had been given chores to complete
were written in a corner of the chalkboard and were erased once the students
had completed them.

Mrs. Yee's interests in promoting English monolingualism in her class-
room had to do with her belief that the more opportunities that ESOL students
had to practice English during the school day, the better access they had to the
socioeconomic benefits associated with English, the dominant language of
mainstream society. This belief was supported by the understandings she had
of her ESOL students' linguistic communities both inside and outside of
school. Having been a high-school student from Hong Kong herself, Mrs. Yee
had a personal understanding of the dilemma for Cantonese speakers articu-
lated in the Introduction. Although socializing and working almost exclu-
sively in Cantonese at school helped students succeed both socially and
academically, it did not provide them with many opportunities to practice
English. Nor were there many opportunities to practice English at home
where family members usually communicated in Cantonese.

Commenting on the argument Mrs. Yee offers for her classroom Eng-
lish-only policy, sociolinguist Angel Lin (personal communication) sug-
gested that the "maximum exposure" argument is one that is frequently
constructed, reinforced and invoked in the media and academic discourses in
Hong Kong. "Parents, teachers, school principals and government officials in
Hong Kong," she says, "frequently draw on the 'maximum exposure' argu-
ment to rationalize English only or English dominant policies in the school-
ing system. This argument has followed from the cognitive 'input-output'
model, which was dominant in the Second-Language Acquisition (SLA) and
Teaching English as a Second or Other Language research (TESOL)."2 Lin
also suggested that Mrs. Yee's beliefs about the importance of English only in
her classroom may have been constructed by her SLA/TESOL education
which privileged the input-output model of second language learning over
other models. Although Anne Yee did not mention the input-output model of
second language learning when asked about important influences on her
teaching practice, she did mention another dominant SLA discourse that
helped construct her teaching beliefs, the discourse of "articulation flexibil-
ity." The English-only policy in Anne's classroom was related to her belief

2For further discussion of how the "maximum exposure" argument has followed from the in-
put-output model, see Lin (1997a).
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that it is crucial for her students to develop their oral English skills in high
school because the articulation flexibility required for second-language ac-
quisition deteriorates after adolescence. Importantly, the discourse of articu-
lation, like other psycholinguistic and Universal Grammar approaches in the
field of SLA, assumes a generic language user. It disregards any variation be-
tween individuals as "noise," that is, a distraction that cannot be avoided, but
which cannot in any way contribute to our understanding of the universal
facts of SLA (Piller & Pavlenko, 2001). However, as mentioned in the Intro-
duction, a more recent model of second language learning and teaching con-
ceptualizes language learners as complex social beings who learn and use the
second language in a variety of social contexts. This sociolinguistic,
sociolcultural model of language learning suggests that it is the desire to con-
struct particular identities that underlies a learner's investment (or the lack of
investment) in language learning.3 If second-language learning hinges on
community building and identity construction rather than, or perhaps in addi-
tion to, exposure to the target language, then the "maximum exposure" and
"articulation flexibility" arguments, which have been used to justify many
English-only or English-dominant policies and practices in our schools, are
problematic. Further discussion of the maximum exposure argument appears
later in this chapter in the Pedagogical Discussion.

In addition to her interest in her ESOL students' academic and economic
future, Mrs. Yee's promotion of English can also be linked to her interest in
avoiding classroom conflicts that can accompany multilingual practices.
For Mrs. Yee, the use of languages other than English in her classroom
could create a "problem of equity," such as Theresa Lubov's perception, dis-
cussed in chapter 2, that Cantonese- and Mandarin-speaking students had
"more advantage" than she did in Mrs. Lo's math class.

Student Responses to English-Only in the Classroom

When we asked Mrs. Yee's students about their feelings toward the Eng-
lish-only policy in their classroom, we heard mixed views. On one hand,
many Cantonese-speaking students welcomed the policy as a tool for help-
ing them practice English, the language of academic and political power,
both inside and outside of school. On the other hand, the enforcement of the
policy was sometimes seen as embarrassing, as the following interview ex-
cerpt with Cantonese-speaking student Cathy Lee illustrates:

'See the Introduction, Norton (2000), and Norton Peirce (1995) for further discussion on in-
vestment in second-language learning.
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Tara: What are your feelings about English-only policies and the different
ways that teachers try and enforce that rule?

Cathy: Like, the teacher who makes this policy is, like, good for us. Well,
I'm thinking it's good for us because it will motivate ourselves to
speak more English, because the teacher is trying to help us improve
our English. Like speaking skills, especially. It's good. Like, I think
it's good but—It's good to set a policy, but—It's—What I'm think-
ing is—is that it's not good that you not set a policy—right? Okay?
You understand what I'm talking about?

Tara: Tell me a little more.

Cathy: Because, you would naturally speak Chinese when you—when you
are not in an English policy rule—like—class. So I don't think—I
don't really mind that you speak Chinese in the hall, but I would pre-
fer more [people] to speak English in the class.

Tara: And you think it's the policy that helps you, helps everybody to do that?

Cathy: Yeah. If you have a policy in the class where you have to speak in
English—like, this is a policy. You can't change it, right?

Tara: Right. So if you speak Cantonese—ah, usually with your
friends—and then you change to English, then they think you're
showing off. But in the classroom, if there is an English language
policy, everybody knows you are just obeying the policy—

Cathy: Yeah.

Tara: So then no one can accuse you of showing off.

Cathy: Yeah.

Tara: Okay. I got it now. Now, it seems to me there's a difference between
having a policy and then also punishing people when they don't
have—ah—when they don't speak English. So, let's use Mrs. Yee's
class, for example. She has chores.

Cathy: Yeah.

Tara: She doesn't take off marks. She doesn't—um—take money. How do
you feel about the chores, a punishment for not speaking English?

Cathy: It's not as big a punishment as money I don't think.

Tara: Right. If you were in a class where the teacher asked you to give
them money if you spoke your own language or a class in which they
said, "I'm going to deduct some marks," how would you feel?

Cathy: That's too strong (Laughs). But I think the students really don't care
about chores.

Tara: No.

Cathy: They don't. Not really. But, like, it's a shame that your name is put
on the board. It's like embarrassing, you know?
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Tara: Yeah. Would you prefer that she didn' t put your name on the board?

Cathy: Yes.
[Interview, April 30, 1998]

In addition to thinking about the issue of student embarrassment, teachers
who want to implement a classroom English-only policy also need to think
about student resistance. In a discussion of the promotion of English at
school, Gertrude Chow, a Cantonese-speaking student who was not in Mrs.
Yee's English class pointed out:

I think that even though teachers tell students not to speak Cantonese, it
doesn't work. 'Cause students can talk Cantonese quietly, secretly. Or they
even write letters, in Chinese, but not in English.

[Small group discussion, November 28,1996]

Mrs. Yee believed that only the use of English was legitimate in her class-
room. In her interview, she said that although she might conduct a counsel-
ing session in a student's first language, as far as teaching and learning was
concerned the use of languages other than English was "rather illegitimate."
Some students, like Cathy Lee, shared Mrs. Yee's belief that it was impor-
tant to practice English as much as possible and supported her use of a class-
room English-only policy even though she felt embarrassed when it was
implemented. Others, as Gertrude explained, contested this legitimizing of
English by speaking other languages quietly so they were not overhead or
by writing notes in languages other than English. In other words, not all stu-
dents had an "unconditional investment" in speaking English. Some were
ambivalent or resistant.

Upon reading both Cathy and Gertrude's comments on Mrs. Yee's Eng-
lish-only policy, my colleague Angel Lin (personal communication) had
this to say:

What stands out from Cathy's story seems to be her argument that the
teacher's English-only policy has become a resource for her to draw on to
avoid the social interpretation of her "showing off her English ability." She
can always say, "Oh, I have to speak English because I dare not offend the
teacher by violating her rule." This is interesting because you can see that
there are at least two different [groups] of students in the classroom. One
[group] wants to practice using English (and has the ability to do so), but
dares not do so because of the social sanctions by their peers. For them, the
teacher's English-only policy has become a resource to counter those social
sanctions...Another [group] of students are those who are diffident about
their English accent and limited proficiency. They will not speak English
anyway, and so, this policy serves as a resource for them to construct another
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identity, that of "brave teacher-contester" who keeps on speaking in Can-
tonese to one another, albeit in whispers.

Using this analysis to think about what is problematic about an English-only
policy in a multilingual classroom, Lin suggested that such a policy not only
creates embarrassment for students, but does nothing to increase students'
confidence and interest in using English despite accents or limited profi-
ciency. An English-only policy also fails to rally the first-language resources
that students might have to support their learning of English:

It's basically a countereffective strategy in the sense that those who need
most help, that is to say, those who are diffident about their English and are
actually limited in their English skills, will not be encouraged by this policy
to speak English, but will be pushed to speak even more of their first lan-
guage in defiance of this policy.

To further my thinking about the advantages and disadvantages of imple-
menting a classroom English-only policy as a strategy to provide students
with more opportunities to practice English, I turned to work that had been
written in response to the American "Ebonics Debate," which raged during
the 1996-1997 school year. In the pedagogical discussion that follows, I en-
gage with this work for insights into "best practices" for promoting English
in multilingual classrooms.

PEDAGOGICAL DISCUSSION: LEARNING
FROM THE AMERICAN "EBONICS DEBATE"

On December 21,1996, the Oakland School Board in the state of California
unanimously passed the Ebonics Resolution, requiring all schools in the
district to participate in the Standard English Proficiency program (SEP).
The Standard English Proficiency program was a statewide initiative that
had begun in 1981 but had not yet been fully implemented in the Oakland
district. Acknowledging the systematic, rule-governed nature of Ebonics
(also known as Black Language and African American Language), the pro-
gram took the position that this language should be used to help Afri-
can-American children read and write in Standard English.4 This resolution.

4Standard English has been defined as ".. .the variety which forms the basis of printed Eng-
lish in newspapers and books, which is used in the mass media and which is taught in school
(Yule, 1996). Ebonics/Black Language/African American language has been defined as " ...
Linguistic and paralinguistic features which on concentric continuum represent the communi-
cative competence of the West African, Caribbean, and United States slave descendants of Afri-
can origin" (Williams, 1975).
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similar in intent to the Language for Learning Policy, was only one element
of a broad strategy developed by an African-American task force, and was
aimed at improving the school performance of African-American students.
At the time, the African-American students enrolled in Oakland school dis-
trict in California comprised 53% of the student population, but accounted
for 80% of the school system's suspensions and 71% of students classified
as having special needs. Their average grade was a D+. It was these painful
realities, reflective of the Oakland school system's inability to ensure aca-
demic success for African-American children, that motivated the school
board to approve the Black Language/Ebonics resolution.

The school board's approval of the Ebonics Resolution led to a heated na-
tional American debate on Ebonics. In her analysis of the debate, Afri-
can-American educator Theresa Perry noted that, with few exceptions, the
mainstream media in the United States misrepresented the Oakland resolu-
tion as a decision by the school board to abandon the teaching of Standard
English and, in its stead, teach Black Language/Ebonics. Not only was this
not the intent of the resolution, this was not what the original resolution
stated. Editorial writers, columnists, talk show hosts, educational leaders
and well-known spokespeople for Blacks in the United States vigorously
opposed the Oakland Resolution. In thinking about the reasons for this op-
position, Perry believed a variety of factors were at play.5 One of these was
the existence of a dominant White conversation about schooling that dis-
cussed "generic solutions to broken schools."6 This conversation did not ex-
amine the specific ways race affected (and continues to affect) the school
lives of African-American children in different communities and educa-
tional contexts. Consequently, it did not see the potentially positive impact
the use of Ebonics at Oakland schools might have for students' academic
success. A second factor had to do with the way Black language was
equated with slang on television news reports about the Ebonics Resolution.
Perry explained that there are multiple varieties of Ebonics/Black Language
in the United States: oral and written, formal and informal, standard, non-
standard (slang), and literary. For African Americans who wanted their
children to gain oral and written competence in all the varieties of Black
Language as well as "White" Standard English, an Ebonics Resolution
equated only with slang seemed to narrow their educational options.

As African-American educator Lisa Delpit (quoted at the beginning of
this chapter) has written, the national Ebonics Debate created "much more

fuller discussion of this analysis see Perry (1998).
"See Perry (1998).
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heat than light" and did little to clarify the public misunderstandings about
Ebonics or the intent of the resolution. The debate also did little to assist ed-
ucators in developing curriculum and pedagogies that used Ebonics to help
African-American children acquire fluency in Standard English.7 In re-
sponse, she and Theresa Perry guest edited a special issue of the journal Re-
thinking Schools and published a set of essays that provided a "careful
conversation" about the important educational, political, and linguistic is-
sues that were embedded in the Ebonics Resolution.8 The pedagogical dis-
cussion that follows draws on these essays, which have since been
republished in the form of a book.9

In her own essay on Ebonics and culturally responsive instruction, Lisa
Delpit writes that teachers working with African-American students need to
respond to two realities. On one hand, they need to recognize that the Black
Language linguistic forms their students bring to school are "intimately con-
nected with loved ones, community, and personal identity." When teachers
suggest that these forms are "wrong" (or illegitimate) in some way, they are
suggesting that something is wrong with the students and their families. But,
it is equally important for teachers to understand that the life chances of Afri-
can-American students who do not learn to use Standard English fluently and
effectively will be hampered. Delpit recognizes that having access to the po-
litically mandated language form will not guarantee economic success and
cites the growing numbers of unemployed African Americans holding doc-
torates as an example. However, she maintains that not having access will al-
most certainly guarantee failure in the economic market. 10

Although the strategy of implementing an English-only policy responds
to the second of Delpit's two classroom realities, the need to provide stu-
dents with access to English, I am uncertain about how well it responds to
the first reality. In its insistence on the sole use of English in the classroom,
an English-only policy delegitimizes other languages. It was not Mrs. Yee's
intention to suggest that there was something "wrong" with languages other
than English or the students in her class who spoke them. On the occasions
when she reminded her students of the classroom English-only policy, she
included the following words with her reminder: "I do not want to take away
your mother tongue. I want to build up your second language." Because
Mrs. Yee's own first language was Cantonese, the words sent a strong mes-

7See Delpit (1998).
sThis special issue of Rethinking Schools is available from: Rethinking Schools, 1001 E.

Keefe Ave. Milwaukee, WI 53212. Available at RSBusiness@aol.com
"See Perry and Delpit (1998).
10 See Delpit (1998).
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sage. However, even with such a reminder, I am concerned that an Eng-
lish-only policy carries other messages, particularly when it is implemented
by educators who use English as a first language. This concern is rooted in
my own experience as an acting director of a 6-week residential ESOL pro-
gram at the University of Manitoba during the summer of 1985.

When I assumed the acting directorship of the program, I inherited its Eng-
lish-only policy, which mandated that the adolescent students enrolled in the
program speak English at all times, both inside and outside the classroom. All
staff, including the program's secretary, teachers, and "monitors" who orga-
nized the co-curricular and recreational events, were expected to report any
students who were overheard speaking a language other than English to the
director. Students whose names were reported to the director three times were
asked to the leave the program, which was funded by the Canadian govern-
ment. Although I was uncomfortable with having to send students home for
speaking their primary languages, I accepted the position of acting director
and the responsibility for implementing the English-only policy. Like Mrs.
Yee, my own ideas about language learning had been influenced by the "max-
imum exposure" argument, which was dominant at the time.

Despite my fervent hope that none of the students would be "caught"
speaking any languages other than English more than twice, and that I
would not have to ask anyone to leave, one of the students continued to resist
the program's delegitimization of her language. Despite two "warnings"
that her continued use of French would result in her being sent home, the
student continued to speak her primary language and was overhead speak-
ing French a third time. Having agreed to implement the program's Eng-
lish-language policy, I felt I had no choice but to ask the student to leave the
program. Further resistance to the implementation of the policy followed
when the student's entire class protested my decision to send their classmate
home. Despite the protest, the student was sent home and I was left with the
task of rebuilding student morale and investment in the program. I was also
left wondering if there were less coercive ways of promoting the learning of
English. I know there are differences between the classroom English-only
policies in place at Northside and the program policy I upheld. I also know
there are differences between assigning students chores and asking them to
leave a program of study as a consequence for speaking languages other
than English. Yet, the issue of language and coercion still concerns me. As
Angel Lin suggested earlier, the University of Manitoba's English-only pol-
icy was counterproductive. It did not encourage the resistant student to
speak English. Instead it pushed her to speak even more French. So what are
the alternatives to an English-only policy? How might educators provide ac-
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cess to English without delegitimizing their students' primary languages?
African-American educator Carrie Secret, who has taught African-
American students at Prescott Elementary School since 1966, provides us
with a very helpful set of responses to these questions.

Prior to the passing of the 1996 Ebonics Resolution, Prescott had been
the only school in the Oakland school system where the majority of teachers
had voluntarily agreed to adopt the Standard English Proficiency program.
In a 1997 interview about "embracing" Ebonics and teaching Standard Eng-
lish, Ms. Secret was asked if she ever allowed students to use Ebonics in her
classroom. This was her answer:

The word that bothers me is "allow." Students talk. They bring their lan-
guage to school. That is their right. If you are concerned about children using
Ebonics in the classroom, you will spend the whole day saying, "Translate,
translate, translate." So you have to pick times when you are particularly at-
tuned to and calling for English translation.

When the children are working in groups together, say three or four of them,
I try to keep them in an English-speaking mode, but I don't prevent them
from using Ebonics. I want to give them enough time to talk through their
project in their comfortable language. It's like a re-write to me. But at some
point, they have to present their project to me and these are required to be
presented in their best English.11

When asked if there were particular times during the school day when her
students were required to speak Standard English, Ms. Secret, who was
teaching fifth grade at the time of the interview, said this:

In fifth grade, I encourage the students to practice English most of the in-
structional time. I say "encourage" because "required" is a word that sends a
message that if you don't use English, then you are operating below stan-
dard. Let's say that in fifth grade, students are requested and encouraged to
speak in English almost all the time.

... When writing, the students are aware that finished pieces are written in
English. The use of Ebonic structures appears in many of their first drafts.
When this happens I simply say, "You used Ebonics here. I need you to trans-
late this thought into English." This kind of statement does not negate the
child's thought or language.

Some days I simply announce: "While you are working, I will be listening to
how well you use English. In your groups, you must call for translation if a
member of your group uses an Ebonic structure." Some days I say, "Girls,
you are at Spelman and boys, you are attending Morehouse College [histori-

'See Miner (1998).
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cally Black colleges]. Today you use the language the professors use and ex-
pect you to use in your classes, and that language is English."

I once had some visitors come to my class and they said, "We don't hear
Ebonics here." But that is because I had explained to my children that com-
pany was coming, and when company comes, we practice speaking English.
Company is the best time to practice because most of our visitors are from a
cultural language context different from ours.12

In line with her beliefs that it is important for teachers not to imply that a stu-
dent's language is inadequate and that different language forms are appro-
priate in different contexts, Carrie Secret also had her students become
involved with the standard form of English through various kinds of
role-play. For example, memorizing parts for drama productions provided
her students with an opportunity to practice Standard English while keeping
their own linguistic identities and investments intact.

Carrie Secret's strategies for promoting English runs less risk of passing
on the message that there is something "wrong" with languages other than
English (and the people who speak them) than does the strategy of imple-
menting a classroom English-only policy or program. Secret's strategies are
also less coercive in that they do not result in any punitive consequences for
speaking one's "comfortable" language while learning another one. As a re-
sult, there is less resistance in her classroom to using Standard English.

In concluding her essay on Ebonics and culturally responsive instruction,
Lisa Delpit suggests that "all we can do is provide students with access to
additional language forms. Inevitably, each speaker will make his or own
decision about what to say in any context."13 Delpit also reminds us not to
become so overly concerned with the language form that we ignore "aca-
demic and moral content." She argues that while access to Standard English
may be necessary, it is not sufficient to produce "intelligent, competent
caretakers of the future." Further discussion of the ways teachers might de-
velop curriculum that provides students with relevant academic and moral
content takes place in chapter 4 and chapter 5.

The pedagogical discussion in this chapter has looked at various strate-
gies that can be used to promote English in multilingual schools. Further
discussion of the way these strategies both challenge and reproduce linguis-
tic and economic inequities in multilingual communities is taken up in the
Conclusion. Below, are a set of activities that continue to engage with the
work undertaken by Ebonics writers and educators in the United States.

l2See Miner (1998).
13See Delpit (1998).
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FOR FURTHER REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Private and Public Linguistic Identities: Personal and Professional Re-
flection. In the reflection activities included in chapter 2, writer Richard
Rodriguez was represented as believing that his ability to access opportuni-
ties and privileges in the United States depended on his ability to assimilate.
Successful assimilation depended upon keeping his private and public lin-
guistic identities separate. In an autobiographical essay about her own
Black Language/Standard English bilingual education, literature scholar
Joyce Hope Scott writes:

We were taught specifically that we had a public and a private face,
and different languages through which the two distinct personas
could be animated. These languages were in a dialogic relationship
with each other, and our responsibility was to understand and master
this linguistic paradigm rather than to perceive the languages as in
conflict with each other."14

Like Richard Rodriguez, Joyce Hope Scott was taught to separate her
public and private identities through language. However, unlike Rodriguez,
whose parents, following the advice of Richard's teachers, only spoke Eng-
lish at home once Richard began school, Scott also learned that there was a
place for both languages in her communal experience:

My mother taught me the beauty of both Standard and Black English
by reading to me when I was young, first the classic fairy tales then
later Dickens, and English and American poets ... European tales,
such as East of the Sun and North of the Wind or the legends of Thor or
Zeus, were read or told in Standard English. Local folk tales, lore and
African-American tales were told in the Black vernacular."15

Thinking about your own bilingual education, to what extent, if at all, did
you learn that there was a place for different languages in your communal
experience? In what ways, if at all, were you taught the languages you spoke
could exist along side each other? Thinking about the bilingual education of
your own students, in what specific ways can you play a role in teaching
them that there is a place for all the languages they speak?

Journal Writing in English. In scene 3 of Hong Kong, Canada (in-
cluded in Appendix A), English teacher Ms. Diamond tries to encourage a
student Carol Shen to practice English through journal writing. Carol resists

l4See Scott (1998).
"See Scott (1998).
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the activity and tells Ms. Diamond, "What is in my heart, I want to write in
Chinese." Ms. Diamond responds by suggesting that Carol write about
school things, like the talent show, if writing about personal things in Eng-
lish is difficult. Carol hesitantly, or perhaps reluctantly, takes up this sug-
gestion when she "slowly unfolds her hands, picks up her pen, and begins
writing." What do you make of Ms. Diamond's intervention in this scene?
Do you see journal writing about school things as an effective way of help-
ing students practice English and learn that there is place for English in their
everyday experience? Why or why not?

Imagining Carol's Journal Entry. Assuming the character of Carol
Shen in Hong Kong, Canada, write a journal entry in English that describes
either how you feel about performing in the upcoming talent show or how
you felt after performing in the talent show. Share your entry with the rest of
the group and compare the different ways you imagined how Carol felt
about performing in the talent show. If you are able to use a language other
than English, write a second journal entry in that language. What are the dif-
ferences between the two entries you have written? How do these differ-
ences relate to Carol's desire to write about personal, heartfelt matters in
Chinese? Do these differences change your views on journal writing ex-
plored in activity 2 above?

Looking at Intersections of Race, Language, and Class. While I have
turned to work from the Ebonics debate in this chapter, it is important to
point out that the speakers of Cantonese at Northside were in a different
economic, political, and social position than the speakers of Black Lan-
guage at Prescott. African French psychiatrist, Frantz Fanon, has written
that "every dialect, every language, is a way of thinking. To speak means
to assume a culture." Applying Fanon's words to the Ebonics debate, Af-
rican-American sociolinguist Geneva Smitherman has written that
speakers of Ebonics have assumed a cultural legacy of slave descendants
of African origin. "To speak Ebonics is to assert the power of this tradi-
tion in the quest to resolve the unfinished business of being African in
America."16 This cultural legacy, the ongoing struggle to fight poverty,
linguism, and racism, is different from the struggle faced by Cantonese
speakers at Northside, who experienced discrimination from a more
privileged economic position. In the words of antiracist psychologist
Beverly Daniel Tatum,

6 See Fanon (1967) and Smitherman (1998).
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Not all people of color are equally targeted by racism. We all have mul-
tiple identities that shape our experience...When one is targeted by
multiple isms—racism, sexism, classism, heterosexism, ableism,
anti-Semitism, ageism—in whatever combination, the effect is intensi-
fied. The particular combination of racism and classism in many com-
munities of color is life-threatening."17

In what ways might the schooling experience of Cantonese speakers at
Northside differ from the schooling experience of Black Language speakers
at Prescott? In what ways might the benefits of living and attending school in
a middle- and upper middle-class community have mediated the Northside
students' experience of different forms of discrimination?

Ambivalent and Changing Investments in English. Following Euro-
Canadian researcher Bonny Norton, I have argued that ESOL learners can
experience ambivalence around their investment in English. Norton has
also suggested that, in addition to feeling ambivalent about their investment
in English, some ESOL learners experience change in their investment or
lack of investment in English. Learners' investments are not fixed in time or
space. In the last scene of Hong Kong, Canada, Wendy reflects back on her
strategy of choosing to only speak English at school so that she would have
more opportunities to practice. How is Wendy's investment in English am-
bivalent and/or how does her investment change throughout the play?

7 SeeTatum(1997, p. 13).
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Responding to Silence

"What do you know about Asians?" a young Chinese American woman asks
Mark, a young White man of Italian descent. His response:

I'm going to be honest with you. I completely believed the stereotype. Asian
people are hard workers, they're really quiet, they get good grades because
they have tons of pressure from their families to get good grades ... are quiet
so people can't have a problem with them.
[From the video, Skin Deep: College Students Confront Racism]1

The exchange that opens this chapter captures the essence of the current stereo-
types that currently circulate about Chinese North Americans. While the
"model minority" characterization may initially seem to be a positive and bene-
ficial one, it has some negative effects. As antiracist researcher and educators
Beverly Tatum and Stacey Lee explain, in terms of intergroup relations, the
model minority stereotype has served to pit North-American Asians against
other groups targeted by racism. The accusing message to other people of color
is, "They overcame discrimination—why can't you?" It has also contributed to
White resentment, leading to an increase in anti-Asian violence.2 As well, un-
critical acceptance of the stereotype has also concealed the needs and problems
of those Asians who have not experienced the success of good grades. Writers
Jeff Yang, Dina Gan, and Terry Hong have put it this way:

' This exchange was reproduced in Tatum (1997, p. 160) and can been heard in the video
"Skin Deep," produced and directed by Reid (1995).

2 For information on anti-Asian violence, see Chan and Hune (1995).
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Are we or aren't we? Only the Census Bureau can say for sure. What started
out as a seemingly harmless observation has grown into a scary
sociotheoretical monster, devouring all racial groups in its path. Holding up
Asian Americans as paragon and proof that racial discrimination need not
be a barrier to social advancement, the "Model Minority" thesis drove a
wedge between racial groups trying to forge coalitions after the Civil Rights
movements of the 1960s. Thirty years since its inception, the end result of the
Model Minority myth has been resentment of Asian Americans by Blacks,
Whites, and even those Asians themselves who didn't fit the stereotype of
the hard working, lots-of-money, good-grade getting, all-in-the-family-
keeping whiz kids. 3

Although the young man in the opening quote believes that being quiet can
protect Asians from people having a problem with them, this was not always
the case at Northside. On the contrary, the fact that many of the students from
Hong Kong were often quiet in class was considered burdensome and re-
sented by some of their non-Chinese and Canadian-born Chinese classmates.
In this chapter, the issue of student silence in multilingual classrooms is ex-
plored. The chapter begins with excerpts from two student interviews. The
first interview was with a Cantonese-speaking student, Victor Yu, who spoke
about the issue of "showing off" in the Introduction. The second interview,
conducted by research assistant Gordon Pon and me, was with Mina Henry, a
Canadian-born woman of Indo-Caribbean ancestry, who was a student in
Anne Yee's grade 12 English classroom discussed in chapter 3. Both Victor
and Mina talk about the silence they associated with Asian students in their
classes. The Commentary, which was co-written by Gordon and me, analyzes
the different ways Victor, Mina, and other students in Mrs. Yee's English
class have understood Asian silence at Northside. In the Pedagogical Discus-
sion, Gordon and I look at the ways teachers might assist their students in ne-
gotiating the dilemmas and tensions associated with silences in the
classroom. Here, we make use of the work undertaken by Northside English
teachers Anne Yee, Greg Dunn, and Leonard Robertson, all of whom have
member checked the ethnographic interview excerpts, commentary, and ped-
agogical discussion that appear in this chapter.

"I CAN KEEP IT IN MY HEART"

Tara: Tell me some of the differences between going to school in Hong
Kong and going to high school here in Toronto.

Victor: Oh, there's a big difference. In Hong Kong, right? The teachers are
really dominating, like, they, they, want everything under their con-

3 See Yang, Gan, and Hong (1997).
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trol because there are 40 people at least in one class, even in grade 7.
So, there are many people, right? If one student gets, like, out of
control, right? Everyone will be out of control. So that teacher wants
absolute control. And in this case, the good students will have no
questions. They will always follow the teacher instruction. So, in
here, right? Maybe the teacher, teacher will say that, "This guy is
doing really good in, in his task, in his, his, work. How come he
doesn't answer any questions?" Or "How come he doesn't answer
any of my, how he come didn't answer my questions?" Because this
is a different culture.

Tara: Right. Tell me more about that. You were telling me before I turned
on the tape [recorder] about that. You were telling me this is some-
thing I should tell my [pre-service teacher education] students.

Victor: Yeah. If, if you see a student, right? Like especially from Hong
Kong or from Asia. Like, they, they do their work really good. But
they're quiet, right? Don't blame them because this is like what they
used to be in the school in Hong Kong, or in, in their country. Be-
cause they, they think that, "If I don't have any problems for the
teacher, the teacher will think I am good." So they keep quiet. They
don't know that if they don't, like, answer questions, then they are
not really participating in the class. Right? It's, it's, they will, like,
the teachers will see them as not really good students. So this is, this
would be a difference from the school in Hong Kong and here.

Tara: Let me ask you [this]. Was it very hard for you when you first came
to Toronto to get used to the presentations and the group work and
the speaking out in class?

Victor: Yeah. It was really, really hard. 'Cause, okay, 'cause I, when I want
to answer some questions I was thinking about, "If I answer," right?
"What will other Cantonese students or students from Hong Kong
think about me?" If I, like, they may be thinking about how I am
showing off my knowledge. I mean, yeah, I know the [answers to
the] questions, right? I know it. That's, that's good. I can keep it in
my heart. But then, if I put my hand up and then say, "Sir, I under-
stand" and then answer the question, right? They will, they may
think, think I am showing off. So it is really hard.
[Interview, October 9, 1999]

"EVERYONE HAS TO CONTRIBUTE"

Gordon: Can I ask you a little about the group work in Mrs. Yee's class?

Mina: Well, first of all, like, I thought it was unfair because it was only me
and Gregory (a Hong Kongese student) in the group doing the ISP
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[Independent Special Project] and there were five other people [in
other groups] ... Other groups had five people, we had two people
... And then with Gregory, he didn't do anything ... I did the whole,
I planned out every single thing. If you looked at our presentation, it
was all on what I had and what I put into it. She [Mrs. Yee] does a lot
of stuff with group work. But then, the people that can't speak Eng-
lish or not [well], you know what I mean? They don't contribute
anything and I'm, like, left to do the work for them and they get the
same mark as me, which I don't find fair.

Tara: Group work is a very important topic for our work. In what ways is it
good and in what ways is it bad?

Mina: I think group work is good, but you have to have people at the same
level, you know what I mean? Everyone has to contribute. Of
course, there is always going to be someone to take the lead ... but
you need other people to contribute, right? And they don't. Espe-
cially in this class, they don 't. There's a lot of Chinese people, like,
no offense, right? And they can't speak English properly, you know
what I mean? And, like, she [Mrs. Yee] makes us, like, teach them.
Well, like, I'm in a grade 12 Advanced English. My English is not
that great myself, like, you know what I mean? I can speak proper
English, but I am here to learn how to write properly for my OAC
level [Ontario Academic Credit/high school leaving credit level]. 1
don't want to have to teach people, like, basic work. I need to learn
how to write an essay properly. I need to learn the basic skills. In
math class, the Chinese people are all good. They don't teach me
math, you know what I mean? They sit there and do their own work.
They go to private school and learn math. None of them help me.
you know what I mean? But here I have to teach them basic primary
skills. And my English is not that good.

Tara: I want to ask you a question on that. There is no question that you
take on a leadership role in the class ... Do you think that in some
unexpected way, being in a class like Mrs. Yee's—and I hear every-
thing you're saying about how difficult it is for you and that's very
important—

Mina: I don't mind multiculturalism, right? My friends, they're of all
races. They speak Greek, they speak whatever. But, you know what
I mean, when it comes to my work, I have to achieve. I have to
achieve the marks.

Tara: Absolutely. But do you think the fact that you take on more leader-
ship in these groups in Mrs. Yee's class than you do in other classes,
is a good thing? I know there is that whole problem about the essay,
but is the fact that you do take on so much leadership, is that a good
thing for you in some ways?
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Mina: I like taking on the leadership role, I've always been like that. In any
class I will be, like, a leader. I like speaking my mind and I like hav-
ing discussions, but I like—

Tara: But you're concerned about the essay.

Mina: Not even the essay writing. Okay, I say my part, but like there's no
like other stimuli from any other person in the class. They just sit
there, you know what I mean? There's nothing there to, like you
know, conflict with. In my other classes, I have other people [who]
will say things, will disagree with me, will give me—in this class I
have nothing. Everyone in that class just sits there like this. They're
really quiet, they don't do nothing, like, you know what I mean? In
other classes, I have other people that are on the same level in the
same way as I am, so I have something to conflict with me. Seri-
ously, I don't think half of those people in that class should be in a
grade 12 advanced class. That's honestly what I'm saying. They
shouldn't, they can't speak proper English ...

Tara: You talk a little bit about the silence and I want to know why do you
think there is so much silence? 'Cause we've noticed the same thing
in Mrs. Yee's class. You mentioned it. It could be [English] lan-
guage proficiency. That is probably a big reason. Is there any other
reason you think that people are quiet?

Mina: I have no clue. In most of my other classes people are just loud, and
most of my classes are more [linguistically and racially] mixed. In
this class, there are more Orientals and Orientals I find to be quieter
people, like, you know, maybe that's why. I have no clue why, but
like everyone in that class is like really quiet.
[Interview, May 6, 1998]

COMMENTARY: SILENCES
IN THE MULTILINGUAL CLASSROOM

CO-WRITTEN WITH GORDON PON4

In their interviews, Victor and Mina present two very different views on the
importance of speech in the classroom. Mina, who had always attended
school in Toronto, desired conflict and debate in whole group classroom dis-
cussions and believed that everyone should contribute to smaller group dis-
cussions. Victor, who had completed most of his schooling in Hong Kong,
worried about being perceived as "showing off" if he contributed to class-
room discussions in the way Mina desired. Knowing that her grade 12 ad-

4The ideas in this Commentary and in the Pedagogical Discussion are also discussed in Pon.
Goldstein, and Schecter (in press).
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vanced English class consisted of primarily Chinese-Canadian students—
many did not speak English as their primary language, and several had been
in Canada for less than 2 years—Mrs. Yee expected that many students
would be quiet and not verbally participate in class. Likewise, she anticipated
that many of these students would want to use languages other than English in
the classroom. Accordingly, she established a classroom English-only policy
(discussed in chap. 3) and often asked students to work in racially and linguis-
tically mixed small groups so that low English proficiency students would
have opportunities to practice speaking with more proficient students. De-
spite these pedagogical strategies, silence, particularly among Hong
Kong-born students, characterized many of the classes Gordon and I ob-
served. We noted that many of the Chinese-Canadian students spoke very lit-
tle and some not at all, both during whole-class discussions and in small
group work. Moreover, many of the Chinese-Canadian students never raised
their hands to volunteer responses, offer commentary, or to pose questions.

Burdensome Silence

The reluctance to speak English on the part of the Chinese-Canadian stu-
dents in a classroom where students were asked to work extensively in lin-
guistically mixed groups gave rise to particular racial tensions between
Hong Kong-born Chinese, Canadian-born Chinese, and non-Chinese stu-
dents. As Mina asserted in her interview, in many sessions of small-group
work that we observed, the Hong Kong-born Chinese students spoke little,
whereas the Canadian-born Chinese and non-Chinese students assumed a
leadership role in an attempt to elicit verbal participation from the quieter
members. For Mina, this reticence was burdensome ("I am left to do the
work for them") and threatened the quality of her education ("In my other
classes, I have other people [who] will say things, will disagree with me ...
in this class I have nothing"). These feelings were echoed by Marilyn, a
White, Canadian-born young woman in Mrs. Yee's class, who had this to
say about assuming the responsibility for doing most, if not all, of the talk-
ing in her small, linguistically, and racially mixed group:

I feel like I'm just there to teach them and then—And I'm not really learning
anything, I'm not getting anything out of it. Whereas if I was working with
someone at the same level, then we could put in our ideas and it's not going
to be just my ideas. And then the outcome will be like—we'd probably get
better marks, I think because when we're doing presentations and stuff its
not just one person or two people's ideas out of a group of five.

[Interview, April 30,1998]
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Mina and Marilyn's interview comments equate silence with a lack of un-
derstanding and passivity. They also link silence with students' inability to
work at a grade 12 level. Such comments reflect the findings of other North
American educational researchers, such as Sandra McKay and Cynthia
Wong, who have argued that in multiethnic and multilingual schools such as
Northside, colonialist and racialized views find daily expression .5 One such
common expression is the belief that English-speaking ability is not only as-
sociated with academic success, but is also an indication of cognitive maturity
and sophistication, and degree of "Americanization" (or, in this case,
"Canadianization"). Likewise, Mackay and Wong note the common belief
that immigrant status and limited English proficiency are considered states of
deficiency and backwardness. Mina's comments about the inability of her
Chinese-Canadian classmates to speak "proper English" invoke such colo-
nialist and racialist discourses. Mina's understanding of her classmates' si-
lence as being part of their Asian nature and her use of the word "Orientals"
("Orientals I find to be quieter people") also demonstrates the legacy of colo-
nialist worldviews that North-American teachers and students have inherited
(see "A Word About Language" at the beginning of the book for further dis-
cussion on the use of the term Oriental).

In analyzing what is at stake in the linguistic and racial tensions in Mrs.
Yee's classroom, we see a conflation of at least two things: First, the invoca-
tion of colonialist and racialized discourses that pathologized the quiet
"Oriental" students in Mrs. Yee's class; second, the very real or material
pressure for high grades and academic success (cultural capital) that
weighed heavy on the minds of Marilyn and Mina. Thus, the silence of some
Chinese-Canadian students functioned to affirm, in the minds of some
non-Chinese students, dominant negative stereotypes of Asians. These neg-
ative reactions became more strident when Asian reticence pulled down the
collective marks of a group.

The comments offered by Mina and Marilyn show us that Mrs. Yee's pur-
poseful pedagogical maneuver of establishing linguistically mixed groups
was interrupted by silence and the forces of stereotyping and the pressure
for high marks and academic success. Thus, student silences can be dis-
enabling for positive race relations in multilingual classrooms. Yet, what
Mina, Marilyn, and other students did not understand was the complex so-
cial and political forces that shaped the speech and silence dynamics of their
Chinese-Canadian classmates. As discussed in the Introduction, these dy-
namics were often the result of linguistic dilemmas or double binds that

5 See McKay and Wong (1996).
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trapped students into silences. Moreover, these dilemmas had little to do
with being Asian, as suggested by Mina. As explained in the Introduction,
they were peculiar to the immigration process that had created Canton-
ese-speaking communities in schools like Northside.

Inhibitive and Attentive Silences

After reading through a variety of different literatures on student silences,
we found that Asian-American scholar King-Kok Cheung offered us new
ways of understanding the silences that troubled students like Mina and
Marilyn. In her book, Articulate Silences, Cheung proposes at least five dif-
fering, and often overlapping, modes or tonalities of silences.6 They are
stoic, protective, attentive, inhibitive, and oppressive.

Attentive silence is a form of silence in which there is acute listening, em-
pathy for others, and awareness of even the subtlest signs from a speaker. In
essence, attentive silence is a quiet understanding. Such a mode of silence, ar-
gues Cheung, is empowering and thus the antithesis of passivity. Oppressive
modes of silence include forms of racism that arise at the confluence of social
policy and hatred. The infamous Chinese Exclusion Act of 1923, which
barred Chinese immigration to Canada until its repeal in 1947, is one example
of oppressive silence.7 The Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 in the United
States is another example. Stoic modalities of silence include the quiet forms
of suffering exhibited by Chinese immigrants, such as the Issei, in Joy
Kogawa's novel titled, Obasan ..8 Cheung asserts that this stoic silence is char-
acterized not by weakness but rather by endurance and tremendous fortitude.

Cheung argues, however, that all modes of silence can fluctuate between
being enabling and debilitating. For this reason, she warns against romanti-
cizing or eroticizing silences. For instance, she notes that the desire among
some Asian, North-American parents to shield their children from harsh
histories of racism exercise a mode of silence that she calls protective.
Cheung believes that although this variety of silence can certainly enable
children when they are young, it can infantilize them through an enforced
innocence as they get older. A fifth silence, inhibitive silence, can also be
debilitating and is of particular relevance to this commentary.

The general silence of some of the Cantonese-speaking students in Mrs.
Yee's class may have been attributable to their fears that their English pro-
nunciation and Cantonese accent would be laughed at. This self-imposed or

"See Cheung (1993).
7 See Chan (1983) for further discussion of Chinese immigration to Canada.
8 See Kogawa(1981).
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inhibitive silence is articulated by the words of Cathy Lee, a Hong
Kong-born student in Mrs. Yee's English class, who was interviewed in
chapter 3. In the interview excerpt now presented, Cathy described why she
believed many of the Cantonese-speaking students were silent:

They're embarrassing of the English. They can't speak. They scared that peo-
ple will laugh at them, because I try that—I'm in that stage before—right? So
I know how they think and how they feel.

[Interview, April 30, 1998]19

Alternatively, as Victor explained both in his aforementioned interview
and in the Introduction, Cantonese-speaking students might be silent in
class because speaking English and answering questions could be perceived
by their peers as showing off. This form of silence resonates with Cheung's
term, attentive silence, which is also inhibitive. Also of interest is the sug-
gestion made by Barbara Ishii, the current principal at Northside, that some
Asian students feel that there is no need to reiterate an opinion that has al-
ready been aired by another student. Here, the silence of Asian students
would also be an attentive silence. Through their silence students would be
demonstrating to their teacher that they had been listening to their class-
mates' opinions and had nothing new to add. Such attentive silence, how-
ever, traps students into a linguistic dilemma or double bind. They are
caught in a "lose—-lose" situation. On one hand, they stand to lose grades and
also risk the resentment of their non-Chinese and some Canadian-born Chi-
nese classmates if they do not speak English, answer questions, and express
their opinions in class. On the other hand, if they do use English with their
Cantonese-speaking classmates in group work, answer the teacher's ques-
tions in front of other students, or reiterate an opinion that has already been
offered, they stand to draw the negative reactions from their Hong
Kong-born friends.

The negative reactions on the part of Hong Kong-born Chinese toward their
English-speaking Chinese peers may in part relate to friendship formations
that are staked in racial identity politics. For example, when we asked
Charles, who is a Hong Kong-born Chinese student at Northside, about how
his Cantonese-speaking friends would react if he spoke to them in English,
he replied: "They'd think I'm Whitewashed."

[Interview, April 30, 1998]

9elated to our own discussion on inhibitive silence is Cristina Igoa's book, The Inner World
of the Immigrant Child, where she outlines the psychological stages many immigrant children
seem to go through as they integrate into North-American classrooms.
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Charles' association of English with being "Whitewashed" is similar to
the association of English with being "too Canadianized," discussed in the
Introduction. In our research at Northside, we found that Hong Kong-born,
Chinese-Canadian youth sometimes referred to Chinese peers who did not
speak Cantonese as "juk-sing" This was a pejorative term used by these
youth to describe the Canadian-born Chinese. It literally means the empty
spaces in bamboo that obstruct the flow of water. The term alludes to the
manner in which Canadian-born, Chinese youth are considered to be stuck
in a void; neither fully Chinese nor fully Canadian. This term is conceptu-
ally analogous to the label banana which is also used by Chinese people to
refer to someone who is considered to be "yellow on the outside but White
on the inside."10 It is possible that the attentive and inhibitive silences expe-
rienced by Victor were linked to identity politics and his desire to not be
considered juk sing. Such a desire can also be linked to the ambivalence
some Canadian students from Hong Kong feel about investing in English.

Desires for Whispered Cantonese

Another linguistic dilemma or double bind facing students like Victor Yu
can be found in the Canadian-born Chinese and non-Chinese students' de-
sires for Chinese speech to be whispered when it was spoken and thus rele-
gated to the private realm of intimate conversation. In the following
interview excerpt, Tony, a Chinese-Canadian student who was born in
China and came to Canada at a young age, expressed his feelings toward
students who speak loudly in Cantonese:

Cantonese [speakers] tend to shout out—that annoys me. We [English
speakers] don't shout... Many Chinese shout and the Cantonese accent—it
always has the long tail, a stretched-out sound—it annoys me.

[Interview, April 30, 1998]

Tony's annoyance with the loudness of Cantonese resonates with writer
Anne Jew's characterization of the way people talked in Chinatown. In the
short story excerpt that opens Part I of this book, Jew writes, "Everyone
talked loudly and waved their arms. I couldn't understand why they had to
be so loud. It seemed so uncivilized."11

At the same time, as many Hong Kong-born, Chinese students opened
themselves up to possible disparagement for being "loud" speakers in Can-

'°See Yang, Gan, and Hong (1997) and Yee (1993) for further discussion of the terms juk-sing
and banana.

"See Jew (1992).
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tonese; when they spoke in English they were often considered to be inaudi-
ble. Like the narrator of Maxine Hong Kingston's book, The Woman
Warrior, which also opens Part I of this book, they were regularly exhorted
by students and teachers to speak "louder."12 In other words, Cantonese
speakers were caught in a bind where they were considered to be too loud in
Cantonese and too quiet in English.

Tony's feelings about the loudness of Cantonese may reflect an internal-
ization of racism and its disparagement of the peoples, cultures, and lan-
guages of "others." The literatures of Asian North America have long
critiqued how North-American society and schools have served other Asian
people. 13 The "othering" of Asian people has acted to produce in many Chi-
nese youth, particularly among those born in North America, an ambiva-
lence, even a loathing of "Chineseness," including the Chinese language.14

This ambivalence suggests that the double binds facing Canton-
ese-speaking students at Northside can be linked to dominant Western per-
spectives on speech and silence. On one hand, students at Northside
admonished Cantonese-speaking students for being too quiet and passive.
On the other hand, students devalued them when they spoke loudly and as-
sertively in Cantonese. In this way, dominant perspectives on speech and si-
lence function to valorize not all speech, but specifically, English speech.
Speech in any language other than English was devalued and not regarded
as powerful, worthy, or reflective of agency on the part of the speaker. Its ut-
terance in the public realm had to be whispered so it could not be heard and
disturb or embarrass others. Tony's own linguistic development over the
course of his life also reflects the devaluation of languages other than Eng-
lish. He informed us that over the years since immigrating to Canada, he had
become "not that good in Mandarin anymore" (Interview, April 30, 1998).

Tony's irritation on hearing loud Cantonese heightens the disenabling as-
pects of the linguistic dilemmas or double-binds discussed at the beginning
of the Commentary. Not only did Hong Kong-born, Chinese students who
chose to speak English and answer questions stand to lose friendships
among their peers from Hong Kong, if they chose to speak Cantonese, they
were "annoying" and often much too loud, according to some local-born
Chinese. These tensions placed them in a trying bind, caught between an
immigrant Cantonese youth culture that valued not showing off English and
a dominant Eurocentric culture that only valued the use of English.

l2See Kingston (1989).
"See, for example, Hogue (1996); Kim (1982); Kingston (1989); and Wong (1993).
l4See Hwang (1990); Jew (1992); and Ma (1998).
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In this Commentary, we have suggested that the Cantonese-speaking stu-
dents at Northside were continually engaged in a negotiation of linguistic
double binds. These double-binds contributed to a reluctance to use English
on the part of many students. The consequent silence of many Canton-
ese-speaking students caused some students to resent their classmates. In the
pedagogical discussion that follows, we will explore what kinds of pedagogi-
cal interventions might better enable students to negotiate the linguistic di-
lemmas of inhibitive and attentive silences and alleviate the racial tensions
that develop from the various double-binds, stereotypes, and academic pres-
sures that frame the education of Hong Kong-born, Chinese Canadians.

PEDAGOGICAL DISCUSSION: SILENCES
IN THE MULTILINGUAL CLASSROOM

CO-WRITTEN WITH GORDON PON

In thinking about what pedagogical maneuvers might alleviate the racial
tensions just described, it is helpful for pedagogy to, first of all, acknowl-
edge that various silences are at play in the multiracial, multiethnic, and
multilingual classroom. Accordingly, each silence probably benefits from
differing pedagogical engagements. In thinking about the ways teachers
and students might work with different kinds of silences, we turn to the in-
terviews we had with English teachers Anne Yee, Greg Dunn, and Leonard
Robertson. To contextualize the pedagogical approaches suggested by Mrs.
Yee, Mr. Dunn, and Mr. Robertson within their own life experiences as
teachers and learners, we offer a brief biographical account of each
teacher's career.

Anne Yee, Greg Dunn, and Leonard Robertson

As recalled from chapter 3, Anne Yee has been working as a teacher for 17
years. She first came to Canada from Hong Kong as a high-school visa stu-
dent. She completed her high school, university, and teacher training educa-
tion in Toronto and went back to Hong Kong to teach. After several years as
a teacher and administrator in Hong Kong, Mrs. Yee returned to Toronto
where she began teaching again. She is currently an English and ESOL
teacher, and the head of the ESOL Department and Literacy Committee at
Northside (see chap. 3 for a fuller biographical account of Mrs. Yee's life
and work as a teacher).

Greg Dunn has worked as a teacher for 21 years. Jobs were very scarce
when he graduated from the Faculty of Education of the University of To-
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ronto in 1980, so he taught summer school, night school, and did a little sup-
ply work. Mr. Dunn got his first full time teaching job in January of 1981 at a
private school for Visa students called Eastern College. The school had
been set up for Asian students who wanted to attend Canadian universities.
Most of the students were from Hong Kong who had been sent to study in
Canada because of the uncertainty about the future of Hong Kong after
1997. All of the students at the school were learning in a second language. In
talking about his work at Eastern College, Mr. Dunn had this to say:

I think my work with the students at Eastern College has had a great impact
on me. These students were alone in Toronto coping with culture shock,
homesickness, and language difficulties. You could not be anything but
sympathetic to them and their situations. I learned from working with them
how crucial it is to the learning process to create a positive and comfortable
learning environment where everyone can feel safe and secure. As a class-
room teacher, I work very hard to create a positive environment so all stu-
dents feel comfortable enough to risk being wrong when they answer a
questions, or can say, "I don't want to read aloud today."

[Answers to Questionnaire, November 19, 2001]

Mr. Dunn was first hired at Northside in October, 1987. The following year,
he was declared surplus and assigned to another school where he taught
ESL classes. However, 1 year later, a new position opened up at Northside
and Mr. Dunn was able to return to the school. He has taught there ever since
and over the years has almost always worked with students who do not use
English as their first language. This work has taught Mr. Dunn that "one al-
ways needs to be understanding of our students' situations and keep what
we are doing in perspective":

When we are dealing with students who may be living on their own—cook-
ing, cleaning, carrying a full timetable, and studying in a second language so
that the half hour of homework we gave may indeed take well over an hour.
We have to be willing to accommodate and facilitate their learning and not
penalize them with late mark deductions and lectures about working harder
to achieve success. Maybe it comes down to respect. We need to respect our
students as individuals, and accord them respect in the way that we like to
receive respect from our co-workers and administration.

[Answers to Questionnaire, November 19, 2001]

During the research we conducted at Northside, Leonard Robertson was
in his 32nd and 33rd years of teaching. Prior to beginning high school teach-
ing, he had spent 1 year as a tutor at the University of Toronto, while pursu-
ing his masters degree in English. Mr. Robertson began his teaching career
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in Burlington, Ontario, a small town south of metropolitan Toronto. He de-
scribes the White Anglo-Canadian high school he worked at as racially and
culturally homogeneous. In those first 3 years of teaching (1967 to 1970),
he taught junior classes, and was most successful with classes of students he
would now identify as coming from a working class background. "As I look
back," he says, "I attribute that success to my patience, my humor, my story
telling abilities, and my refusal to view my students as unable to succeed."
Mr. Robertson taught at Northside from 1970 until 1998, with a break of 5
years. In 1971, he became the assistant head of English and in 1972 the head
of English. He remained the head of English, teaching all of the grades from
1972 until 1990. During that time, the demographics of the student body
changed from a population that was predominantly White and Jewish in the
1970s to one that was predominantly Asian (from Taiwan, Hong Kong, Ko-
rea, then eventually Vietnam, and mainland China) in the 1980s. In the
1990s the school became even more diverse when it enrolled students from
the Indian subcontinent and the Middle East.

From 1990 to 1995, Mr. Robertson was a consultant in staff development
with the school board and worked with elementary and high school teachers
on instructional strategies. He also worked on "outcomes" education and
strategic planning with school principals and on team building and conflict
resolution with business and support staff. In 1995, a year before the study
began, Mr. Robertson returned to Northside, and resumed his teaching re-
sponsibilities.

When he returned to the school, the high enrollment of students who spoke
English as a second or other language (ESOL) led Leonard to seek out new
ways to ensure that his students were successful in English classes. He says
that there were three very significant professional development activities that
shaped the last years of his teaching practice at Northside. During the 1980s,
Mr. Robertson was involved in school board committee work that focused on
antiracist education. At the same time, he completed a masters degree in Edu-
cation. Leonard's masters research into language development, pedagogy,
reading, and writing reinforced his commitment to antiracist education, stu-
dent-centered learning, and the belief that all students must have clear models
of the work that they are expected to produce. Finally, Mr. Robertson's work
as a consultant with instructional strategies such as cooperative learning and
multiple intelligences helped him refine the skills he needed to work with stu-
dent groups. "I no longer saw students who worked together as copying from
each other, but as aiding each other in learning." Working with this principle
of adult learning, Mr. Robertson says, enhanced his work with ESOL students
at Northside. Having provided a brief account of Anne Yee, Greg Dunn, and
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Leonard Robertson's life experiences as teachers and learners, we turn now to
what they had to say about working with silences in the classroom.

Working With Inhibitive and Attentive Silences

In an interview about the silences in her classroom, Anne Yee told us that
she believes that:

... silence is a signal for lack of trust. It also means insecurity: I don't feel
good about my English. I want to hide it, I don't want to hear it, I don't want
to be picked on. It requires a lot of courage for me to say something in a lan-
guage in which I know I have an accent, in which I know that I may not be
able to use the right word. I may use it wrong and people may laugh at me. I
am not going to show you something that I am not good at.

[Interview, May 27, 1998]

Working with Mrs. Yee's understanding of inhibitive silences as being re-
lated to feelings about accents and language use, pedagogy that works to-
ward helping students negotiate silences is pedagogy that asks teachers and
students to deconstruct the myths and stereotypes they hold about accents
and different varieties of English. Some excellent work in this area has been
undertaken by American linguist Rosina Lippi-Green. In her book, English
With an Accent: Language, Ideology and Discrimination in the United
States, Lippi-Green discusses the way linguistic discrimination manifests
itself in the classroom, the court, the media, and corporate culture.15 Of par-
ticular interest to teachers in multilingual schools is Lippi-Green's exami-
nation of how the notions of "nonaccent" and "standard language" are really
myths used to justify social order and how language ideology affects stu-
dents. Of additional interest are Lippi-Green's discussions of how the media
and the entertainment industry promote linguistic stereotyping and how
employers discriminate on the basis of accent. The work that has been un-
dertaken by Lippi-Green could be used to develop a classroom unit on lan-
guage awareness that aims to engage students in critical analytic skills
around issues of language, power, and racism.

Greg Dunn, whose work with mixed linguistic and racial groups was dis-
cussed in chapter 2, suggested direct teacher intervention as a way of re-
sponding to inhibitive silences that emerge in group work:

I think the teacher has to be watching for the dynamics in the various
groups and intervene when they see [silence] happening. And go and

15See Lippi-Green (1997).
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sort of find out and see what's going on and sometimes maybe talk to the
students individually about what's happening. Suggest ways for the
group leaders to encourage the students who feel they maybe don't have
something to contribute. Have them prepare something, maybe even
show it to me ahead of time. Show me what you are going to give your
group today so that they have something to contribute and they know
that it's okay.

[Interview, May 13, 1998]

The strategy of encouraging students to bring something they have previ-
ously prepared for their next group meeting gives the rest of the group
members something with which to work. Showing the work to teachers or
sympathetic classmates before the group meets for approval or sugges-
tions for improvement challenges the likelihood that students are not go-
ing to show group members something "that they are not good at."

Mrs. Yee told us that one of her strategies for a response of "dead si-
lence" to a question she has asked the class is to ask students to talk about
the question with a partner for a couple of minutes. When she asks the
same question again, the students are able to answer the question with
greater ease and she is able to elicit participation from students who were
silent the first time. Another one of Mrs. Yee's strategies is calling on stu-
dents who don't volunteer answers. When Tara suggested that calling on
students in this manner may put them in "a bad position," both Mr. Dunn
and Mrs. Yee told her that they have used the strategy with success.

Tara: ... I've learnt to call on people who don't speak out because you rec-
ognize sometimes they need that space created for them. But when
there is no answer, it's just, you feel like you've put somebody in a
bad position.

Greg: Yes. And what do you do? 'Cause if you just sort of come off and
call on someone else, then they look bad. So how do you handle it? 1
used to say, "It's okay to say if you don't know right now. You can
think about it and we'll come back and look at your response later."
To give them that option rather than just saying, "You don't know.
we'll go to someone else."
[Interview, May 13, 1998]

Tara: ... some teachers feel that they may embarrass the kids. If the kids
don't volunteer, they are afraid to call on the kids' 'cause it will be
embarrassing.

Anne: I think the first time they may feel embarrassed, and the second,
third, fourth, and the fifth, they'll get used to it.
[Interview, May 27 1998]
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Earlier in this chapter, Victor's understanding of the use of English
among Cantonese-speaking peers as "showing off' was associated with
Cheung's attentive as well as inhibitive silence. As theorized by Cheung, at-
tentive silence is characterized by acute listening and empathy for others. In
that such silence supports important social relationships between Canton-
ese speakers that can be linked to both academic and social success at
school, the practice of choosing silence over English in the classroom can
be seen as empowering and enabling as well as inhibitive. Imagining peda-
gogy that can assist students in negotiating attentive silence is difficult. As
has been discussed in previous chapters, the practice of attentive silence is
rooted in issues of identity, the pursuit of friendship and academic success,
and resistance to the linguistic colonialism of English in both Hong Kong
and the North American diaspora. Perhaps the most helpful way forward is
working toward alleviating the racial tensions that emerge from the practice
of attentive silence.

Alleviating Tensions in Small-Group Work

One place to begin is to attempt to address the concerns of students like
Mina and Marilyn who feel burdened by having to assume the responsibility
for doing most, if not all, of the talking in group work. In the interview ex-
cerpted, Marilyn suggested that group work would be more productive for
her if the teacher could ensure that each member of a group had similar pro-
ficiency in English. This strategy, however, would result in placing ESOL
students and students who use English as their primary language in separate
groups. This kind of separation is problematic for teachers who purpose-
fully establish linguistically mixed groups to provide opportunities for the
ESOL students in their classes to practice English. Yet, to effectively man-
age the tensions that can emerge in such mixed groups, it may be helpful to
be flexible in grouping arrangements and alternating the kinds of groups in
which we ask students to work. Alternating grouping arrangements pro-
vides teachers with a space to encourage rather than restrict the use of lan-
guages other than English during particular activities. Although students
working in their primary language lose an opportunity to practice English
during these activities, they gain the opportunity to speak about academic
material in ways that are enabling and might better prepare them for the kind
of interaction, debate, even conflict, that Mina desires and that is valued in
North-American classrooms. Thus, students can be given the opportunity to
first work on a particular assignment in their primary language and then be
asked to share their work in English with the teacher or others in a linguisti-
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cally mixed group. After reading an earlier draft of this chapter, Leonard
Robertson shared the following experience with me:

Although I generally formed mixed language groups for the ISP in grade 11
and OAC (Ontario Academic Credit [courses]), I always chose who worked
with whom, and there was one occasion when I allowed students from the
same language background to work together. This interestingly enough in-
volved four girls who spoke only English to work together on a project about
Iceland, and four girls who spoke only Cantonese to work on a project about
Greece. Having read your research, I am beginning to think I was intuitively
reacting to a type of racist tension that emerged when the ISP was assigned.
I'm not sure I taught these students anything about racist attitudes, but I did
relieve what I perceived to be racist tension. By the way, both groups did
equally well on the ISP project.

[Member Checking Response, June 12, 2001]

A second way to work toward alleviating tensions in small group work is
to give recognition to students who take on leadership roles and try to work
effectively across linguistic differences. This is another strategy Leonard
Robertson had used successfully. In Mr. Robertson's class, recognition
meant extra marks as they were the most valued form of recognition at
Northside. Other forms of recognition recommended by multicultural edu-
cation consultant Elizabeth Coehlo are a letter of commendation from the
teacher or a school administrator (in a language that the students' parents
can understand) or acknowledgment in a school assembly.16

A third strategy for alleviating group work tensions involves the careful
monitoring of the progress students are making on group work assignments.
Mr. Robertson managed this monitoring work by asking students to docu-
ment their individual responsibilities to the group in writing:

Whenever there is group work going on in my class, particularly with the
ISP, there is always a form to fill out... They [the students] fill out only one
form, but everyone gets a copy of it. So everybody has something in writing
which says that student A will be writing two articles on this, student B will
be writing two articles on that, and student C will be writing something else
on something else, and when the next meeting is. There is a written record
that everybody has in writing. There is a common understanding that they
can look at.

[Interview, May 20, 1998]

By asking his students to document their responsibilities and progress on
major group work assignments, Mr. Robertson knew when a particular stu-

6SeeCoelho(1998).
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dent was not contributing to the group work. He could take action to allevi-
ate the anxiety of the other group members who were worried that they
would all be penalized for that student's lack of participation.

... Now, there was one student who never produced any work... She had al-
ways been absent during any type of group work ... I thought this was
avoidance, and I confronted her on the avoidance, and on the necessity of be-
ing in class, and then gave her some deadlines for producing work ... [I told
her,] "If you do not have this work by Friday, you are no longer a member of
the group, and your credit is in jeopardy."

[Interview, May 20, 1998]

Concluding this discussion on alleviating tensions on small group
work, we'd like to touch on Mina's comment about being asked to work in
groups in her English class, but having to solve math problems on her own
without the support of students who might assist her when she runs into
difficulty. If Mina had felt that she had access to assistance from class-
mates in her math class, perhaps she would have felt less resentment in
providing assistance to classmates in her English class. Engaging with
such a possibility means thinking about school-wide pedagogical inter-
ventions that encourage students to assist each other in a variety of classes.
It means asking teachers and administrators to work across subject areas
and departments to collectively plan ways of encouraging students to use
their different academic strengths to assist others. Such planning can be
complex and difficult, but may be a positive way to alleviate the resent-
ment described earlier in the chapter.

Lowering the Stakes of Small-Group Work

Yet, given the tensions that can surface in cooperative small group activi-
ties that are connected to high-stake projects, like the ISP, which are worth
a lot of marks, it is possible to ask whether reserving group work for lower
stake activities might be helpful. This can be done in at least two ways.
First, group work can be reserved for activities that are not evaluated and
make up part of the students' final grade, but are designed to help students
prepare for individually graded assignments. Such a strategy would be
similar to Mrs. Lo's "classroom practice activities" described in chapter 2,
which helped students prepare for quizzes and tests. To illustrate what
such a strategy might look like in an English classroom, I turn to a group
work activity Mr. Robertson designed to help his grade 11 students pre-
pare individual essays on William Shakespeare's, Macbeth. The students'
task was to develop arguments to support one of eight different statements
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about the play. An example of such a statement was "Lady Macbeth has
sometimes been called the 'fourth witch.' Construct a thesis that argues
that she should be regarded as the fourth witch, and support it in an orga-
nized essay." A contrasting statement asked students to argue that Lady
Macbeth should not be regarded as the fourth witch. Students were placed
in eight different linguistically mixed groups and each group was asked to
create a flipchart (poster), which provided a thesis statement and support-
ing evidence for one of the eight statements. After each group had finished
their flipchart, they were hung up on the walls of the classroom. Each stu-
dent then worked individually on a plan for the essay they had chosen to
write. Just before the students were scheduled to write their in-class essay,
Mr. Robertson gave them a class period to talk to any one of their class-
mates about their plan and consult the flipcharts on the wall one more time
to improve their plans. Tara observed this class period and noted that a
number of students worked together in Cantonese as well as English. A lot
of students used the period to talk to Mr. Robertson about their plan as well
as other students, and many students consulted the flipcharts on the wall.
Here group work was planned as a way to assist students to produce
strong, individually assessed work. As Mr. Robertson explained, "I was
trying to structure the learning for all students in order to ensure that stu-
dents had good examples of a solid argument of which the teacher ap-
proved, and which they could use with full confidence that they would be
rewarded" (Member Checking Response, June 12, 2001).

A second way of lowering the stakes of group work activity is to evaluate
group processes rather than group products. Teachers can use specific per-
formance criteria to provide students with feedback on how well they ap-
proach mixed group tasks; for example, seeking assistance from peers,
providing assistance to peers, codeswitching to facilitate group communi-
cation, and participating in problem solving.

Alternatives to Small-Group Work

In addition to lowering the stakes of the group work, teachers can also alle-
viate linguistic and racial tensions by alternating small-group work with
whole-group work. Examples of whole group work that provides students
with opportunities to practice English include reciting self-enhancing po-
etry or prose in chorus, and asking students to answer questions in unison.
Tara noted that when students in Mr. Robertson's class answered questions
in unison, several Cantonese-speaking students who were usually silent re-
sponded to the question.
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In conclusion, the pedagogical engagements presented in this chapter
for responding to silences and linguistic and racial tensions in multilin-
gual, multiracial schools ask teachers to work with students' feelings of
embarrassment, frustration, anger, and dynamics of identity. They also
bring teachers face to face with everyday racism and the legacy of colo-
nialism. The following activities for further reflection and discussion have
been created by Tara to help her and her students work with issues arising
from inhibitive and attentive silences in multilingual classrooms. The ac-
tivities can be adapted for use in high-school classrooms and are offered as
examples of ways we might develop rich academic and moral content for
multilingual classrooms.

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Unearthing and Deconstructing Stereotypes Around Varieties of Eng-
lish. Anne Yee believes that silence can be a sign of insecurity and
that students who do not speak English as their primary language some-
times worry about others laughing about their accents. In chapter 5 of
her book, English With an Accent: Language, Ideology and Discrimi-
nation in the United States, Rosina Lippi-Green unearths and decons-
tructs the way Disney animated films such as Three Little Pigs,
Aladdin, and The Lion King teach children to discriminate against
other people on the basis of the way they speak. Listening to one of
these animated films with critical ears helps us understand what we
have learned about people who speak different varieties of English or
English with different accents. After renting or borrowing a copy of
The Lion King from a video store or library, analyze the different variet-
ies of English each animal character speaks. Which characters speak
standard American English? Which characters speak with a British ac-
cent? Which speak a variety of Black Language/Ebonics? Link the dif-
ferent ways the characters speak to the different characteristics they
portray in the film. For example, which varieties of English are associ-
ated with intelligence, strength, bravery, and self-reliance? Which are
associated with weakness, foolishness, and dependence? Thinking
about the different varieties of English the students in your own classes
speak, what kinds of messages about the ways your students speak have
you and your students absorbed? How are you and your students per-
petuating and reinforcing these negative messages? How can you both
begin to challenge them?
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The Myth of the Non-Accent: Personal Reflection. As far as linguists
are concerned, it is not possible for adults to substitute one accent for an-
other consistently and in a permanent way.17 Yet, as Rosina Lippi-Green
explains in chapter 2 of her book, English With an Accent, many people
believe that if we only try hard enough, we can acquire a perfect language,
one that is clean, pure, and free of variation. They also believe that lan-
guage that is not perfect does not have to be accepted. Such beliefs are
problematic as they can lead to people using accents to discriminate. For
example, Lippi-Green tells us about the court case of James Kahakua, a
Hawaiian meteorologist with 20 years of experience and considerable ed-
ucational background, who applied for a promotion, which required that
he read prepared weather reports on the radio. Mr. Kahakua was not given
this promotion, because as a bilingual speaker of English-Hawaiian
Creole English (HCE) (often referred to, mistakenly, as Hawaiian Pidgin),
he had a Hawaiian accent. Mr. Kahakua sued his employer under Title VII
of the American Civil Rights Act, on the basis of language traits linked to
national origin. He lost his case because the judge, who was not a native of
Hawaii, believed that it was reasonable to require that radio announcers
speak "Standard English." The speech pathologist who testified on behalf
of the employer gave the judge ammunition when she testified that "Pid-
gin can be controlled" and suggested that Mr. Kahakua seek professional
help to lessen his "handicap."18 Thinking back on your own personal expe-
riences and those of family members and friends, in what ways did partic-
ular ways of speaking impact on opportunities that were available to you?
Have you or others you know ever been discriminated against on the basis
of accent and dialect?

Developing Communicative Competence and Confidence: Professional
Reflection. Rosina Lippi-Green reminds us that accents have little to do
with what is generally called "communicative competence" or the ability to
effectively use and interpret language in a wide variety of contexts. She pro-
vides us with a list of ESL speakers who never lost their accents, but have
demonstrated that they can use English in effective ways. This group in-
cludes such public and political figures as Corazon Aquino, Benazir Bhutto,
Cesar Chavez, Joseph Conrad, Boutros Boutros-Ghali, and Henry
Kissinger. As teachers working in multilingual classrooms, many of our
students will speak English with a variety of accents. How can we assist our

7See chapter 2 in Lippi-Green (1997) for further discussion of the myth of nonaccent.
8See Lippi-Green (1997, pp. 44^-5) for a fuller discussion of this case.
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students to develop the communicative competence and confidence they
need to thrive in a world that sometimes discriminates against the ways peo-
ple speak?

Performing and Engaging With Silence. During an Australian read-
ing of the play Hong Kong, Canada (included in Appendix A), the student
who played the character of Carol left the classroom in the middle of the
reading because she knew that she did not have to speak for the rest of the
play. She returned before the reading ended, and in the discussion that fol-
lowed, revealed that she had felt excluded from the story of the play be-
cause she only spoke in one of the 16 scenes. She also said this feeling of
exclusion was followed by a feeling of alienation from the others in the
group who were actively engaged in performing the story of Hong Kong,
Canada. Educated in an Australian school, the student playing Carol asso-
ciated speech with agency and being part of the story and silence with ab-
sence from the story. However, as Asian-American scholar King-Kok
Cheung writes, some modes of silence, such as attentive silence, can be
empowering. Attentive silence, which demonstrates a quiet understanding
is the antithesis of passivity and absence. At the same time, Cheung argues
that all modes of silence can fluctuate between being enabling or debilitat-
ing. Looking back at the scenes in which Carol appears, but does not
speak, discuss the mode or tonality of silence (stoic, protective, attentive,
inhibitive and/or oppressive) with which Carol is performing or engaging.
Is her performance or engagement with silence in the scene enabling or de-
bilitating?

Speaking English and Acting White. In the commentary, Charles as-
sociated English with being "Whitewashed." In the play Hong Kong, Can-
ada Sam accuses Wendy of "acting White" when he finds out that she has
made a personal decision to only use English at school. In linking speaking
English to acting White, Sam points to the way the dominance of Whiteness
and English intersect to produce a culture of dominance that some high
school students and their parents feel is in their best interest to comply with.
Wendy's compliance makes Sam very angry. Why? How might we under-
stand Sam's anger?



II
Dilemmas
of Discrimination

CHINESE CANADIANS

Our environment is changing due to 1997.
New immigrants are coming from Hong Kong.

New immigrants have come here to start a new life, new history and a new journey.
Toronto is becoming a new Hong Kong.

We no longer want to be silent.
We want to scream and shout.

We have black hair and yellow skin.
We were born in Canada.

We are Chinese Canadians.

We are disguised as Hong Kong people. But we are not accepted by them.
We try to blend into White people. But we are not accepted by them either.

We don't want to be discriminated against.
We are Chinese Canadians.

We are not all mathematicians or scientists. Many of us don't even like English.
We may not be able to speak, listen or write in Chinese.

We cannot communicate.
We are Chinese Canadians.

We feel little or no attachment to Hong Kong.
Our parents instill old traditional values of the East on us, but we live in the West.

We are Chinese Canadians.
There are internal struggles within us.

We don't know where we belong.
We are Chinese Canadians.

We want to be treated as individuals.
We are not "pure Chinese" stereotypes.

We are not "pure English" stereotypes either.
We have feelings, we have thoughts, we are unique.

We are Chinese Canadians.

—By Evelyn Yeung, a Chinese-Canadian Student at Northside
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Resisting Anti-Immigrant
Discourses and Linguicism

Until I can take pride in my language, I cannot take pride in myself. Until I
can accept as legitimate Chicano Texas Spanish, Tex-Mex, and all the other
languages I speak, I cannot accept the legitimacy of myself. Until I am free to
write bilingually and to switch codes without having to translate, while I
still have to speak English or Spanish when I would rather speak Spanglish,
and as long as I have to accommodate the English speakers rather than hav-
ing them accommodate me, my tongue will be illegitimate.

[From Gloria Anzaldua's Borderlines/La Frontera: The New Mestiza ]l

In this well-known quote, Latina writer and poet Gloria Anzaldua talks about
her desire to communicate in multiple voices, to feel pride in the many lan-
guages she speaks, and to have her multilingual tongue legitimized. The jour-
ney toward pride can be a difficult one in multilingual communities where the
use of particular languages or language varieties is devalued, trivialized, or
vilified. This chapter recounts a journey undertaken by a young Chinese-Ca-
nadian born artist named Evelyn Yeung, who needed to reconstitute who she
was in a city and a school that had recently seen the arrival of a large number
of immigrants from Hong Kong. The data in this chapter was collected in
Evelyn's enriched art class, which was beginning a painting assignment when
we began our observations. Evelyn's art teacher, Leslie Edgars, had asked her
students to write reflection pieces in their art journals during the painting pro-

1See Anzaldua' (1987, p. 59).
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ject. The chapter begins with excerpts from Evelyn's first two art journal en-
tries, which were tape recorded when she read them aloud to me. At the end of
that school year, I asked Evelyn to join the research team and paid her to write
a final reflection piece about creating her art piece, Journey to Acceptance.
Excerpts from this final reflection piece also open this chapter. In the Com-
mentary, I analyze Evelyn's artwork as a pedagogical project that not only en-
couraged linguistic pride, but that also challenged anti-immigrant ideas that
structured students' relationships at school. Drawing, in part, on the work un-
dertaken by Leslie Edgars, the Pedagogical Discussion looks at how teachers
might prepare themselves for work in multilingual, multiracial schools where
issues of language, identity, and discrimination need to be negotiated on a
daily basis. The ethnographic excerpts, the Commentary, and Pedagogical
Discussion that appear in this chapter have been member checked by Evelyn
Yeung and Leslie Edgars.

JOURNEY TO ACCEPTANCE

Beginnings

... Yesterday I was reading in the Toronto Star and there was an article on how
people, not, not only Chinese, are learning Mandarin because of China and
Hong Kong. The doors in Mainland China are slowly opening. I am dis-
graced that other people of other backgrounds learn Mandarin and Canton-
ese when I, of Chinese background, cannot read or write my own dialect of
Chinese ... It's frustrating going into Chinese malls when, where every-
where it's Chinese, and I'm practically illiterate.

Last month when I was shopping at the Bay with my friend, out of the P.A.
system came someone speaking Chinese. My friend and I felt embarrassed.
What made me feel more embarrassed was that there was a customer that
was complaining to a cashier about it and looking directly at me. Sometimes
I wish there was a distinct way of separating us Canadian-born ones with the
ones from Hong Kong ... Earlier this year I read in the newspaper about how
the people in Richmond Hill (a suburb located north of Toronto) were com-
plaining about the signs on the stores. They said that the English is too small
and the Chinese is too big on the stores, store signs. There were more com-
plaints but I do not remember them right now ... The Chinese immigrants of
the past few years, I heard a lot of them say that they will return to Hong
Kong after university, or if, or if Hong Kong is okay [politically and economi-
cally stable after the return of Hong Kong to China in July, 1997]. I get mad
sometimes when they say that because they are competing for the same
spots in university as, as us. And they are changing the whole Toronto, yet
they are going back to Hong Kong ...

[Journal entry 1, read aloud in an interview, November 20, 1996]
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After reading Evelyn's first journal entry, Ms. Edgars suggested that Evelyn
consider doing a painting that expressed how she felt about the Chinese lan-
guage. The two talked about Evelyn undertaking an abstract painting and
then discussed the idea of Evelyn creating her own alphabet or her own lan-
guage. A third option was Ms. Edgars' suggestion that Evelyn learn how to
write in Chinese from one of her classmates from Hong Kong. She thought
that the experience of learning to write in Chinese might provide Evelyn
with something that she could use for her painting. Taking up Ms. Edgars'
third suggestion, Evelyn began learning how to write Chinese characters
from several of her classmates who were born and educated in Hong Kong.
The characters that Evelyn asked her classmates to teach her were those that
had some meaning or relevance for her. Many came from the journal entries
she was keeping. The first word that Evelyn asked her classmate Peter to
teach her was "Hong Kong."

The black ink brought back all memory, all the memories of Chinese school
on Saturday, where the Chinese, where the teacher walked around criticiz-
ing the way you held the brush ... For the first couple of characters, I fol-
lowed Peter's brush stroke. But I sort of knew that he was sort of uneasy
'cause I didn't follow it completely, properly. As well, there was my audience
of grade 11 and grade 12s [Evelyn was a grade 13 student] who kept saying
that it wasn't right... I really didn't want to disappoint them by writing it
wrong ... I felt sort of uncomfortable that everyone was looking at my char-
acters ... [S]ome people in the class were sort of poking fun at my characters
... Sometimes when I am talking to people from Hong Kong, they poke fun at
my Chinese if I don't pronounce it clearly. Same thing when I'm speaking
English. People poke fun at my pronunciation. I wish I never belonged to ei-
ther [group], I wish I either belonged to either [one group] or [the other]. I
never knew that learning how to write Chinese could in, involve interaction
with so many people. Two other grade 11s [who were not critical] came over
to see what I was doing. What a surprise! I felt that everyone wanted to be
part of my process. And at that, that moment, [came] my peace. It felt great to
write Chinese again. Writing Chinese helped me interact more with the
grade 11s and 12s, something I wasn't expecting. Even though my Chinese,
my Chinese characters are not going to earn me an award, they did help me
communicate and learn from other people in the class ...

[Journal entry 2, read aloud in an interview, November 20, 1996]

Final Reflections

My final art piece has evolved from my surroundings, my experiences and
myself ... I am a Chinese Canadian born and being raised in Western society
with Eastern values and beliefs. Going to a school like Northside with a pre-
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dominantly Oriental population has given me predominantly Oriental
friends ... Not until recently, when flocks of Chinese people have immi-
grated to Toronto from Hong Kong, have I started to feel lost and uncomfort-
able with my surroundings ... I felt terrible when people (of Western
background) thought I was from Hong Kong because I wasn't. I couldn't
read or write Chinese. I couldn't read Chinese signs or menus. I didn't un-
derstand all the jokes at the movies or even on TV. I felt terrible when Hong
Kong people called me a Banana.2 They poked fun of my pronunciation. I
started to feel awkward around Hong Kong people, because I thought I
couldn't talk to them. I questioned my spoken Chinese ... It was almost vice
versa for Western society. I did know how to speak the language and I did
know how to write the language, but I didn't know who each and every [Ca-
nadian] entertainer was. I am also a very shy and cautious person, which
doesn't make conversation easy ...

... It took me a long time to have my first [writing] lesson. I was scared. I was
scared of Peter. I was scared of the brush. I was scared of what the other stu-
dents would think. I was scared of everything. It wasn't until a couple of
characters later that I was more relaxed. I really started to have fun. I talked
to many of the grade 12s and they were eager to help me. It wasn't like I
thought. People were willing to help you ...

... My feelings have not changed about where I am at right now. I am still in
the middle. I am learning to enjoy the advantages and learning to accept
the disadvantages. I still can't read or write Chinese, but I will be taking a
course in Chinese at [the University of] Waterloo (Mandarin not Canton-
ese). (I am sort of disappointed, but with Hong Kong switching hands, I un-
derstand). I have lost the bitterness I felt toward Hong Kong people,
because I had the opportunity to know some of them better. I know that
they are losing a home back to China. They don't know what is going to
happen in China. Some of them don't even know what they are now. They
don't have China citizenship, but they don't have a Canadian passport yet.
They don't have a place of birth. They are in the middle, too, like me. I sym-
pathize with them, but when Hong Kong was given back to China on July 1,
I felt nothing. I was just an observer of a historical moment in history, but
many of my friends were scared of what might happen to their family and
friends. I am beginning to see their side of the story. I have become closer to
many classmates from this experience. I have learned that there are Chi-
nese people from Hong Kong who want to be your friend and that not all
people are mean and cruel.

[Final Reflection, "Tackling the Fine Art of Chinese Brush Writing,"
July 31, 1997]

2The term Banana is a derogatory term meaning "Yellow on the outside and White on the in-
side." The term is used by Asian Americans to refer to other Asian Americans whom they per-
ceive as denying their Asian heritage or identity (from Yang, Gan, and Hon, 1997).
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COMMENTARY: NEGOTIATING IDENTITIES
IN "HONG KONG, CANADA"

It's not just another wave of immigrants. Over 20 years, 142,000 from Hong
Kong have moved here. With ambition, money and a strong identity, they're
changing the city's face.

[Headline of a report on Hong Kong immigration to Toronto
by Vanessa Lu, staff reporter, The Toronto Star, November 10, 1996, Bl]

The following commentary discusses Evelyn Yeung's artwork, Journey to
Acceptance, as a symbol of Evelyn and Leslie Edgars' efforts to negotiate
new identities in a school and a city that had recently seen increased immi-
gration from Hong Kong. The importance of teachers undertaking such
work and providing opportunities for students to engage in such work has
been discussed by educational theorist Jim Cummins, who believes that the
negotiation of identities at school is central to student learning.3 Cummins
writes that identities are formed and negotiated through everyday interac-
tions between teachers, students, and the communities to which the students
belong. Importantly, these interactions are never neutral. In varying de-
grees, they either reinforce "coercive relations of power," the exercise of
power over people, or promote "collaborative relations of power," the cre-
ation of power with people. By reinforcing coercive relations of power,
teachers (and, I would add, students) contribute to the subordination of
(other) students and communities targeted by discrimination. By promoting
collaborative relations of power, teachers (and, I would add, students) are
able to participate in "a process of empowerment" that encourages (other)
students and communities to challenge the operation of coercive power
structures and processes.4 Analyzing Evelyn's artwork as a project that
challenges coercive relations of racial and linguistic discrimination at
school, I try to illustrate how Leslie Edgars was able to provide an opportu-
nity for her students to resist what writer Charles Taylor has called society's
"confining or demeaning or contemptible picture of themselves."5

In my examination of the journey Ms. Edgars and Evelyn undertook
together, I draw upon Rosina Lippi-Green's ideas on the language sub-
ordination process. It is this process that underlies linguistic discrimi-
nation or linguicism, discrimination based on language use. But first, to
introduce readers to the discourses that Evelyn and Ms. Edgars needed

3See Cummins (1996).
4See Cummins (1996, p. 19).
5From Taylor (1994, p. 25).
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to negotiate, I begin with an analysis of what it means to teach and learn
in a city and school that has recently seen increased immigration from
Hong Kong.

Teaching and Learning in "Hong Kong, Canada"

As can be seen in the quotation that opens this commentary, there is some
anxiety about the number of Hong Kong immigrants who have come to live
in Toronto. The headline printed over Vanessa Lu's report in The Toronto
Star characterized Hong Kong immigrants as people who were "changing
the city's face" from one that had historically been mostly European and
White to one that was increasingly Chinese.6 The title of the report, "Hong
Kong, Canada," was typed in enormous bold-faced letters that dominated
the page on which the story appeared. The headline shaped what Canadians
were to make of this latest "wave" of immigration. Canada was being in-
vaded by large number of immigrants from Hong Kong. We were no longer
living in Canada; we were living in "Hong Kong, Canada."

The discourse of invasion that emerged from the "Hong Kong, Canada"
feature can be related to a perceived threat of shifting economic power bases
in Canada. In her contribution to the feature, demographics reporter Elaine
Carey began her article with the following lead:

They're younger, more educated and they hold better jobs than the average
person in the greater Toronto area. They're the 142,300 Hong Kong immi-
grants who have flocked to the GTA, largely in the past 20 years. They now
make up 15 per cent of all new immigrants to Canada each year—an average
of about 40,000—making them the largest group from any one country, as
well as the wealthiest.7

There was much reporting about the wealth that some Hong Kong immi-
grants bring into Canada throughout the "Hong Kong, Canada" feature. For
example, there was a picture of the owner of Toronto's Metropolitan Hotel,

6See The Toronto Star, November 10, 1996, p. B1. The perception that Toronto's "face" has
been mostly European and White ignores the historical and contemporary presence of Canada's
Aboriginal/First Nations people who have always been part of the city's face. It also ignores the
historical presence of non-European and non-White immigrants who have not only been part of
the city's face since the beginning of what Aboriginal scholars call "the contact period," but who
have contributed to the building of the city and the country.

7See "Skilled, Young, Wealthy and Loyal to Canada," The Toronto Star, November 10,
1996, p. B4.
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sandwiched between two headlines: "To Canada, With Cash" and "Hong
Kong Money Likes GTA." There was also a description of how Hong Kong
immigrants had "changed the look of much of the city" by financing the
building of 50 "Chinese malls" in the Greater Toronto Area.8 However,
what was missing from the "Hong Kong, Canada" feature was any detailed
reporting on the immigration polices that brought Hong Kong capital into
Canada (see chap. 2) or the fact that, overall, Hong Kong immigrants are
poorer than Canadian-born people and other immigrants. At the very end of
her article, Carey reported that 25% of all immigrants from Hong Kong live
below the low-income cut-offs compared with 15% of those who were born
in Canada and 19% of all immigrants. Highlighted in a different way, with
pictures of Hong Kong immigrant families struggling to make ends meet in
a new country, such statistics could have done much to challenge the idea
that all Hong Kong immigrants were wealthy. Buried at the very end of the
article, however, the statistics on the poverty of 25% of Hong Kong immi-
grants did not make much of an impact on the reader. The Star's discourse
of invasion went unchallenged, and made its way into a Northside art class-
room through Evelyn's art journal entries.

Opening Small Doors

My role for these kids is to open doors ... And whether they go through them
is always their choice. But that's the teaching technique ... They're small
doors that we open—to allow them to open the bigger doors ... As teachers
[that's] what we have to do, whether we're educators, parents, we open
small doors.

[Leslie Edgars, Interview, February 1997]

Leslie Edgars has worked as an educator for 28 years. She began her career
in inner city Philadelphia in the United States at a bilingual (English/Spanish)
school. Ms. Edgars' teacher training from Temple University included only 3
months of practice teaching, but she says she was fortunate to have as a prac-
tice teaching supervisor a woman who had worked in the infancy schools in
England. Leslie's supervisor and her husband had worked in several schools,
both in England and North America, which promoted open classrooms, team
teaching, and learning activity centers. She and Leslie visited "free schools"
in New York City, which were also based on these pedagogies and encour-
aged students to work on individual tasks tailored to their individual needs.

8See The Toronto Star, November 10, 1996, pp.Bl and B4. "Chinese malls" are shopping
malls in which the names of stores are written in Chinese. Sometimes store signs are bilingual,
written in both Chinese and English.
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Upon moving to Toronto, Ms. Edgars says that she was fortunate to find work
in a school like Northside, which allowed her to continue working collabor-
atively with students as a facilitator and mentor.

As can be seen in the aforementioned quote, Leslie Edgars is a teacher
who wants to open small doors for her students so that they can open the
bigger doors for themselves. Doors can be understood as metaphors for in-
sights into life and identity issues. When Ms. Edgars' students start open-
ing doors, they are able to shed light on the social, political, and identity
issues that impact on their everyday lives. As explained by educational
theorists, Carmen Luke and Allan Luke, diasporic identity is not stable, or
fixed, or predictable. It is always in a state of change and flux. At the heart
of this state of change is the way people find themselves needing to work
with "place-bound discourses," such as the anti-immigrant discourse of
"Hong Kong, Canada," that mark their difference in particular ways.9 Af-
ter reading Evelyn's journal entries, Ms. Edgars recognized that Evelyn
needed to work through the uneasiness and discomfort she felt about being
marked as an immigrant from Hong Kong even though she had been born
in Canada and could not read or write in Cantonese, her own dialect of
Chinese. As mentioned earlier, Leslie suggested that Evelyn learn to write
in Chinese so she could work on a painting that expressed her strong feel-
ings about using the language. Such a suggestion was typical of Ms.
Edgars' belief that it is helpful to learners be able to communicate ideas
and feelings in both images and words.

As Evelyn began working with her classmate, Peter, she began to re-
member childhood experiences of learning to write in Chinese. These
memories and critical comments from some of her classmates made her
feel uneasy and uncomfortable. The feelings were so strong that she
wished that she had only learned English or Cantonese as a child.
Growing up monolingual would have meant that she would have been
able to speak in a way that would have prevented people from "poking
fun" at her pronunciation (in either English or Cantonese). It would also
have meant that she would have been able to write Chinese "properly." In
thinking about how and why people learn to value some varieties of lan-
guage (like mainstream/standard English or Chinese) and not others
(like Cantonese English or English Cantonese), Rosina Lippi-Green's
model of the language subordination process is very helpful.10 The
model Lippi-Green presents grew out of her analysis of public commen-

9See C. Luke and A. Luke (1999).
10See Lippi-Green (1997).
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tary on English language use and language communities. She found that
people learn to value a particular variety of language over another
through the following processes and practices:

*language is mystified;
You can never hope to comprehend the difficulties and complexities of
your mother tongue without expert guidance.

*authority is claimed;
Talk like me/us. We know what we are doing because we have studied lan-
guage, because we write well.

*Misinformation is generated;
That usage you are so attached to is inaccurate. The variant I prefer is su-
perior on historical, aesthetic, or logical grounds.

*non-mainstream language is trivialized;
Look how cute, how homey, how funny.

*conformers are held up as positive examples;
See what you can accomplish if you only try, how far you can get if you
see the light.

*explicit promises are made;
Employers will take you seriously; doors will open.

*threats are made;
No one important will take you seriously; doors will close.

*nonconformers are vilified or marginalized;
See how willfully stupid, arrogant, unknowing, uninformed, and/or devi-
ant and unrepresentative these speakers are.11

Of the eight practices Lippi-Green has identified, two seem particularly rele-
vant to thinking about Evelyn's feelings of uneasiness around learning to
write Chinese characters: claiming/giving mainstream language authority
and trivializing non-mainstream language. At the very beginning, when she
attempted to follow Peter's brush stroke, Evelyn felt that he was uneasy be-
cause she wasn't following his strokes "properly." As well, a number of stu-

11 See Lippi-Green (1997, pp. 67-69).
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dents watching her initial attempts to follow Peter's brush strokes told Evelyn
that she wasn't "doing it right." Here Evelyn and her audience gave Peter's
brush strokes authority. Evelyn absorbed Peter's (perceived) uneasiness be-
cause she was not writing like him—a person who learned to write characters
in Hong Kong, a person who wrote well. When some of her classmates poked
fun at her first attempts to draw Chinese characters, Evelyn was reminded of
the times other people from Hong Kong had poked fun at the variety of Chi-
nese she spoke and of the times that English-speakers had poked fun at the va-
riety of English she spoke. Here Evelyn's use of non-mainstream language—
both Chinese and English—was being trivialized.

Although Evelyn experienced feelings of discomfort as she began to learn
how to write Chinese characters, she also experienced some excitement, as
her classmates become interested in her art project. Their interest helped her
connect to positive feelings associated with writing Chinese. As she says in a
final reflection piece that I asked her to write at the end of school year,

I was delighted and relieved that they were excited to help and teach. Al-
though some of them criticized my character strokes, it didn't matter. I was
the center of attention. And I really, really enjoyed it.

[Final Reflection, Tackling the Fine Art of Chinese Brush Writing, July 31, 1997]

Evelyn's delight with the recognition she received from her classmates miti-
gated the discomfort she felt when people criticized her brush strokes. Even
though her first attempts at drawing characters were trivialized, Evelyn her-
self was not "vilified" or "marginalized" as a nonconformer. This was
something she had been anticipating.

The first word was shaky. In fact, the first column was shaky. I braced myself
for all the nasty comments that would burst out of the mouth of the students.
But there wasn't any. I was surprised. The second column was less intimidat-
ing. As the columns progressed, I became more confident ... The strokes
were more powerful and expressive.

[Final Reflection, Tackling the Fine Art of Chinese Brush Writing,]uly 31, 1997]

Evelyn's use of the words "less intimidating," and "more powerful" in this
reflection asks us to think about her work in terms of power. Jim Cummins tells
us that the process by which students and teachers negotiate identities in class-
room and school interactions can play a major role in determining how students
feel about themselves and how they feel about others. In her interactions with
Evelyn around her journal entries, Leslie Edgars opened a small door and pro-
vided Evelyn with a space to do some identity work by learning to write Chi-
nese characters from a classmate from Hong Kong. As Cindy Lam and I have
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argued, in a school and a city that was struggling with the use of Cantonese in
public spaces, this work can be seen as a pedagogical project that challenges
both coercive relations of power underlying standard English ideology and tra-
ditional roles of authority in the classroom.12 Outside Ms. Edgars' art class-
room, there was debate in the student newspaper around the publication of
bilingual Chinese-English advertisements, the use of Cantonese at the stu-
dents' annual talent night, and the use of Cantonese at a karaoke event sched-
uled during Spirit Week. Inside Ms. Edgar's art classroom, Evelyn Yeung
learned to write in Chinese characters, using both Cantonese and English, so
she could express her feelings about being a Canadian-born, Chinese woman
living in "Hong Kong, Canada." Importantly, the students' use of Cantonese to
complete the project required Ms. Edgars to negotiate a new identity for herself
as a teacher in her classroom. Not able to understand the Cantonese the students
are using while they assisted Evelyn in learning to write Chinese characters,
Ms. Edgars had to ask the students to translate what they were saying into Eng-
lish so that she could enter their dialogue. Having to ask students to translate
their words shifted traditional relations of authority in Ms. Edgars' classroom:
She had to request and be given permission to enter her students' conversa-
tions.

I've always dialogued with the kids but you can't do that around here if, if
they are speaking Cantonese ... So you have to engage more with the stu-
dents ... [Y]ou almost have to bring up a chair and kind of just sit there and
say, "Okay I'm here now and you, I, I don't understand what you're talking
about. So either you have to teach me your language or let's talk, let's find a
place where we can talk because this is my job and I need to know what
you're doing. So can I come in?"

[Interview, February 13,1997]

Returning the ethnographic gaze back on Evelyn, there are a number of
questions we can raise: What was Evelyn able to do with the collaborative
space she was provided with in Ms. Edgars' classroom? What kind of im-
pact did her artwork have on how she felt about others and how she felt
about herself? In answering these questions, I return to the excerpts from
Evelyn's last written reflection.

Journey to Acceptance: Challenging Assumptions
and Rejecting Linguicism

Learning to write Chinese characters in her art class provided Evelyn with an
opportunity to interact with people who she had resented. The interpersonal

2See Goldstein and Lam (1998).
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space that she and her Cantonese-speaking classmates created through their
work together challenged some of the assumptions that she had been holding.
Evelyn found out that "It wasn't like I thought. People were willing to help
you." And she valued her classmates' interest in her project: "Even though
my Chinese, my Chinese characters are not going to earn me an award, they
did help me communicate and learn from other people in the class."

While Evelyn's identity work had just begun ("My feelings have not
changed about where I am at right now. I am still in the middle"), she did feel
that she had moved forward in her journey to self-acceptance. She was
"learning to enjoy the advantages" and "accept the disadvantages" of her
current subject position, a position that was powerfully described in her
poem "Chinese Canadians," that opens Part II of this book. Evelyn also was
planning to take a course in Chinese at university, which will make new dis-
course repertoires available to her. From these new repertoires, Evelyn will
continue to make sense of her relationships to others and continue to con-
struct her identity and identifications with others.

Working on her art piece, Journey to Acceptance, also provided Evelyn
with an opportunity to reject some of the linguicism she had internalized.
This work is essential for developing the multilingual pride Gloria
Anzaldua writes about and an important part of learning how to enjoy the
advantages and accept the disadvantages of being "in the middle."

Although Evelyn uses the metaphor "in the middle" to describe her Ca-
nadian-born, Chinese subject positioning, Carmen Luke and Allan Luke
have argued that "between two cultures" theorizations do not adequately ac-
count for the "hybridity" and "multiply situated character" of diasporic
identities.13 Instead, they suggest that the metaphor of "third space" used by
cultural theorist Homi Bhabha allows teachers and researchers to better un-
derstand the situations in which students like Evelyn find themselves.14

Quoting Homi Bhabha, Luke and Luke describe the notions of hybridity
and third space in the following way:

... hybridity is not to be able to trace two original moments from which the
third emerges, rather hybridity is the "third space" which enables other po-
sitions to emerge ... the importance of hybridity is that it bears the traces of
those feelings and practices which inform it, just like a translation, so that
hybridity puts together the traces of certain other meanings or discourses. It
does not give them the authority of being prior in the sense of being original:
they are prior only in the sense of being anterior. The process of cultural

13See C. Luke and A. Luke (1999).
14For a discussion of the concept of third space, see Chow (1990, 1993) and Bhabba (1994).
15See C. Luke and A. Luke (1999, p. 234).
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hybridity gives rise to something different, something new and unrecogniz-
able, a new area of negotiation of meaning and representation.15

Homi Bhabha's metaphor of "third space" is very helpful in thinking about
Evelyn's situation. Evelyn does not speak English like an Anglo-Canadian,
nor does she speak or write Chinese like her Hong Kong-born, Chinese class-
mates. Instead, her linguistic and cultural identities are developing within a
"third space," one that bears traces of both Anglo-Canadian and Chinese lega-
cies. Importantly, as Luke and Luke explain, Evelyn's hybrid identity and
identifications change through contact with different people and places. The
contact Evelyn had with classmates from Hong Kong in her art classroom was
particularly important as it challenged some of the negative assumptions she
had held about classmates from Hong Kong and allowed her to reject the
linguicism she had internalized regarding the Chinese language.

Researchers working in other multilingual communities in North America
have also noted the need for young people to engage with their negative feel-
ings about language use. For example, in a study of language and ethnic iden-
tity among Puerto Ricans in the United States, researcher Maria Zavala
showed how destructive ideas about Spanish speakers in schools could lead to
students feeling ashamed about being bilingual.16 To illustrate, this is what
Margarita, one of the young women participating in Zavala's study, told her
about bilingual life in her own school:

In school, there were stereotypes about the bilingual students, big time. [Since]
they don't speak "the" language, they don't belong here. That's number one.
Number two, they were dumb, no matter what... Everyone said "that bilingual
person," but they didn't realize that bilingual means they speak two languages.
To them bilingual was not a good thing. There was a horrible stigma attached to
them and I think I fell in the trap sometimes of saying "those bilingual people"
just because that was what I was hearing all around me.17

The bilingual students in Margarita's school were vilified as dumb. In the face
of this blatant linguicism, a common coping strategy was to avoid the use of
Spanish in public. Christina, another student interviewed by Zavala, told her,

I remember pretending I didn't know how to speak Spanish. You know, if
you pretended that you were that American, then maybe you would get ac-
cepted by the White kids. I remember trying not to speak Spanish or speak-
ing it with an [English] accent.18

l6See Zavala (2000). Zavala's work was part of study undertaken by C. Suarez-Orozco and
M. Suarez-Orozco (1995).

l7See Zavala (2000).
l8See Zavala (2000).
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Interestingly, when Christina, the high-school student in Maria Zavala's
study who had avoided speaking Spanish, enrolled in college, she began to
"'reclaim" the language.

I've been reading a lot of literature written by Latinos lately, some Puerto Ri-
can history. Before [college] I didn't even know it existed. Now I'm reading
and writing more and more in Spanish and I'm using it more in conversations
with other Puerto Ricans ... My kids are going to speak Spanish and they're
going to speak it loud. They're not going to go with the whispering stuff. As a
matter of fact, if a White person comes by, we're going to speak it even louder. I
am going to ingrain that in them, that you need to be proud of that.19

The rejection of linguicism and the reclaiming of Spanish in college—
where she began to engage with new discourses represented in Latino litera-
ture and Puerto Rican history—resulted in Christina being able to envision a
new set of language practices to pass on to her children. She had moved
from feeling shame about speaking Spanish to pride.

Given the importance that rejecting linguicism has for students like
Evelyn and Christina, educators need to think about how they and their stu-
dents might challenge negative messages associated with languages other
than English. In the pedagogical discussion that follows, I reflect on what
we can learn from Christina's work in college and the antiracist work that
Ms. Edgars and Evelyn undertook together.

PEDAGOGICAL DISCUSSION:
ON REJECTING LINGUICISM

Thinking about what Evelyn was able to do in Leslie Edgars' classroom provides
us with an idea of what teachers working in other multilingual, multiracial com-
munities might do to prepare themselves for work in schools where issues of lan-
guage, identity, and discrimination need to be worked through every day.

First, it is clear that teachers need to develop their own critical literacy
skills and learn to recognize the discriminatory discourses with which their

19See Zavala (2000).
20The concept of critical literacy emerged from radical educational theory in the 1970s. Bra-

zilian educator Paul Freire (1970) used the term to refer to the ability to use language as a means
for articulating a transformative (e.g., antidiscriminatory) political analysis and agenda. For
Freire, "reading the word" meant "reading the world," and developing a critical analysis of an
economic, social, and political order. This could be achieved through a "dialogic," pedagogical
approach that encourages learners to become teachers of marginalized experience. The dialogue
between Leslie Edgars and Evelyn Yeung, which began as a result of Evelyn's writing in her art
journal, is an application of this approach. Rather than using language as a means for beginning a
transformative journey, however, Evelyn uses painting. For further discussion of critical liter-
acy, see the review by Allan Luke (1997).
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students might be struggling.20 These struggles can provoke strong emo-
tions—disgrace, embarrassment, and resentment—that might be worked
on in a class project. Such projects are not difficult to imagine in art, lan-
guage, and social science classes in which activities such as journal writing,
painting, drawing, clay work, poetry, playwriting, multicultural literature,
and ethnic studies, such as Puerto Rican history can easily become part of
the core curriculum. They are more difficult to imagine in math and science
classrooms. Yet, innovation is possible in all classrooms.

One of Leslie Edgars' colleagues, who was teaching biology in a school
like Northside, asked his students to write a children's book on one of the
topics that they had been studying together. He felt that if the students could
explain the digestive system or the respiratory system to younger children,
they would understand the concepts themselves. Students who paired up
with someone who could translate the book into a second language to create
a bilingual book received bonus marks. With this one project, the biology
teacher accomplished several things. By assigning bonus marks to the use
of languages other than English in the project, he increased their status and
the status of those speakers who used the other languages as a first language.
The project also provided an opportunity for students from a variety of
backgrounds to work together across linguistic differences in pursuit of a
common project and common goal. For students struggling with the kind of
anti-immigrant discourses Evelyn was working through, such an opportu-
nity might produce moments where discriminatory assumptions can be
challenged and linguicism resisted.21

On Language, Authority, and a Schoolwide
English-Only Policy

Engaging students in issues of language, identity, and discrimination, how-
ever, is difficult work that can rub against our individual understandings of
authority and roles in the classroom. Key to Ms. Edgars' success in facilitat-
ing Evelyn's journey was her willingness to work with languages other than
English in her classroom. This meant living with the discomfort of not being
able to listen in on or understand everything her students said. Because under-
standing everything students say is central to retaining power and authority in
the classroom, Ms. Edgar's work with Evelyn depended on her being able to
share power and authority with her students. For Ms. Edgars, sharing linguis-

21For a good resource on how educators can raise the status of languages other than English in
their classroom and provide their students with opportunities to work across linguistic differ-
ences, see Coehlo (1998).
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tic power and authority did not rub against her understanding of her role as an
art teacher. Working with languages other than English did not prevent her
from "opening doors" for her students. In fact, it facilitated this work.

However, as discussed in chapter 3, not all teachers believed that work-
ing in languages other than English was in their students' best interests.
Several mathematics teachers, one who was Japanese-Canadian and two
who were White, Anglo-Canadians, explained that listening in on their
students' conversations while they were solving assigned math problems
was key to confirming that their students had understood the material that
had been presented. Unlike Mrs. Lo, whose work is described in chapter 2,
they did not speak any of the languages their students spoke. In order for
them to understand their students' conversations, the conversations had to
be in English. Because being able to confirm students' understanding of
math concepts was central to their understanding of their role as math
teachers, these teachers, like Mrs. Yee and others, experimented with Eng-
lish-only policies in their classrooms. They also lobbied the principal for a
schoolwide language policy that would give their individual classroom
policies even more authority. Unlike Mrs. Yee's English-only classroom
policy (described in chap. 3), which was based on a pedagogical desire to
provide students with more practice and could be negotiated with multi-
lingual students for use in particular learning contexts, the schoolwide
policy the mathematics teachers called for was not intended to be flexible.
It was intended to ensure that only English was spoken in Northside class-
rooms. Such a policy would prevent teachers from creating "private"
spaces, off center stage of the classroom floor, in which student multi-
lingualism could be promoted. A schoolwide English-only policy was
never created because the principal of the school felt that it could not be
implemented without engaging in a power struggle between students and
teachers that would not serve either group well. As well, the principal was
responsible for implementing the school board's, Language for Learning
Policy, which supported student multilingualism despite the desire of
some parents, teachers, and students for classroom English mono-
lingualism.

As was mentioned in the Introduction, one of the core assumptions un-
derlying the policy was the assumption that all students needed opportuni-
ties to think critically about the social values and status assigned to different
languages by various groups in our society and to explore issues of bias and
stereotyping related to language and culture. This was exactly the kind of
work that Ms. Edgars and Evelyn Yeung had undertaken together. Such
work wouldn't have been possible if there had been a schoolwide policy in
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place that insisted that English be the only language spoken in all Northside
classrooms.

The fact that a group of well-respected and successful teachers at
Northside (their students were renowned for their success in national and in-
ternational math competitions) were actively resisting the school board's
Language for Learning Policy by calling for a schoolwide English-only pol-
icy shows that language policies that work toward collaborative relations of
power and authority are not easily implemented. Successful implementa-
tion of the school board language policy at a school like Northside would
have meant that those teachers who didn't speak the same languages as their
students had all agreed to share power and authority in their classrooms in
ways they had never done before. It would have also meant that teachers had
all agreed to think about their roles in new ways and engage with such ques-
tions as "Are there other ways for teachers to check for student understand-
ing without insisting that all students speak English while completing their
math problems?"

As a teacher educator whose role is to assist my own students in educat-
ing across linguistic differences, what I have learned from my research in
Leslie Edgars' classroom is that working effectively in multilingual schools
means rethinking traditional learnings and desires around authority in the
classroom. It means asking new questions around "classroom manage-
ment." It means struggling with the vulnerability that comes with sharing
power. It means working with students in new ways—ways that are unfa-
miliar and untested. As mentioned earlier, it also means learning to recog-
nize the discriminatory discourses with which high school students might
be struggling. The following activities for further reflection and discussion
allow my students and me to begin to do this work together.

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

The Complexity of "Who Am I? " In her book, Why Are All the Black
Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria? and Other Conversations About
Race, Beverly Daniel Tatum writes that the concept of identity is a com-
plex one, shaped by individual characteristics, family dynamics, historical
factors, and social and political contexts.

Who am I? The answer depends in large part on who the world around me
says I am. Who do my parents say I am? Who do my peers say I am? What
message is reflected back to me in the faces and voices of my teachers, my
neighbors, store clerks? What do I learn from the media about myself? How
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am I represented in the cultural images around me? Or am I missing from the
picture altogether?22

How are your own bilingual students of color represented in the cultural
images surrounding them? Choosing one group of students you work with,
look at the ways these students and their families are represented on radio
talk shows, newspaper articles, television programs, cartoons, comic strips,
or the movies. What kinds of images and messages about your students are
you and your students taking in? How are you and your students perpetuat-
ing and reinforcing the negative messages that are so pervasive in our cul-
ture? How can you both begin to challenge them?

Working With Controversial Language Issues. In scenes 2 and 3 of
Hong Kong, Canada (included in Appendix A), radio talk show host James
Wolfe runs a show on the topic of "To Canada, With Cash: Hong Kong Money
Likes Toronto." Joshua is impressed with the show because he believes that
such controversial topics bring in a large audience. In scene 6, Sam warns
Joshua that while creating a language controversy in the school newspaper
may bring in more readers, it will also increase racial and linguistic tensions
in the school. If the role of a teacher advisor to the school newspaper team had
been included in Hong Kong, Canada, what could he or she have said to
Joshua, Wendy, and Sam about the situation? Write a scene in which a teacher
advisor talks to Joshua, Wendy, and Sam about publishing the controversial
issue. Read aloud or perform several of these scenes one after another and dis-
cuss the similarities and differences between them.

Not Understanding What Is Being Said: Personal Reflection. In the
last scene of Hong Kong, Canada, in response to the various comments she
has heard at the school hearing, Ms. Diamond says, "I was moved by the ar-
gument that many non-Cantonese speaking students in this school feel left
out when they hear Cantonese being spoken in the hallways and classrooms
of our school. I must admit, I often feel left out myself." Thinking about
your own teaching practice, how important is it that you understand what
your students say? Why is it so important? How is understanding what your
students say linked to how you see your role as a teacher? Considering the
advantages associated with students speaking their primary languages at
school, how might teachers check for student understanding and engage-
ment without insisting that all students speak English?"

2SeeTatum (1997, p. 18).
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Responding to a Call for a Schoolwide English-Only Policy. The
play, Hong Kong, Canada, concludes in an open-ended way. No solution is
provided for the audience. It is up to them to think about the ways principals
and teachers might provide leadership around the difficult task of negotiating
across linguistic differences. In pairs or small groups, write an ending to the
play in which the principal of Pierre Elliot Trudeau, addresses the students
who came to the hearing in the last scene. Decide if you want Trudeau to be-
long to a school board or school district that has a language policy that is simi-
lar to the Language for Learning Policy described in the Introduction. The
existence of such a policy could have an impact on how the principal responds
to what the students have said in the hearing. Once again, read aloud or per-
form several of these endings one after another and discuss the similarities
and differences between them.
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Oral Presentations,
Accent Discrimination,
and Linguistic Privilege

The school's programs emphasize the acquisition of learning skills as well as
academic content. Technology is successfully integrated into the curriculum
of the school, through the use of networked computer systems. As a result,
students demonstrate sophisticated research and presentation skills.

[Northside School Profile, 1996-1997]

And the presentation, right? Because we don't have such a thing in Hong
Kong ... I cannot adapt to it. I'm really embarrassed. I mean I am really shy.
I'm really, I don't have the confidence to speak in front of such a big class.

[Victor Yu, Interview, October 9, 1996]

The two quotes that open this chapter point to the importance that was placed
on the display of strong English oral presentation skills at Northside and the
difficulty some students had in developing these skills. While many of the stu-
dents who used English as a primary language were creating imaginative and
sophisticated classroom presentations, using television game and talk show
formats as well as computer technology, others were struggling with strong
feelings of embarrassment at having to speak English in front of a large group
of people. Chapter 6 begins with a short play written by Northside student
Timothy Chiu (not a pseudonym), entitled No Pain, No Gain. The play dra-

102
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matizes the difficulty of preparing an oral presentation in a second language
and the disappointment of a giving a performance that does not live up to the
presenter and his family's expectations of excellence. No Pain, No Gain was
written and performed as a final activity during a 12-session student
play writing workshop held in July, 1998. As mentioned in the Preface, the
goal of the play writing project was to provide 15 students from Anne Yee's
English class with an opportunity to develop their English language skills by
writing and performing their own ethnographies through the genre of
play writing. The workshop was created as a way of responding to the student
dilemma of not having enough opportunities to practice English. It also pro-
vided a small group of Northside students with a chance to represent their
own experience as paid student researchers on the project.

The commentary uses Timothy Chiu's play to look at some of the issues
that arise when students speak in different accents and teachers must evalu-
ate students working in a second or other language. The Pedagogical Dis-
cussion explores ways teachers might respond to these issues. The data
from the summer playwriting workshop included in this chapter is supple-
mented by data from an interview with Timothy Chiu and field notes from
the playwriting workshop. The play, No Pain, No Gain, the Commentary,
and Pedagogical Discussion that appear in this chapter has been member
checked by Timothy Chiu.
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NO PAIN, NO GAIN
by Timothy Chili

Characters (in order of appearance)

Timothy: A Canadian student born in Hong Kong
Mike: Timothy's Canadian-born friend
Mom: Timothy's mother
TV: the television
Millie: Timothy's sister
Mr. Kendall: Timothy's English teacher

Setting

At school, Timothy's bedroom at home, the family living room at home, at
the dinner table, English class. Timothy, Mom, and Millie speak English
with a Cantonese accent.

SCENE 1

(At school)

TIMOTHY Oh, no! The presentation is tomorrow and I HAVE to get
at least 80%. But I am so nervous! Oh, my God, my
hands are shaking.

MIKE You are kidding me, Tim. You got your speech ready and
all you have to do is say it in class tomorrow. I am not
even half done.

TIMOTHY So what? Even though I am finished my speech, I am
nervous about delivering it! I don't know why, but I al-
ways have problems speaking in public and especially
in class.

MIKE Stop saying you are nervous. It's no big deal! Besides,
you are doing much better than me in English class.

TIMOTHY I got my marks from studying and all that, but when it
comes to participating in class, well ...
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MIKE Don't worry. Just speak as you would normally and
things will work as planned. You know what? I think your
speech is really good!

TIMOTHY Really?

MIKE Yeah, of course. But meanwhile, help me do my speech
'cause I am really dead.

TIMOTHY Sure, man.

MIKE You're the best!

SCENE 2

(At home, Timothy's bedroom)

TIMOTHY Okay. No pain, no gain! If I have to get a decent mark, I
gotta practice and practice until I feel comfortable an
confident. (Coughs) Good afternoon, fellow students.
No! That's not good enough. It should be (Brightly, with
much enthusiasm) Good afternoon, fellow students!
1997 marks an important date to the people in Hong
Kong. It's a transition of 156 years of British adminis-
tration to Chinese sovereignty, a transition from a
Crown Colony of the United Kingdom to a Special Ad-
ministrative Region of the People's Republic of China.

(Timothy goes on and on and on in a lowered voice, walks around and
looks at himself in the mirror. He then walks around again and again.)

Ha! I got it all in my head! Right now, it's just a matter of
time before it is finally finished. Done. Finito. Woo, hoo!
(He jumps up and down.)

(Mom enters the living room and calls out to Tim.)

MOM Tim? Are you all right in there? You locked yourself in
the room for nearly 4 hours now. It's time for supper!
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TIMOTHY Okay, Mom. I'm just rehearsing my speech for tomor-
row's class. You can eat first, Mom. I still have t
something in the speech.

MOM That's weird, he's usually hungry at this time of day. I'll
watch the news then.

(She sits down and turns on the TV.)

TV A new study suggests that teenagers should not study
more than 2 1/2 hours each day. A new found mental dis-
ease called "Nerdkazophobia" is proven to be fatal and
parents should be aware if their children stay in their
room for over 2 1/2 hours. Symptoms include murmur-
ing, loss of appetite, and extreme hyperness. If your
children have the above symptoms, please contact
your local health and mental authorities immediately.

MOM Could this be my son? Oh, I really have to pray to the
Buddha!1

SCENE 3

(At the dinner table)

TIMOTHY Okay, let's eat.

MILLIE Hey, Tim, what's got into you? You were locked in your
room for nearly 4 hours.

TIMOTHY Just rehearsing a speech for a presentation.

MILLIE Four hours to rehearse? Come on, it's a piece of cake.

1In a post-workshop interview, after he had seen a videotape of his play being performed,
Timothy Chiu explained that Mom's line "Oh, I really have to pray to the Buddha!" means, "Son,
don't become crazy!" Chiu also told us, "When I was performing the dinner scene in the play, I
wanted to accentuate what traditional Chinese families are like ... [Praying to the Buddha] is a
very traditional, Chinese characteristic, something that a family would do. I wanted to show this
in the play. I feel that the effect is pretty good; I like it."
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MOM What cake? I didn't buy a cake!

TIMOTHY Ha, ha, ha. Mom, it's just a figure of speech.

MOM What? What?

MILLIE Anyway, I think you shouldn't worry too much. You'll be
fine. Have a good night's sleep!

TIMOTHY (Eating) Okay.

MOM By the way, what is your speech about?

TIMOTHY Mom, it's about my research on the handover of Hong
Kong.

MOM Ha! That's my boy. You gotta tell all your students that
we Chinese people are no longer enslaved by Whites!

TIMOTHY Well, I didn't plan to be cocky, but I am telling the class
about the significance of this major event as well as my
well-planned analysis.

MOM You better get a good mark on English or you will never
get allowance. You got me?

TIMOTHY Yes, Mom. Let's eat.

SCENE 4

(The next morning at school)

TIMOTHY (To himself) Okay, everything is set for the presentation.
All I got to do is say it.

(Mike approaches)
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MIKE Hi, Tim. Ready for the presentation?

TIMOTHY Uh, huh. How 'bout you?

MIKE Same here. I notice that you were answering most of
the questions in Biology class today.

TIMOTHY Yeah, it is the stuff that I know most of all and feel com-
fortable in answering.

MIKE I thought you had problems in class, but all of a sudden
you are so articulate.

TIMOTHY Am I? Maybe, you are right. Our Bio teacher is a funny
guy and he makes the class environment much mel-
lower for me so I can speak up in class. But in English
class, our teacher doesn't talk much and he doesn't say
funny stuff to us. Even though I know something, I just
can't say it. And the people in the class made gestures to
me the last time I spoke, as if they didn't understand
what I am trying to tell them.

MIKE I see. It's the environment of the class that's bugging
you, right?

TIMOTHY Sort of. And sometimes I just don't feel comfortable
speaking when there's lots of people staring at me.

MIKE It's time to go. I'll see you at lunch.

TIMOTHY See ya.

SCENE 5

(English class, before the presentation)

TIMOTHY (To himself) I am going to do it and everything is gonna
be fine. Come on, you can do it, man! Just do it!
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MR. KENDALL (In a low voice) Okay class, today we begin the ISP pre-
sentations. Next up is Timothy. Timothy, anytime whe
you are ready.

TIMOTHY (To himself) Okay, right now it's show time! Come on,
it's only 5 minutes. (Reading from a script) Good after-

noon, fellow students. 1997 marks an important date
to the people in Hong Kong. It is a transition of 156
years of British administration to Chinese sovereignty, a
transition from a Crown Colony of the United Kingdom
to a Special Administrative Region of the People's Re-
public of China.

(Students are staring at Tim and as he goes on and on, he gradually
gets more and more nervous. His hands and body begin shaking. He
speaks more softly, covers his face with the presentation script and
begins to mumble.)

TIMOTHY (Talking to himself and the audience) How can this be?
It went well yesterday at home and now it's totally dif
ferent.

(Timothy finishes his speech.)

MR. KENDALL Good analysis. Your reading was good, but you were a
bit nervous and sometimes your words didn't come
through. But it's good for an 85%.

TIMOTHY (Sadly) Thank you, Sir!

SCENE 6

(English class, after the class has ended)

MR. KENDALL You did well today, Timothy. Why are you still disap-
pointed?

TIMOTHY I don't know, Sir. But I have problems speaking in pub-
lic.

MR. KENDALL I think you only have this problem while speaking in
class, right?
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TIMOTHY That's right, Sir. But in other classes, I do fine.

MR. KENDALL It's okay, Timothy. Just speak more in public when
you have opportunities and you will improve, trust
me.

TIMOTHY Thanks for the advice, Sir.

MR. KENDALL Not at all, Timothy. I appreciate your effort.

SCENE 7

(Center stage)

TIMOTHY After this incident, Timothy began to practice English
wherever he could, and in the process, he met a lot of
new friends and his ability to speak in public improved.

End)

Copyright ©2001

COMMENTARY: SPEAKING
WITH DIFFERENT ACCENTS

On Classroom Presentations

Student presentations, performed both individually and in small groups, were
a popular assignment among English and social studies teachers at Northside
because they provided students with an opportunity to practice their pub-
lic-speaking skills in English. For most English as a Second or Other Lan-
guage (ESOL) students, giving an effective classroom presentation was an
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extremely demanding activity. Students were evaluated on their use of Stan-
dard English grammar and Standard English phonology (pronunciation).
They were also evaluated on their strategies for repairing and enhancing com-
munication (for example, their ability to paraphrase and effectively use ges-
tures and eye contact) and their understanding of the sociolinguistic and
cultural norms associated with giving a classroom presentation.

The presentations given by the ESOL students at Northside were assessed
in comparison to the performances of students who used English as a primary
language and/or had attended elementary school in Toronto. For many of
these students, giving classroom presentations was not perceived as an unfa-
miliar or particularly difficult activity. To illustrate, when the character of
Timothy tells his Canadian-born friend, Mike, that he is nervous about his up-
coming presentation in scene 1 of No Pain, No Gain, Mike thinks he must be
kidding. Timothy's speech is already completed, and all Timothy has to do is
"say it in class." Mike, on the other hand, hasn't finished his speech. For Mike,
preparing the speech is the difficult task, not presenting it. Elementary school
students in Ontario begin making classroom presentations as early as in grade
1. This means that students like Mike have already accessed what sociologist
Pierre Bourdieu has called the linguistic and cultural "capital" needed to pro-
duce effective classroom presentations. However, for students like play-
wright Timothy Chiu, who did not (completely) do their elementary
education in Toronto (Timothy arrived in Toronto at the age of 10), perform-
ing a presentation in front of other students required learning new and uncom-
fortable ways of talking and acting.

In Chiu's play, the character of Timothy demonstrates that he has mas-
tered quite a few of the linguistic and cultural norms associated with doing a
classroom presentation at Northside. For example, in scene 2, we hear that
he knows it is common and appropriate to begin a presentation with a greet-
ing such as "Good afternoon, fellow students." He also knows that such a
greeting needs to be delivered in a bright and enthusiastic manner. As well,
the sample of his presentation speech we hear in scene 2 has been edited so it
follows the rules of Standard English grammar. Finally, Timothy under-
stands that his presentation must contain a well-planned analysis and appeal
to a wide range of political opinions on the colonial history of Hong Kong.
In scene 3, when Mom tells Timothy that he has to tell his classmates that
Chinese people are no longer enslaved by Whites, Timothy replies that he
doesn't plan to "be cocky."

Yet, despite the sociolinguistic, grammatical, cultural, and political ex-
pertise Timothy displays in scene 2 and scene 3 of the play, and despite the 4
hours of practice (which is later critiqued by the playwright as being over-
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zealous when it is described as a symptom of a fictional disease named
"Nerdkazophobia"), the presentation does not go as well as Timothy had
anticipated. After a strong beginning, Timothy's hands and body begin to
shake. He lowers his voice, and then hides his face behind his presentation
script so it is no longer possible for other students to hear or understand what
he is saying. Mr. Kendall, who appreciates Timothy's effort, gives him a
mark of 85% for his presentation, but comments on his nervousness. Timo-
thy, who had practiced for 4 hours and had been anticipating a higher mark,
is disappointed.

The audience knows why Timothy became nervous even after 4 hours of
practice. Earlier, in a conversation that he had with his friend Mike, Timothy
told us that he didn't feel comfortable speaking when lots of people were star-
ing at him. As Victor Yu tells us in the quotation that opens this chapter, in
Hong Kong, Timothy was not required to make a classroom presentation and
it is hard for him to get used to speaking on center stage. The audience also
found out that the last time Timothy spoke out in front of his classmates in
English class, they made gestures, which Timothy interpreted as a sign that
his classmates did not understand what he was saying. The anticipation of not
being understood and having to, once again, continue speaking despite dis-
tracting and disturbing gestures from classmates contributed to Timothy's
nervousness, which, in turn, contributed to his disappointing performance.

At the end of play, Timothy and Mr. Kendall talk about Timothy's ner-
vousness. Mr. Kendall suggests that Timothy practice speaking English in
public whenever he has the opportunity to do so. In the last scene of the play,
Timothy, speaking in the third person about himself, tells the audience that
he followed Mr. Kendall's advice and began to practice English wherever he
could. In the process of practicing, Timothy met a lot of new friends and his
ability to speak in public improved. The play has a happy ending.

On Sharing the Responsibility of Communication

Both Mr. Kendall and Timothy place the responsibility of achieving this
happy ending in the hands of ESOL students. It is up to them to seek out op-
portunities to practice English with English speakers so that they can im-
prove their skills and increase their confidence. Such a belief, however, does
not take into account what playwright Timothy Chiu understands to be at
the heart of ESOL students' nervousness in public speaking activities: dis-
tracting and disturbing nonverbal signs that members of the audience are
not understanding what they are saying.
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Critical linguist Rosina Lippi-Green, whose work was discussed in chap-
ter 5, believes that successful communication is based on "mutual responsi-
bility" in which participants in a conversation (or, in this case, classroom
presentation) collaborate in the establishment of understanding.2 One of the
things that can get in the way of such collaboration is the way people respond
to an accent that is different from their own.3 Lippi-Green writes that when
people are confronted with an accent that is unfamiliar to them, the way that
Timothy's classmates are confronted with his Cantonese accent, the first de-
cision they make is whether or not they are going to accept their responsibility
in the act of communication. What sometimes happens is that members of the
dominant language group reject their role. In Timothy Chiu's play, this rejec-
tion is communicated nonverbally. Chiu talked about this in an interview that
was undertaken about 8 months after the playwriting workshop had been
completed. The Cantonese interview was undertaken, transcribed, and trans-
lated into English by research assistant Wing-Yee Chow. The words in bold-
face are words that were originally said in English.

... My play, it brings out a message to others that when we walk up for a pre-
sentation, it seems very easy, it's done in 15 minutes. But actually, we do a lot
of preparation. I wrote this piece [on the handover of Hong Kong] many
times, and also rehearsed many times ... Some people don't know about this
and just think, "You don't know how to speak English." Once they see that
you are Chinese, they think that you're gonna do badly. I feel that this isn't
good ...

[Interview, April 7, 1999]

For Lippi-Green, breakdown in communication and lack of understand-
ing is due not so much to an accent itself as it is to people's negative social
evaluation of the accent in question, and a rejection of the "communicative
burden." Using linguistic research to support this argument, Lippi-Green
reports that work in accommodation theory suggests that complex interplay
of linguistic and psychological factors will establish people's predisposi-
tion to understand. Listeners and speakers will work harder to find a com-
municative middle ground and work toward mutual understanding when
they are socially and psychologically motivated to do so. Based on our own
personal histories, backgrounds, and social selves, which make up a set of

2See Lippi-Green (1997, p. 70).
3Following Lippi-Green (1997), I believe that it is not only ESOL students who speak with an

accent, but that we all speak with an accent. I also don't believe it is possible for ESOL students
to replace a non-Standard English accent with the Standard English accent (that is most valued at
school) in a consistent and enduring way. See chapter 2 in Lippi-Green (1997) for further discus-
sion of the "myth of non-accent."
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"filters" through which we hear other people talk, we all take a communica-
tive stance. Most of the time we agree to carry our share of the burden.
Sometimes, if we are particularly positive about the set of social character-
istics we see in another person, or if the purposes of communication are es-
pecially important to us, we will accept more of the burden. Conversely, if
we feel negatively about particular accents and other social characteristics,
we feel justified in rejecting the communicative burden, as in the case of the
students who made gestures during Timothy's presentation in the play.4

Related to Lippi-Green's ideas here is Pierre Bourdieu's (1993) idea that
a speaker must possess the authority to speak and that part of this authority
is given to the speaker by the listener. Education researcher Jenny Miller
writes that people who are considered to have the "wrong accent," nonstan-
dard pronunciation, or faulty syntax, in Bourdieu's terms, lack credibility
and an affirming audience of believing listeners.5

Returning to Mr. Kendall's advice to Timothy about how to reduce his
nervousness during classroom presentations, it seems that working toward
happy endings in our own multilingual classrooms requires more than sug-
gesting that our ESOL students look for opportunities to practice speaking
English in public. It also requires working with all our students to challenge
what Lippi-Green calls "accent discrimination," so that all students in our
classrooms have credibility as speakers. Further exploration of such work
takes place in the Pedagogical Discussion.

Accessing the Target Language Community

Mr. Kendall and Timothy's belief that seeking out opportunities to practice
with English speakers will help English speakers improve their skills is sup-
ported by many theories of what makes a good language learner. As ex-
plained by critical applied linguist Bonny Norton, these theories have been
developed on the premise that language learners can choose what condi-
tions in which they will interact with members of the target language and the
learner's access to the target language community is a primarily function of
the learner's motivation.6 Norton critiques this set of assumptions, suggest-
ing that speakers of the target language have the power to influence when
ESOL speakers can speak, how much they can speak, and what they can

4See Lippi-Green (1997, pp. 70-72).
5See Jenny Miller (1999, p. 61).
6See Norton Peirce (1995, p. 12).
7See Norton (2000, p. 2).
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speak about.7 Support for this critique comes from one of our own play-
writing workshop sessions.

During a discussion on the some of the difficulties associated with learn-
ing English, Marilyn, a White, Canadian-born student who used English as
a primary language, suggested that a person's attitude was important to the
process of language learning. Marilyn's family had hosted in their home
several visiting students from Japan. She talked about the impressive prog-
ress one of these students had made after deciding that she would pursue
new friendships with English-speaking people and use English as much as
possible while in Canada. Marilyn then contrasted this first student's lan-
guage-learning experience with that of another student who chose to social-
ize with other Japanese students and frequently used Japanese during her
stay. This second student did not make nearly as much progress learning
English as the first student did. Speaking up in response to these comments,
Cathy, a Hong Kong-born Chinese student, told Marilyn that it was often
difficult to pursue new friendships with English-speaking people. Eng-
lish-speaking people must want to be friends with you, she told Marilyn and
the rest of the group, before you can become friends with them.8 Given that
the pursuit of interactions with English-speakers can be difficult, providing
ESOL students with access to sites where such interactions are possible is
important. One of the playwriting workshop's most valued outcomes for
many of the students was the opportunity to "make new friends" with people
who had been classmates, but not friends. Such a finding supports one of the
recommendations made by parents who were interviewed for the
1995-1996 Quality Assurance School Review, discussed in the Introduc-
tion. These parents felt that Northside's extracurricular program was one of
the better sites to foster social interaction among students from different lin-
guistic, cultural, and racial groups and that more noncompetitive or "just-
for-fun" activities should be provided at the school.

On Linguistic Privilege

As mentioned earlier, and demonstrated in Timothy Chiu's play, giving an ef-
fective classroom presentation is an extremely demanding activity that in-
volves being able to effectively engage with a complex set of linguistic and
cultural norms. As was also mentioned earlier, classroom presentations given
by the ESOL students at Northside were assessed in comparison to the perfor-
mances of students who used English as a primary language and had attended

8For similar findings in an Australian high school context, see Miller (1999).
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elementary school as well as high school in Toronto. These students were lin-
guistically advantaged or privileged in that they had already accumulated the
linguistic and cultural capital needed to give a school presentation in English.
They were also privileged in that their Standard Canadian-English accent
provided them with credibility as English speakers and an audience of affirm-
ing listeners. Furthermore, the "filters" that Lippi-Green discusses not only
influence students' evaluation of their peers' oral performances; they can also
influence teachers' assessment of their students' oral performances. How
might teachers respond to the inequities associated with linguistic privilege
and accent discrimination in multilingual schools? Several answers to this
question are discussed in the Pedagogical Discussion below.

PEDAGOGICAL DISCUSSION:
ANTI-DISCRIMINATORY EDUCATION

IN MULTILINGUAL SCHOOLS

Responding to Accent Discrimination and Linguistic
Privilege

As discussed in the Commentary, there are several ways accent discrimina-
tion can disadvantage ESOL students making classroom presentations in
multilingual schools. First, ESOL students who speak with accents that are
different from the Standard English accent most valued at school lack credi-
bility and an affirming audience of believing listeners. As revealed in Timo-
thy Chiu's play, this lack of credibility is sometimes communicated to
ESOL presenters through gestures. Such gestures increase the presenters'
nervousness, which in turn, diminishes their performance and the mark they
get for their performance. Second, teachers who assess ESOL students' pre-
sentations make their own subjective evaluations about the way their stu-
dents speak. These evaluations may be positive, neutral, or negative. A
negative social evaluation of a particular accent can lead to a rejection of the
communicative burden on the part of the teacher, which in turn will lead to
the teacher not understanding what the student is trying to say and a lower
presentation mark.

There are a number of ways that teachers can challenge the impact of ac-
cent discrimination in their classrooms. English teacher Greg Dunn has
given his ESOL students the opportunity to give their presentations in front
of a smaller, self-selected group of students, rather than the whole class.
This smaller audience provided the ESOL presenters with a group of believ-
ing listeners and avoided the possibility of them having to speak in the face
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of distracting and disturbing gestures. English teacher Leonard Robertson
has given his students the opportunity to submit a videotape of their oral
presentation in addition to giving their presentation in front of the class. In
the event that a student becomes extremely nervous and gives a disappoint-
ing performance in front of other students, the videotape of a more polished
performance raises the student's presentation mark.

As discussed in chapter 2, in my own teacher education classroom, my
students and I negotiate classroom rules for talking about issues of discrimi-
nation in schooling. One of the rules is

Disagreement is a part of life. We understand that there are times when we
will disagree, but we will not intentionally humiliate, intimidate, or embar-
rass each other. If we unintentionally do so, we will apologize. Nonverbal
gestures also communicate messages that can humiliate, intimidate, or em-
barrass people.

This commitment to monitoring the way we respond (both verbally and
nonverbally) to what others are saying helps my students and me to produc-
tively dialogue across differences of political and educational opinion. Per-
haps the inclusion of a similar rule, with reference to audience participation
during student presentations, might help teachers and students challenge ac-
cent discrimination in their own classrooms. Such a rule is probably most ef-
fective when students are also asked to think about the kinds of subjective
evaluations they make about different accents. The first activity to follow en-
titled "Thinking about accent and race," is intended to promote such thinking.
This activity may also be useful to teachers who want to think about their own
subjective evaluations regarding the way their students speak. As was dis-
cussed in Activity 1, "Unearthing and Deconstructing Stereotypes Around
Varieties of English," in chapter 4, we have all learned to discriminate against
other people on the basis of the way they speak. Educating ourselves to be
able to discern between real communicative difficulties and those stemming
not from language, but from stereotype and bias, is essential for teachers who
want to challenge linguistic inequities in their classrooms.

As mentioned earlier, many of the students at Northside who were lin-
guistically privileged because they spoke with a Standard Cana-
dian-English accent were also advantaged because they had already
accumulated the cultural capital needed to give an effective school presenta-
tion in English. Providing ESOL students with some explicit instruction
around the norms associated with giving a classroom presentation is an-
other way of responding to the issue of linguistic privilege in multilingual
schools. To illustrate with an example from our own work at Northside, in
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the first year of the project, assistant Judith Ngan gave a "demonstration
speech" in one of the ESOL Drama classes at Northside. The purposes or
learning outcomes of the activity were to (1) help students become aware of
the components of a good speech; (2) help students become more knowl-
edgeable about how to give an oral presentation; and (3) reinforce the need
for organization. Judith's demonstration speech was about how to use one
sheet of paper to make an eight-page booklet. As Judith spoke, she followed
her own directions and turned a sheet of paper into an eight-page booklet.
After the demonstration speech, Judith gave students a brief lecture on how
to prepare and give an oral presentation. Modeling some of what she was
suggesting to the students, she prepared an outline of her lecture and put it
on a transparency so that students could easily follow her presentation. Ju-
dith's demonstration speech, the outline, and the lecture notes themselves
are all included in Appendix C. As can be seen from Judith's work, the cul-
tural, linguistic, and paralinguistic knowledge needed to give an effective
presentation is quite complex. Providing ESOL students with access to this
capital takes time. One ESOL teacher who Judith spoke to told her that it
took her an entire semester to have the students complete the process of
practicing how to make a presentation, that is to say, from choosing a topic,
to handing in the speech, to composing an outline, to presenting the speech.
Clearly, Judith's demonstration and lecture was only the first of many other
activities that needed to take place to provide students with the kind of in-
struction and practice they needed to access the linguistic and cultural capi-
tal associated with giving an oral presentation.

Of all the advice contained in Judith's lecture, perhaps the most valuable
pieces were "Watch how other people do it," and "Practice as much as you
can" (see Appendix C). Sociolinguist James Gee writes that students de-
velop school discourses, such as the discourse of making classroom presen-
tations, through "apprenticeship."9 He believes that discourses are acquired
in natural settings rather than learned through overt teaching. Knowing
"about" the language (of classroom presentations) does not mean knowing
how to "do" the language. If mastery of a discourse comes through acquisi-
tion, not learning, as Gee believes, teachers wanting to assist their students

9In talking about developing school "discourse" rather than school "language," or discourse
acquisition rather than language acquisition, Gee (1996) is putting forth the idea that our knowl-
edge of how to use language at school is more than a knowledge of words and how to combine
them to form grammatical sentences. It is knowledge of ways of being in the world of school.
This knowledge includes "words, acts, values, beliefs, attitudes, and social identities, as well as
gestures, glances, body positions and clothes" (p. 127).
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in accessing the capital associated with giving classroom presentations
need to create the conditions for such acquisition as well as provide explicit
instruction. Returning to Judith Ngan's lecture and Timothy Chiu's play,
No Pain, No Gain, for an illustration, we can see it is possible to teach stu-
dents to begin a presentation with "Good morning," or "Good afternoon,"
as Judith did in her lecture (see Appendix C). However, Timothy's knowl-
edge that the greeting should be said brightly and with much enthusiasm
("Good afternoon, fellow students!"), comes from having heard other stu-
dents greet their audiences in such a way. In fact, when the play was pre-
sented to participants in the playwriting workshop, the phrase, "Good
afternoon," received a big laugh because it sounded just like the "Good
morning" greeting Northside's student council president uttered every day
before making her announcements over the intercom.

Given the complexity of the discourse of classroom presentations that
needs to be acquired by students, teachers who want to respond to the ineq-
uities of linguistic privilege in their classrooms might want to reconsider the
role classroom presentations play in their curriculum or the way they assess
their students' performances. Teachers can replace or supplement class-
room presentations with other kinds of oral activities that are more familiar
to their ESOL students. They can also lower the stakes associated with the
performance of any one presentation by assessing the entire process of mak-
ing a presentation: the choice of a topic, the preparation of a speech, the
composition of an outline, the creation of visual aids, and the rehearsal of
the speech as well as the final presentation of the speech.

Acquiring Discourse Competence

James Gee's idea that discourses are acquired in natural settings and that
discourse competence is realized socially through interaction also emerges
in the last scene of Timothy Chiu's play, No Pain, No Gain. After his disap-
pointing presentation performance in Mr. Kendall's class, Timothy began to
practice English wherever he could. In the process, he tells the audience, he
met a lot of new friends, with whom he could interact socially, and his abil-
ity improved to speak English in public.

Moving from the ethnographic fictional world of No Pain, No Gain to
playwright Timothy Chiu's own world of schooling, one way that Chiu,
himself, tried to "practice English wherever he could" was to join the
12-session summer playwriting workshop that was facilitated and vid-
eotaped by our research team. Through the discussion, reading, and
reading activities undertaken in the workshop, Chiu was able to develop
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his English language, or, in Gee's terms, discourse skills through inter-
action with others.

What follows is another excerpt from the post-workshop interview
Wing-Yee Chow undertook with Chiu. At the time of the post-workshop in-
terview, Timothy was in his last year of high school and taking the last set of
Ontario Academic Credit (OAC) courses he needed to complete in order to
gain admission to university.

Wing-Yee: Did you find that the workshop has had any impact on you since it
ended, 7, 8 months ago?

Timothy: The whole, the whole workshop aimed to help us to improve pub-
lic speaking skills. I feel that after I attended the workshop I re-
gained some confidence ... Actually, today, I have brought
something for you to see. This is my speech, English OAC. I am
happy because I got 100%.

Wing-Yee: Wow!
Timothy: I used what I have learned from the play: Not to be afraid. That is,

you know what you are talking about. You [need to] walk up, no
matter how many people there are, even if there is a group of people,
even if there are several hundred people. I think that the workshop
has helped me in achieving the result this time.

Wing-Yee: How did the workshop help you? In providing opportunities to
practice?

Timothy: Yes, [I] got the opportunities and I could explore, that is, I could talk
about why we faced obstacles. [We] could discuss and realize that
the classroom environment, the conversations between the
teacher and student can also change the classroom performance.
And [it was] very relaxed. Tara made us feel very comfortable.
"It's okay, just say whatever you want to say." I find this pretty good.
[Interview, April 7, 1999]

Using this interview excerpt to think about the ways the playwriting work-
shop helped Timothy Chiu to develop the discourse competence that he
needed to make more effective presentations, two things seem important.
First, that fact that Timothy was actually given an opportunity to spend the
month of July using English to write, read, and listen to others' ethnographic
reflections, dialogues, and dramatic scenes was important ("Yes, [I] got the
opportunities."). As well, because the workshop took place during the sum-
mer break, the participants had the opportunity to practice English outside a
traditional school or classroom setting. Workshop designer and lead facili-
tator Victoria Shen responded to the students' work, but did not evaluate it
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by assigning it a mark or grade. The stakes associated with performing in
English were lower than they were during the school year ("And [it was]
very relaxed."). Because there were only 15 students enrolled in the work-
shop (six spoke English as a primary language whereas nine were ESOL
speakers), we sat on chairs in a circle where everyone could see each other's
face. This arrangement helped us create an affirming audience of believing
listeners for the ESOL speakers in the group.

The second thing that helped Timothy Chiu develop the discourse com-
petence he needed was the opportunity to explore and talk about the obsta-
cles ESOL presenters faced in multilingual classrooms. As can be discerned
from Timothy's interview, some of the discussions we had in the workshop
centered on issues of linguistic discrimination. Such discussions were de-
liberately pursued in the design and facilitation of the workshop curriculum.
To illustrate, in a session on the theme of language and identity, Victoria
handed out a chapter from Momoye Sugimon's book, Jin Guo: Voices of
Chinese Canadian Women, entitled "How Come You Don't Have an Ac-
cent?"10 In this chapter, 18 Chinese Canadian women talk about their per-
sonal experiences with issues of language and identity. Victoria randomly
divided the workshop participants into small groups and gave each group a
different question to answer about a particular excerpt from the chapter.
When the participants finished their work, they returned to the circle they
usually sat in and reported on their small group work to the others. Some of
the issues that arose in this discussion included, "Are Chinese people who
are bora in Canada less Chinese than those who are not?" (this was an issue
Evelyn Yeung struggled with in chap. 5); choosing to live in Toronto's Chi-
natown and Little India rather than choosing to live in a mixed or Eng-
lish-speaking community; and the difficulty of speaking Spanish with an
English accent and English with a Cantonese accent. The issue of accent
discrimination discussed in this chapter was raised and discussed in a direct
way, and it was this kind of talk about "why we face obstacles" that gave
Timothy the story line for his play, No Pain, No Gain.

Performing the play, with the assistance of his playwriting colleagues, gave
Timothy Chiu an opportunity to dramatize the obstacles he faced and imagine a
way of moving forward. As well, his own performance in the role of Timothy
allowed him to begin moving forward by providing him with an opportunity to
practice speaking English in front of an affirming audience. Both of these op-
portunities helped Timothy acquire the discourse competence and confidence
he needed to make more effective classroom presentations.

10See Sugiman(1992).
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Re-creating the opportunities that were made available for Timothy Chiu
in the play writing workshop is difficult for teachers who work with groups of
30 to 40 students rather than 15 and who also have the responsibility of grad-
ing their students' work. However, knowing what kinds of opportunities are
helpful to students struggling to acquire the discourse competence associated
with public speaking at school may help teachers think of ways that they
might be able to create such opportunities for students in their own schools.

FOR FURTHER REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION

Thinking About Accent and Race: Personal and Professional Reflection.
In her book, English With an Accent: Language, Ideology and Discrimination
in the United States, Rosina Lippi-Green reports on a research study under-
taken to see how American university students' expectations of instructors
born outside the United States played into their attitudes and learning experi-
ence." Sixty-two undergraduate students who spoke English as their primary
language participated in the study. Each student listened to a 4-minute lecture
on an introductory topic that was prerecorded on tape. While listening, the
students saw a projected slide photograph, which was meant to represent the
instructor speaking. Both of the recordings heard were made by the same
speaker, who was a primary speaker of English from central Ohio. However,
there were two possible projected photographs: half of the students saw a
slide of a White woman lecturer, and the other half saw a woman similarly
dressed and of the same size and hair style, but who was Asian. Immediately
after listening to the 4-minute lecture, each student completed a test of listen-
ing comprehension. Students were also asked to fill out a questionnaire that
asked them to rate the accent (speaks with an American accent or speaks with
an Asian accent) and the quality of teaching of each speaker.

The results of the study showed that the perceived race of the instructor,
on the basis of the photograph, influenced the ways students evaluated the
instructors' language use. Some of the students looking at an Asian face
were convinced that they were hearing an Asian accent despite the fact
that the prerecorded language they had listened to was that of a primary
English speaker from Ohio. Other results of the study showed that overall,
students scored lower in the comprehension test when they believed that
the lecturer was Asian. In commenting on these results, Lippi-Green sug-
gests that the students' preconceptions were strong enough motivators to

11See Lippi-Green (1997, pp. 126-130) and Rubin (1992).
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cause them to construct imaginary accents and fictional communicative
breakdowns. Applying the findings to our everyday world of teaching and
learning, Lippi-Green also suggests that although primary speakers of
English are usually given the benefit of the doubt to whether or not they
are good teachers and communicate effectively, ESOL speakers are often
not give a chance at all.

Thinking about the study that has just been described, what kinds of ac-
cents do you perceive difficult to understand? Knowing that your own nega-
tive expectations of being able to easily understand these accents might lead
to a breakdown in communication, what steps can you take to ensure that
you assume a reasonable amount of responsibility for working toward mu-
tual understanding?

Thinking About Positive Evaluations of Different Accents: Personal and
Professional Reflection. As discussed earlier in this chapter, Rosina
Lippi-Green tells us that if we are particularly positive about the set of so-
cial characteristics we see in another person, or if the purposes of commu-
nication are especially important to us, we will accept more of the burden.
Under what circumstances, if any, have you worked to accept more of the
communicative burden than you typically do? Why do you think you
worked so hard to understand what was being said? How might your an-
swers to these questions impact on your teaching practice?

Thinking About Linguistic Privilege. In the play, Hong Kong, Can-
ada (included in Appendix A), Joshua and Sarah have the privilege of not
having to worry about being understood or performing effectively in a sec-
ond or other language. They also don't have to worry about being able to
understand the teacher or other students at school. Wendy and Sam do.
Wendy and Sam also have to make difficult decisions about which lan-
guage(s) to speak at school. Thinking about the linguistic privileges
Joshua and Sarah have as Standard English-speakers at their school, keep
a week-long list of the ways Standard English speakers are privileged in
your own school and community settings. To illustrate, "Standard English
speakers don't have to worry that people in the audience will wrinkle their
noses, shrug their shoulders, or shake their heads during their oral presen-
tation." How might the findings from your list inform the pedagogical
choices you make in your own classroom?
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Conclusion: Challenging
Linguistic Inequities
in Multilingual School
Communities

My mother does not know the discomfort of trying to speak English all day,
everyday. She is in Hong Kong where she can speak Cantonese. Some days
my mouth, my cheeks, my lips, my throat hurt. When my mother tells me, "I
want you to speak English" she thinks only of the doors that might open. Not
the doors that close. An English-only policy will close doors for those of us
who speak other languages. Unable to say what we would like to say in Eng-
lish, some of us will remain silent. An English-only policy also closes doors
for those of us who want to practice speaking other languages with students
who already know them well.

[From Hong Kong, Canada]

In the last scene of my play, Hong Kong, Canada (Appendix A), English
teacher, Ms. Diamond, holds a school hearing so that she can better under-
stand the variety of student views on multilingualism at her school. A peti-
tion for an English-only policy has been signed by a small group of students
at the school and Ms. Diamond is trying to find out what is behind their de-
sire to eliminate the use of languages other than English. At the same time,
Ms. Diamond wants to find out why other students feel that multilingual
practices serve their best interests. In the quotation that opens this conclu-
124
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sion, the character of Wendy uses the metaphor of opening and closing
doors to articulate her thinking on the issue. In her mind, an English-only
policy closes doors for students who speak languages other than English.

Like the characters in Hong Kong, Canada, the students and teachers at
Northside grappled with the politics of language use at their school. As
mentioned in the Introduction, the staff at Northside were expected to fol-
low the guidelines set forth in the school board's 1995 Language for
Learning Policy, which accepted student multilingualism at school. Al-
though all the teachers we spoke to supported and shared the Language for
Learning Policy's goal of setting ESOL students up for academic success,
not all of them shared the policy's assumption that the best way to do this
was by accepting institutional student multilingualism. In this short conclu-
sion, I summarize the different ways the Learning for Policy was received at
Northside by examining the ways particular assumptions underlying the
policy were both embraced and contested by teachers and students. I also re-
turn to an important purpose of this critical teacher education text, and dis-
cuss the question of whether or not a language policy that promotes student
multilingualism is able to effectively challenge educational linguistic ineq-
uities facing ESOL students in schools like Northside.

CONTESTING AND CHALLENGING STUDENT
MULTILINGUALISM AT NORTHSIDE

Every teacher we interviewed and observed at Northside cared deeply
about their students' academic success and every one believed that their
pedagogical approaches "recognized," "respected," and "valued" their
students' linguistic backgrounds as outlined in the Language for Learning
Policy. The differences between the teachers' individual approaches to
working with linguistic diversity had to do with whether or not they sup-
ported the institutional use of languages other than English at school. Al-
though some teachers demonstrated personal respect for their students'
linguistic backgrounds, they believed that their students' language, aca-
demic, and economic needs were best met through English mono-
lingualism in the classroom. They contested the school board's
assumption that students' first language played an important role in their
classrooms with pedagogical strategies that promoted and insisted on the
use of English only.

In contrast to those who desired English monolingualism in the classroom,
other teachers at Northside supported the assumption that the use of lan-
guages other than English could help their students meet academic goals.
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They accepted and encouraged the use of languages in a number of ways. For
example, in Mrs. Lo, Ms. Edwards, and Mr. Robertson's classrooms, stu-
dents taught and advised each other in languages other than English as they
worked on their different math problems, art, and English projects.

Although it was possible to contest the policy's legitimizing of stu-
dent multilingualism in a classroom context at Northside, it was not pos-
sible to contest multilingualism on a schoolwide basis. As discussed in
chapter 5, during the study, several of the math teachers at Northside
asked the principal to implement a schoolwide English-only policy so
that their individual classroom English-only policies would have more
authority. This was something that the principal would not do because
she was expected to support all the assumptions underlying the Lan-
guage for Learning Policy and find ways of negotiating the contradictory
desires of English monolingualism and student multilingualism at the
school. Barbara Ishii, who was one of the vice principals at Northside
during the study and is now the current principal at the school, believes
that it is important that teachers learn to deliver curriculum in different
ways to accommodate students from different backgrounds. She also be-
lieves that an English-only policy can not be implemented without tak-
ing away what teachers do individually to accommodate differences
among students. "Students benefit from many teaching styles and ap-
proaches," she says. "It gives the students enriched experiences. An Eng-
lish-only policy compromises the benefits students gain from diversity
of pedagogical approaches." As well, she adds, "In the real world, there
is no building in the city that has rules about only speaking English."
Learning to negotiate across linguistic differences, then, is a life skill
that all students living in multilingual communities need to develop. In
keeping with this analysis of the importance of linguistic negotiation, I
have advocated for a multifaceted strategy of promoting both multilin-
gual and English learning activities that are dependent on the cognitive,
skill, and discourse development that needs to take place in a particular
learning context.

CHALLENGING LINGUISTIC INEQUITIES
IN MULTILINGUAL SCHOOL COMMUNITIES

Moving to an analysis of whether or not the school board policy that ac-
cepted student multilingualism at Northside was able to challenge any of
the linguistic inequities facing the ESOL students studying there, I discuss
some of the pedagogical approaches that supported student multilingual-
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ism at the school. Following sociolinguists Monica Heller, Marilyn Mar-
tin-Jones, and Makul Saxena, I look at these approaches in terms of
whether or not they encouraged the use of languages other than English on
or off the "center stage" of the classroom floor.1

Students who were learning math from an introductory lecture by Mrs.
Lo (before practicing problems on their own or in small groups on a shared
stage) did not perform on center stage unless they were asked to explain a
problem to other students during the lecture. This center stage perfor-
mance was always undertaken in English. The association of English with
center stage teaching performances can be traced back to the Language for
Learning Policy, which clearly stated that English was the language of in-
struction in the school board's schools. Although the policy encouraged
institutional student multilingualism (for the purposes of assisting each
other), the use of languages other than English to teach while occupying
(as opposed to sharing) center stage was not legitimate. This may explain
why Mrs. Lo talked about her work at Northside as encompassing three
different roles: teacher, helper, and counselor. It was only in the roles of
helper and counselor, off center stage, that she used Cantonese and Man-
darin because it was only in those roles that the use of languages other than
English was legitimate.

The exclusive use of English for teaching on center stage of the class-
room floor sent a strong message to students about the value of different
languages used in school. English was the legitimate language at the
school and was valued more highly despite the recognition that "all lan-
guages and varieties of languages are equally valid forms of thought and
communication" (Language for Learning Policy, p. 8). However, Mrs. Lo
limited the amount of time she spent teaching on center stage and the
amount of time English maintained its legitimacy in her classroom. After
her introductory lesson on center stage, Mrs. Lo involved her students in
"classroom practice activities," which transformed her classroom space
into a shared stage. On this shared stage, the use of languages other than
English was accepted and challenged the dominance of English. Simi-
larly, during the painting unit in Ms. Edwards' class, students worked on a
shared multilingual stage and were able to advise each other in whatever
language they desired as they worked on their different projects. As was
argued in chapter 5, this establishment of a shared stage not only momen-
tarily challenged the dominance of English, but also challenged coercive

1See Heller and Martin-Jones (2001) and Martin-Jones and Saxena (2001).
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relations of power underlying standard English ideology and traditional
roles of authority in the classroom.

Mrs. Lo and Ms. Edgars' creation of a shared multilingual stage in their
classrooms, made possible by the acceptance of student multilingualism in the
Language for Learning Policy Language, allowed them to challenge the lin-
guistic disadvantage of having to always perform academically in a second or
other language. Another challenge of linguistic disadvantage occurred—on
center stage—in Mr. Robertson's class, when a student chose to make an oral
presentation that involved the use of another language. Here the student pre-
senter, who did an analysis of a Chinese poem that he had performed twice,
once in Chinese and once in English, was using Chinese on center stage to com-
plete an oral assignment that was being evaluated for academic credit.

To summarize, a school board language policy that accepts student
multilingualism at the same time as it names English as the official, legiti-
mate language of instruction in its schools provides teachers with a space to
challenge linguistic inequities facing ESOL students in small, momentary
ways. At Northside, such work was undertaken by creating a shared, multi-
lingual stage in the classroom. Such a strategy, however, was not unprob-
lematic. Given the powerful discourses of linguistic privilege and
discrimination operating in our society, teachers who created a shared mul-
tilingual stage in their classrooms found themselves needing to negotiate a
variety of dilemmas of speech, silence, and exclusion. Learning how to ne-
gotiate these dilemmas effectively is extremely important for teachers who
work to create a shared stage in their own multilingual classrooms.

FROM "WHAT IS" TO "WHAT COULD BE"

Moving from a policy discussion of "what is" to a policy discussion of
"what could be," a more powerful way of challenging linguistic inequities
in schooling would be to create a language policy that supported both
teacher and student multilingualism at school. Such a policy would enable
teachers to legitimately use languages other than English to assist students
in accessing school knowledge. A policy of full institutional
multilingualism could also encourage the recruitment of more multilin-
gual teachers and the development of multilingual assessment practices.
These hiring and assessment practices would expand the current space
available for challenging linguistic privilege and linguistic inequities in
multilingual schools. A full discussion of such a policy is beyond the
scope of this concluding chapter. However, thinking about the dilemmas
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and tensions that arose from the implementation of the 1995 Language for
Learning Policy, it is clear that such an antidiscriminatory language pol-
icy would likely involve conflict. Implementation of such a language pol-
icy, then, would need to be accompanied by teacher education
programming that assisted teachers in learning to respond productively to
different kinds of linguistic conflict.

Although I have argued for a future that supports teacher as well as stu-
dent multilingualism at schools where English is the primary medium of in-
struction, current policy development in Toronto has not increased the
spaces teachers need for challenging linguistic inequities. As mentioned in
the Introduction, when several different school boards in the metropolitan
Toronto area merged to form the new Toronto District School Board in Jan-
uary, 1998, the policies that had been implemented in each school board
were replaced with new policies. A new language policy for the new To-
ronto District School Board was adopted on May 27, 1998, after our class-
room observation work at Northside had been completed. The 1998
Literacy Foundation Policy is similar to the 1995 Language for Learning
Policy in that it articulates the belief that "all languages and varieties of lan-
guages are equally valid forms of thought and communication" (p. 2). The
1998 policy also states that "First language literacy is important for sec-
ond-language learning and for achieving academic success in the second
language" (p. 2). However, the new policy does not include the statement
that "Students' first languages play an important role in the classroom, in the
school program as a whole, and in communication with the home" that was
contained in the 1995 policy. As discussed in the Introduction, it was this
statement that legitimized institutionalized student multilingualism at
Northside. Replacing the statement that students' first languages play an
important role in the classroom and the school program is a more general
statement about valuing and respecting diversity.

Valuing and respecting diversity requires an inclusive curriculum which
recognizes and affirms the life experiences of all learners, regardless of gen-
der, place of origin, religion, ethnicity and race, cultural and linguistic back-
ground, social and economic status, sexual orientation, age and ability/
disability, (p. 7)

Although such a statement keeps a space open for the acceptance of student
multilingualism at school (accepting student multilingualism is a way of
recognizing the linguistic life experiences of learners at school), it is not as
powerful a statement as the 1995 statement, which explicitly discussed stu-
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dents' first languages as playing an important role in the classroom and
school program. It also does not expand the space for challenging linguistic
privilege and inequities in the ways that have been already discussed.

PEDAGOGICAL DISCUSSION:
PROMOTING MULTILINGUAL

AND ENGLISH LEARNING ACTIVITIES

As mentioned earlier in this chapter and is evident throughout the book, my
own pedagogical response to the linguistic inequities experienced by ESOL
students at schools like Northside is to promote both multilingual and Eng-
lish learning activities in the classroom. My decisions around when to en-
courage students to use their primary languages and when to promote (but
not require) the use of English would depend on the knowledge, skill, and
discourse development I felt needed to take place in the learning activities in
which we were engaging. The teachers and students at Northside had much
to teach me about such decision making.

Evelyn Lo, who was teaching finite math during the pilot study at
Northside, reminded me how much students can learn from their peers
through discussions and conversations about a task at hand, especially in
large classrooms where one teacher has to respond to the questions of 30 or
40 students. In promoting peer teaching and learning, it is important that
students have the opportunity to share knowledge as clearly as possible. For
many ESOL students, this entails using a language other than English.

Mina's desire for debate in Anne Yee's classroom reminded me about the
kinds of interactions that are valued in North American classrooms and the
difficulty many ESOL students have in engaging in such interactions. Simi-
larly, Timothy Chiu's play, No Pain, No Gain, taught me about the impor-
tance North American schools place on the display of English oral
presentation skills and how difficult it is to acquire the discourse of making
classroom presentations. For ESOL with limited proficiency in English,
preparation for debating complex issues and making classroom presenta-
tions are often best taken up in students' primary languages and then re-
hearsed and shared with others in English.

In concluding this last chapter on challenging linguistic inequities, I re-
turn again to the 1998 Literacy Foundation Policy. The policy's statement
on diversity encourages both educators and learners to see the world in mul-
tiple ways and to use the knowledge that comes from multiple ways of see-
ing to create a more just and equitable society (p. 7). It is my hope that
readers of this book will use the ethnographic data, the commentaries, the
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pedagogical discussions, and the plays, Hong Kong, Canada, and No Pain,
No Gain to engage in new discussions on antidiscriminatory education. I
wish you all the best.
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Appendix A

HONG KONG, CANADA
A One-Act Play

by
Tara Goldstein

©2001

Characters (in order of appearance)

Rita: 18-year old president of the student council; Toronto-
born, South Asian or African descent.

Ms. Diamond: Creative writing teacher at Trudeau; Toronto-born, An-
glo-Saxon Protestant, European descent; early 40s.

Joshua: 18-year-old student in his last year of high school; edi-
tor of student newspaper named P.E.T. Tales; Toronto-
born Jew, European descent; Wendy's love-interest.

Wendy: 17-year old student in her second-to last year of high
school; assistant editor of P.E. T. Tales; Hong Kong-born
Chinese.

Sarah: 18-year old student in a creative-writing English class;
Toronto-born Jew, European descent.

Carol: 18-year-old student in a creative-writing English class;
Hong Kong-born Chinese.

133
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Sam: 17-year old student in his second-to-last year of high
school; advertising manager of RE. T. Tales; Hong Kong-
born Chinese.

James Wolfe: CRAB AM's talk show host.

Caller: Caller to James Wolfe's talk show.

Nana: Naomi, Joshua's grandmother, sculptor, recently wid-
owed; Montreal-born Jew, European descent; mid-60s.

Setting

Pierre Elliot Trudeau Secondary School
Toronto, Canada
Fall, 1996

Set description

A high school in Toronto, Canada. The front door to the school is upstage
center. On the wall above the front door there is a hand-painted banner
on brown mailing paper that says, "Welcome to Pierre Elliot Trudeau, the
home of P.E.T. Tales."

The rest of the settings—the principal's office, classrooms, the school
newspaper office, the cafeteria, and Wendy's living room appear and dis-
appear as needed.

SCENE 1

(The house lights come down, a school bell rings, and the audience
hears RITA make the following announcement.)

RITA Good morning, Pierre Elliot Trudeau Secondary School.
This is Rita, your student council president and that was
your 5-minute warning bell.

(The lights come up on entire stage.

Rita is standing in front of the old wooden desk in the principal's of-
fice, stage right. On top of the desk is an intercom system. She is read-
ing a school textbook while she waits for the second bell to ring.
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The English classroom downstage left is empty except for MS. DIA-
MOND who is correcting papers at her desk. The classroom has six
metal desks with wooden tops arranged in two rows. These desks and
their orange plastic chairs represent many more. There is a small
teacher's desk and chair placed in front of the students' desks.

JOSHUA and WENDY are sitting on the sofa in the newspaper office,
center stage, looking at some photographs and laughing together.
Joshua has his arm around Wendy's shoulder.

The newspaper office also has an old wooden table and three wooden
chairs. There is a small computer and printer on the wooden table and
a large radio on a small coffee table beside the sofa.

SARAH walks through the front door and makes her way to the news-
paper office. Hearing the laughter, she stops just outside the office,
listens for a few seconds, then walks in).

SARAH (Brightly) Hi Josh! (Coolly) Hello, Wendy. What's so
funny?

JOSHUA Hey, Sarah. We're just looking at the pictures Wendy
took on our camping trip Labor Day weekend. They're
great!

(Handing the photographs to Wendy)

What's up?

SARAH (Perching on the sofa arm nearest Joshua)

I just came by to give you a message from your Nana
Naomi. I saw her the day before yesterday.

JOSHUA You were in Montreal?

SARAH Yeah, I was there for the High Holidays. My grand-
mother goes to the same synagogue as yours so I saw
her at the service Wednesday morning. In fact, I sat
right in front of her.

(Wendy gets off the couch, walks over to the table and puts the photos
away in her knapsack.)
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JOSHUA Cool. How did she look?

SARAH Fabulous. She said to give you a big hug for her the next
time I saw you so stand up and let me give it you.

(Joshua laughs, stands up and lets Sarah give him a hug. She also
gives him a quick kiss on the cheek, which he doesn't expect.)

The kiss is from me. See you later.

(Sarah walks out of the office and across to the English classroom.
Wendy glares at her as she leaves.)

JOSHUA Later.

(A second school bell rings. Ms. Diamond leaves the English class-
room and walks to the front door. Rita turns on the microphone and
makes a second announcement.)

RITA Please stand for our national anthem and our thought
for the day.

(A tape recording of, "Oh Canada," comes on and everyone on stage
stands at attention. Joshua walks over to where Wendy is standing and
motions that he wants to see the photos again. Wendy reaches for her
knapsack, rummages through, finds the photos, and gives them to Josh.
She gives him a big smile and they look at the photos together. SAM and
CAROL hurry into school through the front door. When they see Ms. Dia-
mond standing by the door, they stop dead in their tracks. Ms. Diamond
motions to Sam to take off his baseball cap. He does. In the English
classroom Sarah pulls out a huge calculus textbook out of knapsack,
opens it up, and begins reading. The national anthem comes to an end.)

RITA And here's your thought for the day: "All we own, at
least for the short time we have it, is our life. With it we
write what we come to know of the world." By writer Al-
ice Walker. That's all for now Trudeau. Have a great day!

SCENE 2

(Wendy sits down on one of the chairs. Joshua goes to sit down on the
sofa. Ms. Diamond walks back to the classroom and sits down at her
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desk. Carol and Rita walk over to the English classroom and take their
seats. Carol sits in the back row alone. Sam walks over to the newspaper
office and greets Joshua. After greeting Sam, Joshua turns on the radio
and the tape-recorded voice of James Wolfe on CRAB is heard.)

WOLFE Good morning, Toronto. It's time for Talk Radio on CRAB
—— AM. Today's topic: "To Canada, with cash: Hong Kong

money likes Toronto." Over 20 years, almost 150,000
people from Hong Kong have moved here. They are
changing the face of our city. What do you think To-
ronto? Are they changing the city for the better? Or is
our country turning into "Hong Kong, Canada." Give us
a call at CRAB. 737-1111.

SAM (Reaches over and turns off the radio)

Hey, Joshua. Can we turn it off? That guy is really bug-
ging me. And it's going to get worse when the phone
calls start coming in.

JOSHUA I love this show. I love the phone calls. I love the contro-
versy. Controversy sells ads Sam. Controversy ...

WENDY (Interrupting) Sorry, Josh, but could we start the meet-
————- ing? I can't stay too long. Ms. Diamond wants me to be

in class in 15 minutes. I don't have a spare like you guys.

(In the English classroom, Ms. Diamond takes a magazine out of her
briefcase and motions to the three girls to come up to the desk and
look at an article in the magazine. Sarah and Rita go up to the desk
and gather around the magazine. Carol stays at her desk.)

JOSHUA Sure, Wen, no problem.

(Walking over to the table and taking a seat next to Wendy)

Now that you're here, we can start the meeting.

(Sam joins the others at the table.)

Okay you guys, here's the problem.

(Lights fade on the newspaper office but remain on the English class-
room. Ms. Diamond closes the magazine and walks out from behind her
desk to stand in front of the class. Rita and Sarah sit down in their seats.)
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DIAMOND Okay... This morning I'm going to give you time to work
on some journal writing.

(Sarah, Carol, and Rita take their journal books out of their bags.)

I hope that everyone is trying to write for at least 10
minutes every day. Thirty minutes is ideal.

SARAH It's impossible to find the time to write 30 minutes ev-
ery day. Especially if you're taking calculus.

(Rita laughs. Carol is silent looking straight ahead at Ms. Diamond.)

DIAMOND I know it's hard to find time to write everyday, but if you
want to become writers, you've got to try.

(Lights fade on the English classroom and come up on the newspaper
office.)

JOSHUA RE. T. Tales is in big trouble. The editorial team last year
left us with a deficit and Ms. Diamond says that the
school has very little money to fund student activities
because of the provincial budget cuts. So, the principal
is willing to give us the money to produce the first issue
of the paper, but after that we're on our own. So...

(Lights fade on the newspaper office and come up on the English
classroom.)

DIAMOND Let's go over our rules for journal writing one more time.

SARAH Again?

DIAMOND Yes. Again. I want you to remember the rules because
———— they are the beginning of all writing.

(Lights fade on the English classroom and come up on the newspa-
per office.)

SAM So if we are going to run any more papers after the
————- first one, we've got to find a way to raise enough

money to pay for the paper AND pay off the deficit
from last year. Because the printer won't publish our
paper if we don't pay up by the end of October so...
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JOSHUA (Interrupting) So we have a month to come up with the
————— money and enough money to run a first paper.

SAM How much do we owe?

WENDY $1,000.

SAM $1,000. That's not too bad. We can try to increase the
advertising we get from the business community. We
just have to show advertisers that lots of people at our
school read the paper.

WENDY There's no way we can prove that lots of people at
————— school read our paper because they don't. Hardly

anyone reads the paper-wait a minute, what time is
it? (Looking at her watch) I gotta go. See you later.

(Wendy rushes out of the newspaper office and runs toward the
English classroom. Lights fade on the newspaper office and come
up on the English classroom. Wendy walks in and takes a seat be-
side Rita.)

SCENE 3

DIAMOND Okay, here are your instructions. Begin with the phrase,
"I don't know." "I don't know." Got it? Begin with "I don't
know" and keep going. Don't stop. If you get stuck and
think you have nothing else to say, write, "I don't know,"
again and again until something comes. Just keep your
hands moving.

(Ms. Diamond sits down at her desk. A spotlight shines on Sarah. Her
voice, reading her journal entry as she writes it, has been tape-
recorded.)

SARAH I don't know ... I don't know ... I don't know if I should
—— drop calculus or not. I had to miss the second quiz this

week because it was on Yom Kippur and I was in syna-
gogue in Montreal. Mr. Majors said he would excuse me
but he wouldn't let me write a make-up. I barely passed
the first calculus quiz. Not like those kids from Hong
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Kong. Lots of them got nineties because they have al-
ready taken calculus back home. I wish I were as good
in math as they are. There's so many of them in my
class. Mr. Majors couldn't give a quiz on Chinese New
Year. The class would freak out.

(Lights fade on the English classroom and come up on the newspaper
office.)

SAM Maybe we should ask Ms. Diamond to ask the principal
to lend us the money to run the paper until December.
That will give us some time to increase our readership.

JOSHUA I don't want to wait until December to increase reader-
ship. I want to demonstrate increased readership with
the very first issue.

SAM Why the big rush?

JOSHUA Applications for journalism school are due in Novem-
ber. I want to be able to talk about the way we saved the
paper in that essay they make you write. You know the
essay about why they should offer you a place in their
programs?

SAM

JOSHUA

Yeah, I know. But Josh, building up readership takes a
long time—

(Interrupting) That's why our first issue has to be con-
troversial.

(Lights fade on the newspaper office and come up on the English
classroom. Carol puts her pencil down, folds her hands together, and
places them on the desk.)

DIAMOND (Looking up) Carol you've stopped writing. Why?

CAROL (Eyes down on her notebook) I don't know how to write
—— well in English.

DIAMOND I know it's hard, but you have to keep trying. The only
way your English will improve is if you practice. Journal
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writing is a perfect way to practice English. In Hong
Kong, don't people keep a personal journal?

CAROL

DIAMOND

(Looking at Diamond) Yes. Many people write in jour-
nals in Hong Kong. But we don't write in English. We
write in Chinese. So I don't know how to write well in
English journals (eyes down on her notebook). What is
in my heart, I want to write in Chinese.

And I want you to write in English. It's good practice for
you. In university, you'll have to show your professors
that you know how to communicate in English. If it's
hard to write about personal things in English, then
write about school things. Write about the talent show
tonight. You're performing in it, aren't you?

CAROL (Eyes down on her notebook) Yes.

DIAMOND All right then. Write about Talent Night and how you feel
about performing in the show.

CAROL (Eyes down on her notebook) Okay.

(Carol slowly unfolds her hands, picks up her pen and begins writing.
Lights fade on the English classroom and come up on the newspaper
office.)

JOSHUA Carleton, University of Western Ontario, and
Concordia in Montreal.

SAM Montreal?

JOSHUA My grandmother lives in Montreal. We're pretty close.
My grandfather died about a year ago. If I go to school in
Montreal, I can help her out by paying room and board.
We'll keep each other company.

SAM What about Wendy? If you're living in Montreal, you
won't see her very often.

JOSHUA (Sounding uncomfortable) Yeah, I know. But maybe
she'll follow me next year after she graduates. If she
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does a good job this year, she can run for editor of the
paper next year and try to get into Concordia too.
(Changing the subject) A controversial issue. I still think
that's what will get people reading the paper. Do you
know how many people listen to James Wolfe on CRAB
AM? Lots. Do you know why? Because he deals with
controversial issues like—

SAM (Interrupting, sarcastically) Like "To Canada with Cash?"
"Are we living in "Hong Kong, Canada?" C'mon Josh.
What kind of question is that? If that's what it takes to at-
tract readers, I don't want to be part of it.

JOSHUA You're too sensitive. The guy is only asking a question—
can't we even ask questions any more?

SAM Josh, questions like—

JOSHUA (Interrupting) Questions on national policies? Like im-
migration? Have we become so politically correct that
we can't even ask questions?

SAM You want to hear what kind of answers you get to those
kinds of questions? Turn on the radio!

(Joshua turns on the radio and the tape-recorded voice of James
Wolfe is heard.)

WOLFE Thank you very much. Do you have a comment to make
about our topic?

CALLER I sure do Jim. I have lived in Toronto all my life Jim. My
father was born here; my grandfather was born here.
My grandfather fought in the First World War and my fa-
ther fought in the Second World War.

WOLFE Yes, yes, can you get to your point? What's your point
today?

CALLER My point, Jim, is that I grew up speaking English. My fa-
ther grew up speaking English. My grandfather grew up
speaking English. Now when I get on the bus or the sub-
way, all I hear is Chinese. And I can't understand any of
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it. If people want to come to Canada, they should speak
English. And that's the trouble with people who come to
Canada from Hong Kong. They just don't learn to speak
English. If they don't want to speak English, then they
should go back to where they came from, Jim.

(Sam turns off the radio.)

SAM That's the kind of talk you get to those kind of questions,
Josh. That's the kind of talk you get. We don't need that
kind of talk in our school. We don't need that kind of talk.

(Lights fade on newspaper office.)

SCENE 4

(The stage is dark. The end of the teachers' band performance is heard. It
is followed by the sound of people clapping and whistling. Spot light up
on Rita, who is standing downstage center. Rita is wearing a tuxedo
jacket and holding a microphone. The clapping fades.)

RITA Let's give one more big hand of applause for that last
act, the smartest rock band around, P.E.T.'s very own

teacher band, The P.E.T. School Boys.

(The sound of clapping and whistling is heard.)

Now P.E.T, I want you to give a big warm welcome to a
newcomer to Talent Night. This is her first time on the
P.E.T. stage and I know you are going to be impressed.
She's a terrific singer and tonight she's here to sing a
song made popular by one of Hong Kong's biggest pop
stars, the "Hong Kong Diva," Faye Wong.

(Less clapping and a little booing is heard and then fades when Rita,
looking angry, puts up her hand for quiet.)

For those of you who haven't heard of Faye Wong, she
has millions of fans around the world. Here, to sing one
of her most popular songs is Trudeau's own Carol Shen.
Give it up for Carol, Trudeau!

(The sound of polite clapping is heard. Carol walks towards Rita from
stage left and Rita hands her the mike. Rita leaves the stage. Music
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from one of Faye Wong's songs comes on and the clapping fades.
Carol begins singing the song, which is in Cantonese. When Carol has
sung 8 bars, the music and lights fade.)

SCENE 5

(As the lights come up on the entire stage, Ms. Diamond is standing by
the front door. Rita is standing by the intercom in the principal's office.
Joshua is in the newspaper office standing at attention. Sarah, Wendy,
and Carol are in the English class, standing at their desks.)

RITA And here's your thought for the day, this fine Monday
morning. "All serious daring starts from within." By
writer Eudora Welty. That's all for now Trudeau. Have a
great day!

(Ms. Diamond walks to the English classroom. Carol, Wendy, and Sa-
rah sit down. Rita walks over to the English classroom and sits down.
Lights fade everywhere except the newspaper office and the English
class. In the English classroom, Ms. Diamond is taking attendance. In
the newspaper office, Joshua turns on the radio. The tape-recorded
voice of James Wolfe is heard.)

WOLFE Good morning Toronto. It's time for the James Wolfe
Show on CRAB AM. Today's topic "Living in Hong Kong,
Canada: Part 2."

(Lights fade on the newspaper office but stay up on the English class-
room. Ms. Diamond walks out from behind her desk and stands in
front of the girls.)

DIAMOND Okay, let's begin. First, I want to congratulate Rita and
Carol who performed in Friday night's talent show. You
were just terrific! Rita, you did an excellent job as MC.

RITA Thanks, Ms. Diamond.

DIAMOND And Carol, you were just wonderful! It takes a lot of
courage to perform in front of everybody when you are
new to the school, and I think you gave everyone a su-
perb performance.

(Carol smiles back at Ms. Diamond in thanks. Sarah is visibly upset.)
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Why don't we give a big hand for both Rita and Carol?

(Ms. Diamond and Wendy give the two some applause. Sarah does
not applaud.)

DIAMOND Okay. Let's begin. Earlier this morning Rita read us a
quotation by Eudora Welty. Rita, do you remember what
she said?

RITA "All serious daring starts from within" ...

SARAH (Interrupting) Ms. Diamond, could I be excused?

DIAMOND (A little annoyed) Yes, go ahead.

(Sarah leaves the English classroom and walks toward the newspaper
office.)

DIAMOND Right. "All serious daring starts from within." I want you
to write a list of 25 things that you would like to do that
require "serious daring" from you. Got that? You have
10 minutes. Come up with as many things as you can.

(Carol, Wendy, and Rita take out their notebooks out of their bags
and begin writing. Ms. Diamond walks back to her desk, sits down,
and begins to do some paperwork. Lights fade out on the English
classroom and come up on the newspaper office, where Joshua is
sitting on the couch. Sarah stops at the door, walks inside, and
perches on the armrest beside him.)

JOSHUA So whose class are you skipping?

SARAH I'm not skipping. I'm just taking a little break. (Pauses)
Hey...were you at the Talent Night on Friday? I didn't
see you there.

JOSHUA No, I couldn't make it. My cousins from Montreal were
in for the weekend and my mother wanted me home for
dinner. How was it? I heard it was pretty good.

SARAH Yeah. Some of it was good. Like, the teachers' band,
P.E.T. School Boys, they were good. And the dance
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numbers by the Jazz Dance class were great. But, there
were so many people who sang songs in Chinese and
you couldn't understand a word of them. And all the
people who do understand Chinese—most of our
school—went crazy. Clapping, whistling. But, like, if
you didn't understand any of the words, it was boring. It
made me mad.

JOSHUA What made you mad?

SARAH

JOSHUA

SARAH

JOSHUA

SARAH

JOSHUA

SARAH

All those songs in Chinese. This isn't Hong Kong. This is
Canada. In Canada, people should sing in English. You
know what I mean? And I'm not the only one who was
mad. Some of the girls from Iran were mad too. Nobody
performed in Persian. So how come so many people
performed in Chinese?

(Getting excited) Yeah, Sarah, I know what you mean.
It's like all those Chinese signs in Chinese shopping
malls. That topic came up on Jim Wolfe's program on
CRAB. Should people be allowed to build Chinese
shopping malls? Does it matter that people who don't
speak or read Chinese can't find what they're looking
for? Should people who are not Chinese be con-
cerned?

Exactly. (Looking at her watch) Well, I better get back
to class.

(Really excited) Sarah, why don't you write an article for
the paper about this? Like, a piece for the ln My Opinion
column.

I don't know Josh. I'm pretty busy. I'm not doing so
great in calculus and we have another quiz at the end of
the week. I really need to work on my math this week.

Sarah, it won't take long. And it will make you feel better.
We need to talk about issues like this in our school. It
doesn't have to be long.

Well, okay. I'll think about it. No promises, but I'll think
about it.
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JOSHUA Great, Sarah. You love to write. And you write so well. I
remember you wrote some great pieces last year. (A lit-
tle flirtatiously) I'll call you tonight and we'll talk about it
some more.

SARAH (Slightly more interested) Yeah, call me tonight and
we'll talk about it some more.

(Lights fade on the newspaper office and come up on the English
classroom as Sarah walks back to Diamond's class.)

DIAMOND Okay, time's up. I want you to get into pairs and share
two or three of the items on your list with your partner.
(Sarah walks in and takes her seat.)

DIAMOND Sarah, why don't you take this time to catch up on the
assignment. It's based on the quote we heard this morn
ing: "All serious daring starts from within." Write 25
things that you would like to do but that would take "seri-
ous daring." The rest of you can share your work—the
items that aren't too personal—with a partner.

(Rita and Wendy work together. Carol sits by herself without a part-
ner. Sarah begins writing. Ms. Diamond continues working on her
paperwork. When it's clear that she isn't going to be asked to work
with Rita and Wendy, Carol takes out a Chinese magazine and begins
reading.)

RITA Okay. You first. What were the top three things on your
list?

WENDY Number 1. Write my first article for P.E.T. Tales.

RITA You're the assistant editor and you haven't written an
article for the paper yet?

WENDY Well, I have. But with Josh. Last year, we wrote a few to-
gether.

RITA Why don't you write on your own?

WENDY Because my English isn't perfect yet. Josh still has to
correct a lot of my work.
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RITA You should write on your own. You can always get some-
—————— one to edit your work if you're worried about making a

grammatical mistake. You don't always have to write
with Josh. What's the second thing on your list?

WENDY Write a second article for P.E.T. Tales.

RITA (Laughs) And then?

WENDY Write enough articles for P.E.T. Tales to become editor
next year.

RITA Wow. You might have a lot of competition. There was a
lot of competition for that job of assistant editor that
you got last year.

WENDY I know. I also know that some people think that the only
--—— reason I got the job was because I'm Josh's girlfriend.

(At the mention of Joshua's name, Sarah looks up from her work and
glances at Wendy. She then stares straight down at her work, pretend-
ing that she's not listening, but it's clear she's listening intently.)

RITA Yeah. I heard that too. How long have you guys been
going out?

WENDY Over a year. We met on Mr. Wilson's camping trip. But I
don't like to talk about it very much because his parents
don't know that we're going out.

RITA Why not?

WENDY Because I'm not Jewish and he doesn't think that they
would approve of us going out together.

(Sarah smiles to herself.)

RITA Yeah. Lots of parents are pretty strict about who their kids
— date. My parents were. Still are, I guess. But not everyone

thinks it matters if the guys you go out with are from a dif-
ferent race or religion. Rebecca Steinberg is going out
with Kevin Kim. And I'm going out with Sam Tsang.
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WENDY (Surprised) You're going out with Sam?

RITA Yeah.

WENDY Since when?

RITA Since this summer. We were both working at the same
McDonald's™ and started hanging out after work.

WENDY Wow. So have you told your parents?

RITA Yeah. At the beginning they weren't happy about it at all.
They told me that they wanted me to stop seeing him.
But I told them they if they didn't welcome Sam into our
house, then I would see him behind their backs.

WENDY (Surprised) You said that?

RITA Yeah. And it scared them. So they told me that he could
call and visit when they were home.

WENDY And what about his parents? What do they think of you?

RITA It's kind of hard to know what they think of me because
they don't speak much English and I don't speak any
Cantonese. So I'm taking a Cantonese class on Satur-
day mornings. Now I can at least begin to say hello in
their language.

WENDY (Surprised) You're taking a Cantonese class?

RITA Yeah. The class is mostly filled with Chinese kids who
were born here or came here when they were really
young. They want to be able to speak Cantonese when
they visit Hong Kong. I'm the only Black kid. But there
are one or two White kids there too.

WENDY (Subdued) That's amazing. Good for you.
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(Lights fade on the English classroom.)

SCENE 6

(Lights come up on the newspaper office. Wendy is sitting at the table
eating her lunch. Josh is scribbling in a notebook.)

WENDY So did you know that Rita and Sam are going out?

JOSHUA (Looking up at Wendy, but not listening) What?

WENDY Rita and Sam are going out with each other. They met
this summer working at McDonald's™ and now they're
going out.

JOSHUA (Still not listening) Really? Hey, Wen ... I have a great
idea for an editorial for our first issue. It's called, "Multi-
culturalism: Too Much of a Good Thing?"

WENDY Too much of a good thing?

JOSHUA Yeah. It's about Talent Night on Friday.

WENDY Talent Night?

(Sam walks into the newspaper office and sits down on the couch.)

JOSHUA: Yeah. (Greeting Sam) Hey, Sam. Listen to this. Both
of you.

(Reading from his notebook) "On stage was a good-
looking Oriental girl singing a song in Chinese. Now—

SAM (Interrupting) Oriental girl?

JOSHUA (Ignoring Sam's interruption) Now some people might
have looked at this and thought, 'Wow, what a great
way to promote multiculturalism. A multilingual event is
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a great idea.' However, the problem was that P.E.T's
Talent Night was not multilingual, nor was it multicul-
tural. Songs were available only in English and in Chi-
nese. Is this fair to the rest of P.E.T. students and
cultures?"

WENDY You want to write an editorial about how singing in Chi-
nese is a problem?

JOSHUA Yeah. Just listen. I'm not finished.

(Reading) "If Chinese songs were performed, then
songs from all of our diverse cultures should have been
performed. And if it was not possible to perform songs
in each and every language, then only English songs
should have been performed."

WENDY Only English songs?

SAM (Standing up and walking to the table, with an edge in
his voice) Why only English songs Joshua?

JOSHUA (A little defensively) Because this is Canada. In Canada
we speak English. English is the official language of our
school.

SAM (Getting angry) When I walk down the halls, I hear a lot
of different languages. I don't only hear English. The Ira-
nian guys speak Farsi. Some of the East Indian guys
speak Urdu. English is not the only language people
speak at this school.

JOSHUA (Also getting angry) Well, I heard that a lot of people
were angry after Talent Night. They thought that Talent
Night violated cultural equity.

SAM I don't believe this.

JOSHUA Believe it Sam. I've found our controversy. The first is-
sue of our paper is going to be hot. Everybody will want
to read it!

(Wendy gets up and paces around the room.)
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SAM But Joshua, what about—

JOSHUA (Interrupting) I've already talked to Sarah about writing
an opinion column about her personal reaction to Tal-
ent Night and Wendy—

(Realizing that she's not where he thought she was)
Wen?

WENDY (Quietly) Yes?

JOSHUA What I'd like you to do is write your own opinion column
—— about the language controversy at RET.

SAM Language controversy at P.E.T.? We don't have a "lan-
guage controversy" at P.E.T.

JOSHUA We do now. And it's going to save our paper. Wendy, do
you know what would be really cool? If you wrote about
your own decision to only speak English. So you could
get better and better at it.

SAM (Looking at Wendy in surprise) You don't speak in Can-
tonese? Ever?

WENDY (Ignoring Sam, speaking to Joshua) You want me to
—- write about myself?

JOSHUA Yeah. Your column would give a personal, human touch
to the controversy.

SAM Joshua, there's no humanity in starting a controversy
about using Cantonese at school. Do you know what's
going to happen?

JOSHUA Yeah. I know what's going to happen. We're going to
sell lots and lots of newspapers. (Speaking very
quickly) I gotta go now. I need to see if I can find Sa-
rah. I want to talk to her about her column. It's already
Wednesday and we need her to finish her piece by Fri-
day afternoon, so you and Sam can include it in the
layout Friday night.
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SAM (To Wendy) Just you and I are working Friday night? (To
Joshua) Where are you going to be?

JOSHUA At a family Bat Mitzvah. I've got to be there. I have no
choice. But I know you both can manage without me.
It'll give Wendy some experience in making editorial de-
cisions. I'll call her after the service and see how you
made out. I need to go now. See you later Wendy. Think
about that column!

(Joshua leaves the newspaper office.)

SAM (In Cantonese) [This is a big mistake.]

WENDY (In English) Maybe it is, maybe it's not. We won't know
if it's a mistake until we try.

SAM (In Cantonese) [How can you be so naive? Of course
it's a mistake. And why don't you speak to me in Can-
tonese?]

WENDY (In English) I'm not naive. I just don't agree that this is a
mistake. And the reason I don't speak to you in Canton-
ese is because I always speak to you in English.

SAM (In English) You always speak to me in English be-
cause Joshua is always around and you don't want him
to feel left out of the conversation. Okay, I can under-
stand that. But right now, it's just us. Speak to me in
Cantonese.

WENDY We're in school. In school I speak English.

SAM Always?

WENDY Always.

SAM Why?

WENDY To practice.
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SAM To practice. So are you going to write this column for
Joshua?

WENDY Yes.

SAM But Wendy, don't you see the danger of saying in school
everybody should only speak English? You don't have
the right to make it difficult for people to speak their
own language in school.

WENDY I'm not going to say, "everybody should only speak Eng-
lish." I am going to say, "In school (emphasizing) I only
speak English."

SAM But Wendy, you're Chinese. If you say, "In school I only
speak English," people who think that (emphasizing)
everybody should only speak English, will use what you
say to hurt people who want to speak their own lan-
guage. They'll say, "Even Chinese people think they
should only speak English."

WENDY I don't plan to speak for all people. I plan to speak for
myself.

SAM It's not possible to speak only for yourself. How many
— other Chinese students from Hong Kong write for the

paper? How many other Chinese students can give an-
other point of view? How many?

WENDY (Is silent)

SAM (Getting angry) None. That's how many. None.

WENDY (Remains silent)

SAM (Getting angrier) Do you know what I think? I think that
this is more about making Josh happy than it is about
you wanting to write about speaking English.

WENDY (Remains silent)
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SAM (Very angry) Do you know what else I think? I think you
want to act White. You only speak English so you can
act White. You need to act White to be Joshua's girl-
friend. There's no room in Joshua's life for "an Oriental
girl" who speaks Cantonese.

WENDY (Quietly) That's enough. I don't want to talk about this
anymore.

SAM Well, I do. Why aren't you going to the Bat-Mitzvah as
Joshua's date, Wendy? Why? I know why. Because you
wouldn't fit in. You're not Jewish. You're not White.
That's why.

WENDY (Visibly upset) Stop it. Stop it right now. These are awful
things you are saying. I won't listen to this.

(Wendy walks out of the office and off stage. Lights fade on newspa-
per office.)

SCENE 7

(Lights come up on the English classroom, which is empty at lunchtime.
Sarah approaches the classroom from stage right, Carol from stage left.
Each is carrying a calculus book with her. Carol enters the classroom first,
takes her usual seat, and props up the calculus book on the desk so it is
visible to the audience. Sarah, seeing Carol is already working in the
classroom, chooses to sit as far a way from her as possible. She, too,
props up the calculus book on the desk so it is visible to the audience.
Both girls work on their calculus separately. The tape-recorded voice of
Sarah is heard.)

SARAH How do you do this?
(Pause) Damn.
(Pause) Maybe I should ask her. Nah.

SCENE 8

(Wendy's living room. The television is on and Wendy is listening to the
news in Cantonese. On a table beside the television, sits a sculpture of a
woman and a man embracing.)
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(As the lights come up, Wendy enters downstage right with a plate of rice
and vegetables and sits down on the couch in front of the television. She be-
gins to eat her dinner while watching TV. The phone on the coffee table rings
and Wendy mutes the sound of the television so she can answer the phone.)

WENDY Hello?

(Pauses, then coldly) Hi Sam. What's up?

(Pauses, a little less coldly) Apology accepted.

(Pauses) Yes, you're right. My relationship with Joshua
is none of your business.

(Pauses) No, not yet. I'm watching the news. I'll write
the column after the news. Okay. See you tomorrow.

(Pauses) Sam? Are you still there? Good. There's
something I want to tell you. It's about my situation
here in Toronto. I'm here on my own. My parents are in
Hong Kong and I don't have any brothers or sisters here
either. You know, the typical "astronaut family"? Par-
ents in Hong Kong. Daughter in Toronto.

(Pauses) My father? He's a journalist in Hong Kong. My
mother is a doctor.

(Pauses) Right. There aren't a lot of jobs for Hong
Kongese journalists in Toronto. Anyway, because I'm
here on my own, my relationship with Josh is very im-
portant to me. For me, he's like a second family. My
second family in Toronto.

(There is a knock at the door.) Sam, I gotta go. Josh is
here. See you tomorrow. Yeah. Fine. Bye.

WENDY (Opens the door, pulls Joshua inside and reaches over
to hug and kiss Joshua.) Hi! Nice to see you.

(They kiss warmly.)

JOSHUA Nice to see you too.

WENDY Come in. How long can you stay? Would you like some
dinner?
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JOSHUA (Comes into the room and sits down on the couch)
I can't stay long. My mother is expecting me. I just came
by to give you something. You watching the news?

(Wendy sits down beside him and takes his hand)

WENDY Yeah. I always watch the news at the end of the day. I've
told you this before, haven't I? It reminds me of home.
Back in Hong Kong, we all used to watch the news at
the end of the day. My father, my mother and I. My fa-
ther would make some funny or ironic comment about
nearly every story and my mother would laugh.

JOSHUA (Squeezes Wendy's hand) So Wen, are you going to
work on the column tonight? If you work on it tonight, I
can go over it with you tomorrow. Then you can rewrite
and it will be ready for layout on Friday.

WENDY Okay. I'll begin working on it tonight. After the news. Are
you sure I can't give you some dinner?

JOSHUA I'm sure. I need to go home soon. But I've brought you
something.

(Opens his knapsack and pulls out a gift that has been loosely
wrapped in tissue paper)

I didn't have time to wrap it properly. But I didn't think
you'd care.

WENDY (Carefully unwrapping the tissue paper) No, I don't
care at all. Oh,...Josh. A stand for your grandmother's
sculpture. Let's see how it looks.

(Wendy carefully places the sculpture on the stand)

Doesn't it look great?

JOSHUA Yeah. It does look great. I'll tell her how great it looks
——-— when I see her.

WENDY Maybe she'd like to come and see how it looks. I could
- — — — have her over for tea. I would love to meet her, Josh.
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JOSHUA (Dropping Wendy's hand, getting up to leave)
I don't think so, Wen. It will be a pretty busy weekend.
Lots of family parties.

WENDY

There won't be time for her to come over here. Maybe
another time.

(Pulling Joshua down on the sofa, taking his hand in
hers) Josh. I want to meet your family. I had a horrible
fight with Sam today after you left to find Sarah. He said
that there's no room for a Chinese girlfriend who speaks
Cantonese in your life. That's not true, is it Josh?

JOSHUA (Pulling away, getting up off the sofa, angry)
Sam should mind his own business. Of course, there's
room for you in my life. You are in my life. I'm here visit-
ing you, aren't I? But I just can't introduce you to my
family right now. And I can't stay to talk about this be-
cause I'm late. I wish I could stay for dinner tonight. But
I can't. My grandmother arrived on the 5:00 train and I
told my mother that I would be home 20 minutes ago.
I'll call you later.

(Kisses the top of her head) Bye.

(Joshua unlocks the front door and walks out of the apartment)

WENDY (Softly) Bye. Talk to you later.

(Takes the remote control and presses the mute button so that the
sound of the Cantonese news is heard once again. Lights fade slowly
until all the audience can see is the blue light of television lighting up
the stage.)

SCENE 9

(The kitchen at Joshua's house downstage left. Classical Chinese music
is playing. Nana is sitting at a table in the kitchen reading a magazine. On
the table are a teacup and a CD case. Joshua enters stage left with a tea-
pot. He pours the tea into Nana's cup, picks up the CD case and exam-
ines it. Lights fade.)
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SCENE 10

(Lights come up on the newspaper office where Wendy and Sam are
working on the large table, laying out the newspaper.)

WENDY Okay. So we have Josh's editorial on page two and
— — — - — Sarah's piece "I Am Canadian and I Speak English"

on page three. I'm thinking of putting my own col-
umn on the same page as Sarah's piece. What do
you think?

SAM What's the headline on your column? "I am Chinese
——— But I Speak English?"

WENDY Very funny. I've decided to call my new weekly column,
"On My Mind," and this particular piece "Choices."

SAM "Choices." Okay. Put it on the same page as Sarah's
piece.

WENDY Fine. So how many ads were you able to sell for our first
issue?

SAM Ten.

WENDY Ten? Wow! That's pretty good! How did you manage to
sell ten ads?

SAM I expanded our client base.

WENDY Yeah? Who are our new clients?

SAM People who want to advertise their tutoring services to
Hong Kong students at P.E.T.

WENDY Really. Are the ads ready to be printed?

SAM Yeah. They are all on the computer. Here's a hard copy
for you to look at.

(Sam hands Wendy a several pieces of paper with the ads on them.)
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WENDY (Anxiously) Sam. These ads are all in Chinese.

SAM (Grinning) I know. That's what our clients wanted. It's a
changing market. Our new clients are willing to pay us
$50 for a Chinese ad that's geared to Chinese stu-
dents. I've never been able to sell 10 ads before. Isn't it
great?

WENDY (Very anxiously) Sam, if we publish these ads, then
we'll have a Chinese ad on the same page as Sarah's
piece, "I am Canadian and I Speak English."

SAM Right. It's all about "choices," isn't it? Choosing to
speak English, choosing to advertise in Chinese.

WENDY Sam, publishing those ads is going to create a problem
for Josh. Sarah will be angry. Maybe others will be too.

SAM Wendy, not publishing those ads is going to create
a problem. We made $500 on those ads. We can't
afford not to publish them if we want RE. T. Tales to
survive.

WENDY We should speak to Josh about this.

SAM Wendy, the copy shop closes in an hour. We won't make
our deadline if we wait to ask Joshua what he thinks.
You're the assistant editor. You make the decision.

WENDY I can't make such a big decision Sam. I'm not the edi-
tor. This whole issue was Josh's idea. I'm sure he'll call
soon. We'll ask him what he thinks and then bring the
paper to the copy shop.

(Wendy starts pacing.)

SAM Wendy, Joshua is out with his family this evening.
He's not going to call before the copy shop closes. If
you want to be editor of the paper next year, you have
to learn to make tough decisions. We don't have
enough time to wait for Joshua to call. In the absence
of the editor, the assistant editor makes decisions.
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Are you going to pull the Chinese ads because Sarah
doesn't like to hear Chinese at school? Or are you go-
ing to give our advertisers the right to choose what
language they want to advertise in? Make a decision
Wendy. Make a decision.

(There is silence on the stage while Wendy keeps pacing for a few
minutes.)

WENDY (Stops pacing and take a deep breath)

All right. We'll print the ads. Let's finish the layout and
bring it over to the copy shop.

(Lights fade.)

SCENE 11

(At the Bat Mitzvah. Klezmer music is playing. Joshua and Nana Naomi
are sitting side by side at a round table with a white tablecloth located
downstage center. Nana Naomi is dressed in a classic suit and is wearing
red lipstick. The music comes to an end. Nana begins to speak.)

NANA (With a slight Yiddish intonation) So Josh, tell me, how
are you doing?

JOSHUA Not bad, Nana, not bad.

NANA You look at little sad tonight.

JOSHUA Just a little tired Nana. That's all. I was really busy get-
ting the paper ready for layout. And how about you,
Nana? You're the one who looks a little sad tonight.

NANA Grandpa Harry would have loved to have been here to-
night. To hear his youngest granddaughter at her Bat-
Mitzvah.

JOSHUA (Quietly) I know.

(Pause) I'm missing someone tonight too.
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NANA Really? And who's that?

JOSHUA A friend who I'd really like to introduce you to.

NANA So why didn't you invite her? Her, right?

JOSHUA Right. Because mum wouldn't have wanted her here.

NANA Why not?

JOSHUA She's not Jewish. She's Chinese. From Hong Kong.

NANA I see. What's her name?

JOSHUA Wendy. Wendy Chan. She's the friend who has your
"Second Family" sculpture. She would love to meet
you Nana. She asked if I would invite you over for
tea. She wants to tell you how much she admires
your work.

NANA I'd love to meet her and have tea. I'd also love to see
"Second Family" again. It's always been one of my fa-
vorites. I made it in honor of our tenth wedding anniver-
sary. I really liked being married to Harry. It was a fine
marriage. But Josh, I can't meet her until you've told
your parents about her. It would cause too much trou-
ble in the family.

JOSHUA I understand Nana.

NANA Why do you think that your mother wouldn't have
wanted her here?

JOSHUA Ever since Susan moved in with Bill, Mum's been wor-
ried that neither of her children will marry Jews. There's
a lot of pressure on me to date within the community.
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NANA Have you met her parents yet?

JOSHUA Just once. They live in Hong Kong and Wendy usually
goes back to visit them. They've only been here once
since we've started seeing each other.

NANA So she lives all by herself in Toronto?

JOSHUA Yeah.

NANA I see. It can be lonely living on your own. (Changing the
—— subject) How's the newspaper work going? You were

telling me something about a language controversy at
your school?

JOSHUA (Excitedly) Yes. The kids from Hong Kong? They usually
speak Cantonese with each other. Not only outside
school, Nana, inside school too. Even though lots of
them know how to speak English. And lots of people
who don't speak Cantonese feel left out. They don't un-
derstand what's going on. And they think that since we
are living Canada, everyone should speak English.

NANA (Reminiscent) You know, when I was growing up, Yid-
"̂™ ~̂ dish was Montreal's third language.

JOSHUA (Surprised) Yiddish?

NANA Yes, Yiddish. You'd hear it everywhere. There was even
a daily Yiddish newspaper in Montreal. Yiddish Theatre,
too. I remember we saw a Yiddish play at His Majesty's
Theatre when I was a teenager. But in school, we'd al-
ways use English. We were embarrassed to use Yiddish.
It was a language from the "old country." We didn't
want the teachers to think we weren't real Canadians
who couldn't speak English. (Admiringly) It's amazing to
me that the students in your school are not embar-
rassed to speak Cantonese.
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JOSHUA (Confused) Nana, you admire people who speak Can-
tonese in an English school?

NANA (With conviction) I think it's admirable not to be embar-
rassed about speaking your first language in school.
You don't have to give up your own language to learn
English. You know, I remember my mother telling me
that in the 1920s, when her older cousins were going to
school, the downtown Jews tried to get the government
to create a tax-supported, public Jewish school system.
Do you know who fought them the most?

JOSHUA The government who didn't want to spend the money?

NANA No. By 1930, the Quebec government was actually pre-
pared to give the community their separate school system.

JOSHUA Wow. The non-Jews who didn't want a Jewish school
system?

NANA No. Not the non-Jews.

JOSHUA Then, who?

NANA The uptown Jews, the more established ones. One up-
town rabbi said that the Yiddishists, the people who
wanted a separate school system, were "the worst ene-
mies of their country." The uptown Jews thought that a
Jewish school system would bring back old country igno-
rance and superstition. Yiddish and the old country em-
barrassed them and they didn't want to call attention to
themselves. They were afraid of being persecuted for be-
ing different as they had been in the past. They wanted
to fit in, to be thought of as real Canadians. But, tell me,
Joshua, who decided real Canadians speak English? You
know, if a separate Jewish school system had been de-
veloped, your father would have spoken and read Yid-
dish. You and your sister would have learned Yiddish. The
language wouldn't have been lost.

(Lights fade.)
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SCENE 12

(Wendy's living room, downstage right. As the lights come up Wendy is
re-reading the paper she and Sam have just published. The television is
on low and is tuned to a program that features Jackie Cheung singing in
Cantonese. Wendy is pacing while she is reading, her body unconsciously
swinging slightly to the music. There is a loud knock at the door. Wendy
jumps at the sound, mutes the sound of the television and goes to an-
swer the door.)

WENDY (Speaking quickly, nervously) Hi, Josh. Come in. How
are you? How was the service? How did your cousin do?
Was she nervous? Come sit down.

JOSHUA (Laughing on his way to the sofa) Hey, slow down, Wen.
———— You must be buzzing from the layout session. How did

everything go?

(Joshua sits down on the sofa.)

WENDY (Pacing, breathing deeply, trying to relax)

Fine. Everything went well. The paper is in the copy
shop. They'll deliver it first thing Monday morning.

JOSHUA So how does it look?

WENDY It looks great.

JOSHUA Well, what about the opinion page? What does that
look like?

WENDY The opinion page?

(Pauses, continues to pace)

JOSHUA (Getting a little edgy) Yeah. The opinion page.

WENDY Well, it has your editorial on Talent Night, Sarah's piece
on speaking English, my new column, and some ads.
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JOSHUA How many ads?

WENDY (Stops pacing)

Three on the opinion page. Sam managed to sell 10
ads in all. (Speaking quickly). Isn't that great? Ten ads,
Josh. We made $500 on the first issue. That's half of
our debt paid off!

(Pauses and continues pacing again)

JOSHUA (Getting a little more edgy) Ten ads? Who bought them?

WENDY (Stops pacing and takes another deep breath)

Sam sold all ten ads to people who want to tutor stu-
dents at P.E.T. Chinese students at P.E.T. The (hesitat-
ing) interesting thing about the ads is that the clients
sent them to us in Chinese.

JOSHUA (In disbelief) Chinese? Why did they send them in Chi-
nese? Did you translate them into English?

WENDY (Quietly) No, Josh, I didn't translate them. We pub-
lished them exactly as we received them. In Chinese.

(There is a long pause where neither speaks)

JOSHUA (Speaking slowly, deliberately, trying to contain his an-
ger) So that means that there are three Chinese ads
under my article on multiculturalism and Sarah's article
on speaking English. (Voice rising in anger, getting up
from the sofa) Do you realize what you've done? You've
contradicted everything that Sarah and I wrote. You've
made us look stupid. I can't believe that you published
the ads in Chinese without consulting me! What were
you thinking?

WENDY (Voice rising in anger) Well, I'm sorry you're so upset.
And I'm sorry for not discussing this with you. But
Joshua, you weren't around. And we had a deadline. If I
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had translated the ads then Sam would have lost the
business of his Chinese clients. We made $500 tonight.

JOSHUA (Bitterly, walking toward the door) There are some
things that are more important than money, Wendy. You
made me look stupid tonight. You should have talked to
me before printing the ads.

WENDY (Anxiously) Josh, don't leave yet. It was not my inten-
tion to make you look stupid. But without the money
from Sam's ads, we have no paper. You know that as I
well as I do. I had no choice. (A little bitterly) Just like
you had no choice not to invite me to the Bat Mitzvah.

JOSHUA (Unlocking the door, turning to face Wendy) You did
— have a choice, Wendy. You could have waited to talk to

me and have the paper come out a couple of days late.
The two situations are completely different.

WENDY (Voice rising in anger) Are they, Joshua? Are the two sit-
uations really so different? You spend most of the
weekend here, but you can't invite me home for dinner.
You sleep with me and we make plans to go to university
together, but you can't introduce me to your family. You
bring me a sculpture that your grandmother made
called "Second Family," but you tell me she can't come
for tea. You say you have no choice, Josh. But you do
have choices. We all have choices. Rebecca Steinberg
is going out with Kevin Kim. You could choose to talk to
your mother about us. But you choose not to because
you are afraid. At least I wasn't afraid to make a difficult
choice, Josh. At least I wasn't afraid.

(There is a pause where Wendy and Joshua look at each other without
saying anything.)

JOSHUA (Opening the door) I need to go now. It's late.

WENDY (Quietly) Okay. Will you give me a call tomorrow? We
need to talk about this some more.

JOSHUA I don't know. I'll be pretty busy with my family.
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WENDY (Pauses) Right. Well (turning her back on him), good
night.

JOSHUA Good night.

(Joshua leaves the apartment. Wendy closes the door, takes the re-
mote control and presses the mute button so that the sound of the
Cantonese variety show is heard once again. Then she presses the
button again so the sound is turned off. She turns the sound back on,
back off, back on, back off. Lights fade slowly until all the audience
can see is the blue light of television lighting up the stage.)

SCENE 13

(The stage is dark. Lights up on Wendy and Sam, who is carrying a table
with some newspapers on it downstage center and on the principal's of-
fice where Rita is making the lunchtime announcements. Sam leaves to
get more papers and Wendy sets up the table with the papers they have
already brought in. She sticks up a sign with the name of the paper, P.E.T.
Tales, on the front of the table. When Sam returns with more papers, he
helps Wendy set up.)

RITA Good afternoon, Pierre Elliot Trudeau. This is Rita, your
student council president and it's time for your Monday
lunchtime announcements. At the top of the list is a re-
minder to buy the first issue of P.E.T Tales. It's on sale in
front of the cafeteria. Your support of the paper is im-
portant. Without it, the paper may fold. Buy your copy
today.

(Lights fade on Rita and focus solely on Sam and Wendy. Rita leaves
the stage.)

SAM So have you seen Joshua today? Is he angry about the
ads?

WENDY No, not since Friday night. And yes, he's angry. The ads
contradict his editorial and he thinks we've made him
look stupid.

SAM But the whole point of publishing a controversial is-
sue of the paper was to increase readership so we
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could get more ads. Now we've got ads. Isn't he
happy about that?

WENDY I guess it's not only about getting more ads anymore.
It's about his editorial being taken seriously. He sees
himself as a serious writer.

SAM Well, if he seriously believes that Carol's performance at
Talent Night is a problem and that the multiculturalism
we have at this school is "too much of a good thing",
then I think you have a problem. You are going out with
someone who doesn't like to hear your language.

WENDY (To audience) Yeah, I have a problem.

(Sarah walks onto the stage and approaches the table. She is holding
a copy of the paper in her hands and looks angry.)

SAM (SeeingSarah approach) Now, this should be interesting.

SARAH (Angrily) Have either of you seen Josh?

WENDY No, not today.

SAM (Brightly) Is there something we can help you with?

SARAH Whose idea was it to publish ads in Chinese? Right un-
der my article on speaking English? Were you trying to
make me look stupid? Make fun of my argument?

SAM (Calmly) It had nothing to do with your article. It had to
do with selling as many ads as possible so we could clear
the debt we inherited from last year. In case you haven't
noticed, there are a lot of Chinese students at this
school and we have advertisers who want to reach them.

SARAH Well, as someone who doesn't understand Chinese, I
—— Was appalled to see that most of the ads in the paper

were in Chinese! What if I am interested in what is being
advertised? I'm left out because I can't read Chinese.
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Any ad that is put into the paper is meant for everyone
in this school. The only language that everyone under-
stands in this school is English.

WENDY Sarah, the ads are advertising tutorial services by tutors
who can work with people in Cantonese.

SARAH

SAM

I don't care what the ads are advertising. When I open
any issue of my school's newspaper, I want to be able to
read every single word in it. If the paper was meant to
be written in Chinese, we would find it in a school in the
Orient.

(Staring hard at Sarah) The paper wasn't written in Chi-
nese. It was written in English. Only the ads were written
in Chinese. Advertisers pay for the space and as long as
they stay within the limits of the law and the policies of
the School board, they can use the space in whatever
way they want to.

SARAH (Staring back at Sam) Well...

(Pauses, speaking slowly, emphasizing each phrase)

What we need, then, is a school policy that says the
only language people can use in this school is English.
(Speaking at a normal speed) I'm going to start a peti-
tion and lobby the principal for an English-only policy.
We'll see how people in this school really feel about all
the Chinese that's spoken here.

(Sarah walks off the stage. Wendy and Sam are silent fora few seconds.)

SAM You know, when I read Sarah's article after you left Friday
night, I got very angry. So angry that I wanted to hit
someone. I wanted to throw one of the chairs against the
wall. I wanted to trash the newspaper office. After I
dropped off the paper at the copy shop, I went for a long
walk. I walked and walked and walked. After a while I felt
better. Despite everything. Now I feel even worse than I
did Friday night. It was a mistake to come to Canada. A
mistake to come to this school. The people here don't
want us. We don't belong. We don't speak English. We
aren't White. People resent our language. They resent
us. They make fun of our accents when we speak English
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and then are annoyed and angry when we speak Can-
tonese. Sometimes I hate it here and wish we had never
come. Sometimes I think I will never feel comfortable
here. Sometimes I think the best thing for me and my
whole family would to be return to Hong Kong.

(Wendy reaches out to touch Sam's arm in sympathy. He shakes it off
and storms down the hallway past Carol who is holding a paper in her
hands and looks angry.)

WENDY (Upset, but trying to composing herself) Hi Carol.
—–— How's it going?

CAROL (In Cantonese) [Not good. I am very upset. This article
–– on speaking English. I can read between the lines.

Would there have been such a fuss if the advertise-
ments were in another language, not Chinese? I
thought Canada was a free country, not a dictatorship. I
am really mad. I am offended and — ]

(Rita enters, walking quickly to the table, interrupting Carol.)

RITA (Concerned, speaking quickly as she approaches the ta-
ble) Hey, Wendy. What's going on? I just passed Sam in
the hallway and he didn't even say hello. What's wrong?

WENDY Sam just stormed out of here. To cool off, I guess. He is
— so angry, Rita. So angry. (Looking at Carol) So is Carol.

(Carol looks at Rita, looks back at Wendy, then shrugs her shoulders
and walks off stage.)

RITA Did you guys have a big fight with Joshua?

WENDY No, not with Joshua. With Sarah.

RITA Sarah?

WENDY Sarah was just furious that we had published Chinese
ads in the paper. She's going to start a petition asking
the principal to create an English-only policy at school.

RITA (In disbelief) An English-only policy?
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WENDY Yes. Rita, do you think a lot of people will sign the petition?

RITA Wow. I don't know. It's hard to say. Do you have any idea
where Sam may have gone?

WENDY No. He didn't say. I think he needs to be alone right
now. Most people in this school don't have such strong
feelings about people speaking Chinese, do they?

RITA What do you mean?

WENDY I mean, you don't think that lots of people would actu-
———— ally sign a petition for an English-only policy, do you?

RITA Well—

WENDY Don't people have the right to choose what language
they want to speak? A policy would limit people's
choices. (Looking at Rita) When Joshua wrote his edi-
torial, he wasn't advocating for an English-only policy.
He was simply asking questions about what languages
people should use at school. I don't even think he cares
much about the language question anyway. He was just
trying to create a controversy.

RITA Right.

WENDY I'm sure he doesn't believe that everyone should be
——— forced to speak English at school. I don't think he be-

lieves that... He's not like Sarah. Or is he? I really don't
know. I really don't know.

(Rita touches Wendy's arm in sympathy. Lights fade out.)

SCENE 14

(The English classroom. Ms. Diamond is sitting behind her desk. Rita en-
ters, wearing an African or East Indian scarf on her head.)
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RITA Good morning, Ms. Diamond. You wanted to see me
—— before the first bell?

DIAMOND Yes, Rita. Thanks for coming in. Sit down.

(Rita sits down in a chair in front of Ms. Diamond's desk.)

The principal received a petition from one of the stu-
dents yesterday afternoon asking him to implement an
English-only policy at Trudeau. Fifty people have signed
it. Fifty signatures in a school of 1,200 students is sig-
nificant enough for him to want to know more about
what's going on. So he's asked me to talk to you. You're
the president of the student council. What's happening
here?

RITA Well, personally I don't think we have a language prob-
lem at Trudeau. I mean, yes, there are a lot of students
who speak Cantonese to each other, but because I
speak another language myself, I understand why they
speak Cantonese to each other. I mean, I don't speak
English to my grandmother, even though she under-
stands quite a bit of English, because she would think I
was being standoffish. If people from Hong Kong speak
to other people from Hong Kong in English when they
know how to speak Cantonese, they would be consid-
ered show-offs.

DIAMOND (Exasperated) Show-offs? That's silly. Why would they
—— be considered show-offs for speaking English? English

is the language everyone speaks in Canada. And
French, I guess.

RITA (A little defensively) Well, Sam explains it like this: In
Hong Kong, there used to be a lot of competition to get
into university. And everyone who got into university had
to show that they were very proficient in English since
almost all the universities in Hong Kong were English
speaking. There was a lot of pressure on everyone to do
well in English. Naturally, some people learned English
better than others. So speaking in English became a
way of showing off.
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DIAMOND (In a bossy manner) But, it's wrong for people to think
that way. It's important for students from Hong Kong to
practice speaking English as much as possible. They
need English to survive here.

RITA But it's weird to speak English with other people who
speak the same language you do. It's even weirder
when you're speaking to friends. It's like saying, "I
don't want to be close to you." English is more
(searching for the right word)—more (pauses) formal.
It's more formal and it's (with a little embarrass-
ment)—it's colder.

DIAMOND (Insulted) But at school you speak English, don't you?
And it's not your first language either. Do you find Eng-
lish cold?

RITA No. But that's because I've been here since I've been
7 years old. I've grown up speaking English to my
friends, even the ones who speak my own language. It
doesn't sound cold when I speak English with them.
But lots of the students in our school have only just ar-
rived from Hong Kong. And speaking English with each
other means something different for them than it does
for me.

DIAMOND (Impatiently) But what about the problem of the
non-Chinese-speaking students not understanding
what's going on when people speak Chinese?

RITA Well, there are different ways to deal with that issue.
Some people just ask somebody to translate. Per-
sonally, I don't like having to ask so I'm taking a course
in Cantonese.

DIAMOND I see. Well, it seems that I need to hear what other stu-
dents think about this. Here's what I want to do. I want
to hold a school hearing after school today. And I want
you to announce it to everyone as soon as the national
anthem is over.

(Lights fade on the English classroom.)
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SCENE 15

(As the lights come up on entire stage, Rita is standing by the intercom
in the principal's office. Ms. Diamond is standing by the front door.
Joshua and Sarah are in the newspaper office. Carol is in the English
class. Wendy and Sam are selling papers at their table downstage
center.)

RITA And here's a special announcement. Ms. Diamond
———will be conducting a school hearing on the question

of whether we need an English-only policy at Tru-
deau. This school hearing has been assembled in re-
sponse to a recent petition signed by a number of
students.

(In the newspaper office, Sarah has a determined look on her face
while Joshua looks uncomfortable. In the English classroom, Carol is
looking at the floor. At the table selling newspapers, both Wendy and
Sam look grim.)

Students who have an opinion they wish to share with
Ms. Diamond and other students and teachers should
report to Room 125 after school today. Now here's your
thought for the day. It's by writer, Gloria Anzaldua,"... if
you really want to hurt me, talk badly about my lan-
guage. Ethnic identity is twin skin to linguistic iden-
tity—I am my language. Until I can take pride in my
language, I cannot take pride in myself."

(Sarah reacts with anger, Joshua with embarrassment, and Wendy
and Sam with grateful surprise. Carol looks up from the floor and nods
her head.)

That's all for now Trudeau. Have a good day.

(Lights fade out everywhere but the newspaper table.)

SAM So, do you think Joshua will speak at the hearing?

WENDY Probably.

SAM Any idea of what he's going to say?
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WENDY (Sighing) Well, we finally talked about the whole situa-
—— tion on the phone last night. He feels badly that the

controversy we started in the paper has led to a peti-
tion. But he's also afraid if he speaks out against an
English-only policy, he'll look stupid. (Sadly) And not
looking stupid is more important than defeating the pol-
icy. (Sighing and picking up a cardboard carton under
the table) Well, I have to drop something off and then
get to class. I'll see you after school.

SAM Okay. Do you know what you are going to say at the
—— hearing?

WENDY (With determination) Yes.

(Lights fade out on the newspaper table and come up on the newspa-
per office where Joshua and Sarah are talking.)

WENDY Hi Joshua.

JOSHUA (Looking up, sounding uncomfortable) Hi Wendy.

WENDY (Visibly upset, almost in tears) I'm on my way to English
but I just wanted to drop this off before going to class.
See you.

(Wendy walks quickly out of the newspaper office)

JOSHUA (Quietly) See you.

(Joshua opens the cardboard carton, carefully unwraps the bubble
paper inside and pulls out Nana Naomi's sculpture, "Second Family.")

(Lights fade.)

SCENE 16

(The hearing in Room 125. A table has been set up downstage right. Ms.
Diamond is sitting behind the table on which there is a pad of paper, a
pen, and a glass of water. Sarah, Joshua, Wendy, Sam, and Rita stand in
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a semicircle downstage center. Sarah and Joshua are standing together
at the right of the semicircle, close to Ms. Diamond. Wendy, Sam, and
Rita are standing together at the left of the semicircle. There is a big
space between Sarah and Joshua and the other three. Carol stands out-
side the semicircle, downstage left. She says nothing in this scene.
Sometimes, when Sam or Rita speaks Carol raises her head and looks at
Ms. Diamond. When Joshua or Sarah speaks, she lowers her head and
looks down on the floor. Ms. Diamond occasionally takes notes as each
of the characters speaks.)

DIAMOND Please begin.

SARAH I strongly support the idea of an English-only policy at
Trudeau. A lot of people were angry by the amount of
Chinese used at Talent Night. As Joshua Greenberg
said in his editorial, "If it is not possible to obtain per-
formers in each and every language represented in our
school, then only English should be used because it's
the language that we all have in common."

RITA I am Western African. I would have enjoyed hearing a
Ewe song performed at Talent Night. But no one volun-
teered to perform it. We didn't go for it. Why should
those who did go for it be stopped from performing what
they want to perform?

JOSHUA But I feel left out when people speak Cantonese and I
can't understand them. At Talent Night there were two
groups of people: those who understood the Chinese
acts and those who didn't. Instead of promoting multi-
culturalism at our school, the event divided us. This
wouldn't have happened if—

SAM (Interrupting) Talent Night did not divide our commu-
nity. It was Talent Night, not English night. We were
there to watch people perform and demonstrate their
talent. You can enjoy a performance without under-
standing every word. It happens at heavy metal con-
certs all the time.

SARAH An English-only policy would ensure that when I go to a
—— school event, I would be able to understand every single

word that is spoken.
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SAM People who are uncomfortable when they don't under-
stand Chinese are not used to sharing space with peo-

ple who speak different languages. They want to take
away other people's rights so that they don't have to
feel uncomfortable, not even for a moment. That's not
fair. Toronto—

SARAH (Interrupting) If all acts at Talent Night had been per-
formed in English, it would have assisted those who are
learning the language to—

SAM (Interrupting) But Toronto is no longer just an Eng-
lish-speaking city. It is a multilingual city. We all have to
share space with people who speak languages we don't
understand. We all have to share the discomfort.

JOSHUA It's good for people to be forced to speak English at
school. They'll learn it faster. Look at people like Wendy
Chan. She speaks English really well. And that's be-
cause she decided—

RITA (Interrupting) Instead of an English-only policy, we
—— should be offering Cantonese classes during the school

day and encouraging as many students as possible to
take them. There would be a lot less anger if more peo-
ple could speak Cantonese.

JOSHUA An English-only policy will benefit our Chinese students
——- in the long run. It's a good thing.

RITA Maybe we should be thinking of making Cantonese
——-—— classes compulsory for students in this school.

DIAMOND (Scribbling a last few notes) Thank you all for your con-
tributions. Does anyone else want to say anything?

(Carol raises her hand, but Ms. Diamond doesn't see
her.) Wendy?

WENDY (Stepping forward) The day after they enrolled me at
Trudeau, my father and mother left Toronto to go back
to Hong Kong. The last words my mother said to me as
she went through the security gate at the airport were,
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"I want you to speak English."

(In Cantonese) [To do well in this country you must
learn to speak English well.]

(In English) My mother wanted all the advantages that
were available to Canadian-born students to be avail-
able to me. To please her, I decided I would only speak
English in school. And speaking English all day did open
some doors. I had enough confidence to go on Mr. Wil-
son's camping trip even though I had never gone camp-
ing before and didn't know anyone else who had signed
up for the trip. On that trip I met people who were born
here and one or two became important friends for a
while. But choosing to only speak English also closed
some doors. I didn't make any friends with people from
Hong Kong.

(In Cantonese) [I guess they thought I wasn't inter-
ested in being friends with them because I always
spoke English.]

(In English) Maybe they thought I was juk-sin, a ba-
nana, White-washed. I miss speaking Cantonese.

(In Cantonese) [I would like to be friends with others
from Hong Kong. There are many things we share.]

(In English) My mother does not know the discomfort of
trying to speak English all day, everyday. She is in Hong
Kong where she can speak Cantonese. Some days, my
mouth, my cheeks, my lips, my throat hurt. When my
mother tells me, "I want you to speak English," she
thinks only of the doors that might open. Not the doors
that close. An English-only policy will close doors for
those of us who speak other languages. Unable to say
what we would like to say in English, some of us will re-
main silent. An English-only policy also closes doors for
those of us who want to practice speaking other lan-
guages with students who already know them well. In
the last few weeks, I have learned that the doors we
have opened are sometimes slammed shut by an unex-
pected force. It is prudent to keep as many doors open
as possible. Thank you.
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DIAMOND Thank you, Wendy.

(Ms. Diamond stands up and the students who have
been facing the audience turn to face her.) I was
moved by the argument that many non-Cantonese-
speaking students in this school feel left out when they
hear Cantonese being spoken in the hallways and
classrooms of our school. I must admit, I often feel left
out myself.

(Joshua and Sarah nod vigorously. Carol looks at the floor, Sam stares
hard at Ms. Diamond and Rita and Wendy glance briefly at each other.)

However, I was also moved by the argument that To-
ronto is no longer just an English-speaking city and that
we all have to share the discomfort of not understand-
ing everything we hear. When I was growing up, the city
was largely made up of people of English, Scottish and
Irish descent. We were actually a British town, not just
an English one. But the Toronto of my childhood and
youth is not your Toronto. We have the largest Chinese
community in North America. Toronto is the world's
newest great Chinese city.

(Sarah opens her eyes wide in surprise and anger. Joshua, Sam,
Wendy and Rita stand very still, listening intently. Carol looks up.)

I will report what has been said this afternoon to our
principal and vice principals. They will make a deci-
sion about a school language policy. Thanks to every-
one for your time. Have a safe trip home and enjoy
your weekend.

(Ms. Diamond and Carol both leave the stage from their respective ex-
its. Sarah gives Wendy a hostile look and follows Ms. Diamond off the
stage calling her name, asking to speak to her before she leaves. Sam
and Rita embrace. Joshua and Wendy look at each other for a long
time. Finally, Joshua speaks.)

JOSHUA I didn't know that it hurt your mouth to speak English.

WENDY Now you know.
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JOSHUA (Nodding slowly) Now I know. Wendy, I'm sorry. For lots
of things.

WENDY Yeah?

(There is a pause while Joshua thinks of what he wants to say next. Off
stage, Sarah calls out Joshua's name.)

JOSHUA Yeah. Well, I guess I'll see you around.

WENDY (Quietly) See you around.

(Joshua leaves the stage. Wendy watches him go and then turns to
join Rita and Sam. Lights fade.)
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Appendix B:
Critical Educational
Ethnography
in Postmodern Times

INTRODUCTION: ON HYBRID TEXTS
AND MULTIPLE VOICES

The 4-year (1996-2000) critical ethnography at the center of this book be-
gan with an investigation of how immigrant high school students born in
Hong Kong used different languages to achieve academic and social suc-
cess in a Toronto school where English was the language or medium of in-
struction. The study revealed that although the use of Cantonese was
associated with academic success for Cantonese-speaking students, it also
created different kinds of linguistic and academic dilemmas for teachers
and students in the school. These dilemmas and issues were complex and re-
quired skillful negotiation. I believed that educators could learn a lot from
reading about the ways that students and teachers at Northside negotiated
academic and linguistic dilemmas at school and decided to write this book.

The book is one of several different texts that have been produced to dis-
seminate the results of the study. Other texts include articles in academic jour-
nals and books, a videotape of the student play writing workshop described in
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chapter 6, and a playscript that appears in Appendix A. Yvonne Lincoln and
Laurel Richardson, American writers on qualitative research methodology,
have written about the importance of producing multiple texts in our
postmodern times. Richardson writes that the core of postmodernism is the
doubt that any method or theory, discourse or genre, tradition or novelty can
claim to present the whole truth. Yet, a postmodern position "does allow us to
know 'something' without claiming to know everything. Having a partial, lo-
cal, historical [situated] knowledge is still knowing."1 Lincoln works with
this idea of partial knowing and suggests that if all texts are only partial and
historically and culturally situated, then there is only a limited chance that the
multiple understandings that come from an ethnographic project will be pre-
sented in a single text. Ethnographers, she believes, need to create multiple
texts, each of which speaks to a different audience.2 My articles in academic
books and journals are written for readers interested in issues of multilingual-
ism in schooling and innovative ways of writing and disseminating critical
ethnography. The videotape, playscript, and this book have been produced
for readers who are negotiating linguistic, cultural, and racial differences in
their own classrooms and schools.

On Hybrid Texts and Representing Multiple Voices

There are several reasons why I decided that a major text from the study would
be a book that combined insights from the ethnographic study with pedagogical
discussions for educators working in multilingual schools. First, although there
are many valuable ethnographic studies of second language learners in schools,
and there are many useful manuals for educators of these students, there are
very few books that combine insights from ethnography with suggestions for
teachers, school administrators, and school policy makers. Researcher and
scholar Linda Tuhiwai Smith tells us that the critical research must be "useful"
and directed toward social transformation.3 It is my hope that this book's mix of
ethnographic description, analysis, and pedagogical discussion will be useful
by introducing readers to the everyday dilemmas of one multilingual school
and providing opportunities for them to extend what they learn from that multi-
lingual schooling context to their own.4 Second, a hybrid text that mixes

1See Richardson (1994, pp. 517–518).
2See Lincoln (1997).
3See Tuhiwai Smith (1999).
4The first hybrid, ethnographic, teacher education text I read and worked with in my own

teacher education classes was Sonia Nieto's book, Affirming Diversity: The Sociopolitical Con-
text of Multicultural Education, which was first published in 1996 and is now in its third edition
(Nieto, 2000). Nieto's work was an important model in the writing of this book.
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ethnographic description and analysis with reflection on pedagogy allows me
to both represent and write in multiple voices.

As explained in the Preface, each chapter in the book begins with an
ethnographic text that provides a space for student and teacher voices to
emerge without any commentary from me. Of course, my own voice is not
completely absent from these opening ethnographic texts. Like feminist an-
thropologist Ruth Behar, in preparing these texts for inclusion into the book,
I "undid necklaces of words and restrung them" back together. I also
"snipped at the flow of talk, stopping it sometimes for dramatic emphasis
long before it had really stopped."5 I also introduced each opening
ethnographic text with some background information. Even so, the absence
of commentary at the beginning of each chapter makes more space for the
participants' voices in the book and invites multiple interpretations of what
they have to say from the readers.

In designing, conducting, and writing up the study, I have also tried to
create opportunities for research participants to discuss their point of view
through their own pen rather than mine. In chapter 5, Evelyn Yeung's per-
spectives emerge from her art journal entries, and in chapter 6, Timothy
Chiu has his say through his play, No Pain, No Gain. In the other chapters,
the participants' points of view were elicited through formal interviews and
informal conversations and then transcribed.

On Writing in Multiple Voices

Yvonne Lincoln writes that ethnographers embody multiple selves and are
able to choose from among these selves particular identities for the texts we
want to write. In other words, we can choose the voice, range, and register
we want to use for different texts. In the Introduction and the commentaries,
where I described work that has been written by other researchers and aca-
demics, I wrote in an academic voice that, I hope, is accessible to educa-
tional practitioners and to the general public. Although I wrote the
Introduction and almost all of the commentaries myself, in chapter 4 I
shared the commentary space with antiracist writer and educator Gordon
Pon, who was one of the research assistants on the project. Here, our differ-
ent researcher voices were merged together. Sometimes, the voice of one or
more of the research participants joined the analytical discussion in the
commentaries. However, the participant's voice was typically included as
part of an argument that I had already created rather than as part of a collabo-
rative argument that we had developed together. The analysis and argu-

5See Behar (1993, p. 16).
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ments in each chapter, then, have not been written collaboratively by the
research participants and me. However, I did ask those participants whose
words are used to illustrate the book's central arguments to read and re-
spond to the first draft of the manuscript and I took their feedback into ac-
count when writing the final draft. This recycling of the emerging
arguments back to the research participants, and the refinement of the anal-
yses that appear in this book worked toward ensuring that the work con-
tained what ethnographers Patti Lather and Yvonne Lincoln have
respectively called "face validity" and "internal validity."6 It also worked
toward keeping the work open-ended with respect to the authority, interpre-
tation, reinterpretation, and finality of its findings.7 An example of the way
my analyses were refined by feedback from the research participants is the
inclusion of biographical information about each of the teachers from
Northside. In their responses to an earlier draft of the book, the teachers at
Northside felt that my description of their work was "flat."

What was absent from my commentaries of their teaching strategies,
they believed, was a biographical account of who they were as teachers.
Such accounts were important to include in the book as they would
contextualize the everyday teaching decisions they made in terms of their
own life histories of learning.

Although my analyses can be critiqued for not being collaboratively
co-constructed by the research participants and me, the process of writing
ethnographic texts was of little importance to the teachers and students at
Northside. What was important was having the results disseminated in
teacher development events at the school and having the team create opportu-
nities for student development. The research team responded to both of these
needs, and our teacher and student development work is now discussed.

Contemporary ethnographers are expected to make room for a personal re-
flective voice, which examines their own position in relation to the research.
Lincoln suggests that this examination include some discussion of the re-
searcher's own personal experiences of topic under discussion, her own han-
dling of the educational problems she is analyzing, the ways that contact with
particular research participants might have influenced her thinking as a re-
searcher and educator, the difference between writing as an insider or outsider
in the research situation, and the limits and possibilities of both positions.8

I have undertaken this kind of reflective discussion in chapter 3.

6See Lather (1986) and Lincoln (1997).
7See Van Maanen (1988) and Marcus and Fischer (1986).
8See Lincoln (1993). For an example of an ethnography in which the writers do an excellent job

of reflecting on their own positions in relation to their research, see Lather and Smithies (1997).
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In the pedagogical discussions, it is my teacher educator's voice that
emerges. As a critical educational ethnographer who is also a teacher educa-
tor, I wanted my ethnographic findings and analyses to speak to and with
those who work in and with schools rather than at them.9 As mentioned ear-
lier, I also wanted to disseminate my research in a way that was useful. It is
my hope that the pedagogical discussions will engage readers in reflecting
on their own practice and provoke new insights. In chapter 4, I shared the
pedagogical discussion space with Gordon Pon.

THE RESEARCH TEAM

As explained in chapter 1, over the 4 years of the study, I worked as the princi-
pal investigator and leader of a multilingual, multicultural, multiracial re-
search team that was composed of a co-investigator, 10 graduate and
undergraduate students from two universities in Toronto, as well as some of
the high-school students studying at Northside. One Chinese, Cantonese-
speaking parent born in Hong Kong also joined the team as a translator and
transcriber for a short period of time.

Working with a multilingual, multiracial team allowed me to solicit and
engage with a variety of perspectives on data collection and analysis. In ad-
dition to me and its Hong-Kong born, Chinese co-investigator, Cindy Lam,
the team included seven Hong Kong-born Chinese women (Tammy Chan,
Wing-Yee Chow, Veronica Hsueh, Judith Ngan, Victoria Shen, Noel Tsang,
Alice Yeung) and two Chinese men, one born in Canada (Gordon Pon) and
the other (Edmund Tang) in Hong Kong. Cindy and seven of the eight Hong
Kong-born assistants spoke fluent Cantonese.

The eighth, Victoria Shen, had immigrated to Canada at age 7 and no lon-
ger spoke Cantonese fluently. Two of the Hong Kong-born assistants, Alice
and Edmund, who were undergraduate students at the University of To-
ronto, had been high school students at Northside.

The 10 research assistants did not all work together at one time. There were
a total of five research teams: one that was put together for the pilot study in
the summer of 1994, and four different research teams that were put together
over the 4 years of the project. A new team was established every year with at
least one team member from a previous year joining a new team.10 I led the

9See Ellesworth (1994).
10The graduate and undergraduate research assistants who worked on the project in Year 1: Ju-

dith Ngan; Year 2: Judith Ngan, Gordon Pon, Victoria Shen; Year 3: Gordon Pon, Victoria Shen,
Wing-Yee Chow; Year 4: Gordon Pon, Wing-Yee Chow, Tammy Chan, Edmund Tang, Noel
Tsang, Alice Yeung. The Northside parent who participated in the project as a translator was Mrs.
Y. Tsiu. Veronica Hsueh, a newly graduated teacher education student, worked on the pilot study
during the summer of 1994.
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work undertaken by all five teams while Cindy Lam, the co-investigator, par-
ticipated in the first 2 years of the project. Other work commitments pre-
vented Cindy from participating in the final 2 years of the study. Cindy's role
in the project was to help me assess the data that was being gathered in the
study and provide me with feedback on the decisions I needed to make about
the collection of more data. The principle ways in which Cindy and I worked
together were through letter writing and preparing for conference presenta-
tions. Some of the insights from this work are discussed in chapter 5.

OUR FIELDWORK

The research teams and I conducted both traditional and innovative
ethnographic research. We spent the first 3 years conducting fieldwork at
Northside and reading together in study groups. The fourth year was spent
transcribing and translating data, discussing different ways of understand-
ing talk by Cantonese-speaking students, and examining both the bilingual
and monolingual transcripts for important ideas and discourses.

Participation Observation
and Document Analysis Activities

We conducted participant observation activities in a number of different
classrooms and at a variety of co-curricular events. We spent time observing
interactions in the following classrooms: Art (Enriched Art, Information De-
sign, Interior Design, Photography, and Senior Art), Business Studies, Calcu-
lus, Computer Science, Drama, English, ESL, ESL Drama, Finite Math,
Geography, Mandarin, Peer Tutoring, and Physical Education. These particu-
lar classes were selected as research sites because of their high enrollment of
Cantonese-speaking students and their teachers' interest in our project.

The co-curricular school events we observed included an annual exhibi-
tion of students' artwork; after-school classes taught by the math depart-
ment to prepare its senior students for a university-sponsored math contest;
Music Night; a lunchtime Halloween Party for new ESL students sponsored
by the Newcomers' Group; a campaign assembly for school elections of the
student council executive; an antiracist workshop for students in grade 10
and grade 11; and Parents' Night. We also spent time observing interactions
in the cafeteria and the library and I disseminated early findings from the
study in three Professional Development events for teachers. Two of these
events were planned for the teachers at Northside, whereas the third was
planned for the local association of Asian Educators.
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Our document analysis activities included the examination of important
school board policies, the Quality Assurance School Review done the year
before the study began, and the school's course calendars, newsletters,
newspapers, and yearbooks.

Ethnographic Interviewing, Translation,
and Tape Recording Everyday Language Practices

Individual members of the team and I interviewed teachers from all of the
classrooms just mentioned. Although most of the interviews can be de-
scribed as formal interviews, which were tape recorded and transcribed, a
few are best described as informal conversations. These informal interviews
were not tape recorded, but recorded by hand in our fieldwork notebooks.

We also interviewed students from a variety of language, cultural, and ra-
cial backgrounds: Anglo-Canadian; Canadian-born Chinese, Euro-
Canadian; Hong Kong-born Chinese; Iranian (born both in Canada and
Iran); Taiwan-born Chinese and South Asian, born both in and outside of
Canada. Once again, although most of these student interviews were for-
mally conducted, tape recorded, and transcribed, a few were undertaken as
informal conversations and recorded by hand. Almost all the student inter-
views were undertaken in English; one was undertaken in Cantonese. The
Cantonese interview was conducted by one of the bilingual research assis-
tants on the team and translated by another. Although I took a 10-week
course in Cantonese at the University of Toronto in the first year of the pro-
ject so I would be able to at least understand a few words in Cantonese and
more confidently distinguish the use of Cantonese from Mandarin, I am a
non-speaker of Cantonese. The bilingual research assistants on the team sat
in on my interviews with Cantonese-speaking students, transcribed the in-
terviews, and provided me with their own interpretations of the students' re-
sponses to the interview questions. While working with linguistic and
cultural interpretators meant working with multiple layers of interpretation, it
also meant that I had access to some of the sociocultural, sociolinguistic back-
ground knowledge necessary for understanding talk by Cantonese-speaking
students participating in the study. This knowledge, the importance—and
complexity—of which has been discussed by sociolinguists interested in
intercultural interview situations, was not accessible to me without linguistic
and cultural interpreters.11 It is knowledge that I believe strengthened my
analysis. However, researcher Sandra Kouritzin, who conducted life-history

1See, for example, Belfiore and Heller (1992); Briggs (1986); Gumperz (1992).
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interviews with immigrant mothers, makes a compelling argument for not us-
ing translators during ethnographic interviews.12

She believes that translators can distance participants in an interview, re-
duce the trust and privacy of an interview, and may not be as careful with the
affective dimensions of speech as the researcher. Given that Kouritzin was
conducting life-history interviews about how immigration had influenced
the women's lives and expectations, her concerns about the use of transla-
tors are noteworthy. It is also interesting to note that several of the women
interviewed by Kouritzin thanked her for giving them confidence in their
ability to make themselves understood, and for giving them an extended pe-
riod of time in which they could practice English. Although there are many
different issues to take into consideration when deciding whether or not to
use cultural and linguistic interpreters, I decided that working with inter-
preters would enhance the goals of the study rather than constrain them.

Moving on to a discussion of the tape recording of everyday language
practices, we recorded talk in four different types of classrooms: art, com-
puter science, English, and math. At the same time as we recorded speech in
these classrooms, we interviewed the Cantonese-speaking students whose
talk had been recorded to see if we could find out why particular language
practices were in place. The bilingual research assistants on the project tran-
scribed and translated the Cantonese and bilingual (Cantonese/English)
talk that had been recorded. Although there is always the possibility that the
presence of a tape recorder in the classrooms might have inhibited talk
among the students, we collected enough talk and information from the stu-
dent interviews to be able to describe and analyze a number of different lan-
guage practices in place at the school. Discussions of those bilingual
Cantonese/English language practices that are relevant to the discussions
undertaken in this book appear in the Introduction.

Hybrid Reading: Research Reports, Memoirs, and Plays

At the same time as the fieldwork just described was being conducted, some
of the research assistants worked with me in a study group. The study group
read both traditional research reports on the education of Chinese immi-
grant students and teachers as well as a memoir and play by two Asian-
American writers.13 The influence of this hybrid reading can be seen in the

l2See Kouritzin (2000).
13The research reports we read included works by McKay and Wong (1996); Lee (1996); and

Lam (1996). The memoir and play we read were The Woman Warrior; Memoirs of a Girlhood
Among Ghosts by Maxine Hong Kingston (1989); and FOB, by David Henry Hwang (1990).
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ways I have blended findings from ethnographic and educational research
with insights from literature in some of the chapters.

A model for this blending of social science and literature came from eth-
nographer Ruth Behar's historia of Esperanza Hernandez, which she de-
scribes as a historia, rather than a "life history" or "life story."14 The word
historia does not make any distinction between history and story. Behar
tells us that before the development of the discipline of history in the 19th
century, the relation between history and fiction was more fluid. Cervantes,
for example, claimed that the true author of Don Quixote de la Mancha was
an Arab historian. He was merely its purveyor. Behar saw her own
ethnographic work in this way. The book was produced in collaboration
with Esperanza, who agreed to let her historias be borne across a variety of
borders: the border between Mexico and the United States, the linguistic
borders between Spanish-speaking Mexicans and English-speaking Ameri-
cans, and the class borders between poor Mexicans and wealthy Ameri-
cans.15 Like Cervantes, and the contemporary work of other Chicana cre-
ative writers in the United States, Behar merged history and fiction in her
ethnography, Translated Woman, and combined her ethnographic insights
with poetry, storytelling, and critique.

As Behar writes, in our postmodern times, the fluid border between real-
ity and fiction and the partiality and packaging of truth has been brought to
the attention of many of us: ethnographers, historians, journalists, and fic-
tion writers. In the field of anthropology, interpretative anthropologists such
as James Clifford and George Marcus have subjected traditional ethno-
graphic writing to a sophisticated textual analysis and have demonstrated
that the writing of ethnography is both a literary and a political act.16 Re-
flecting contemporary feminist and postcolonial thinking, Clifford and
Marcus have written that researchers cannot presume that their ethno-
graphies are transparent mirrors of culture and have proposed a new agenda
for ethnography: an agenda that encourages more innovative, dialogic, re-
flexive and experimental writing, which can reflect a deeper self-conscious-
ness of the workings of authority, power, and the partialness of truth, both in
the text and in the world. My blending of ethnographic findings with in-
sights from literary works is an attempt to respond to this postmodern, liter-
ary turn in anthropology and educational ethnography. The strongest use of
fiction appears in those pedagogical activities that direct the reader to my

14See Behar (1993).
15See Behar (1993, pp. 16-17).
16See James Clifford and George Marcus (1986).
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play, Hong Kong, Canada, in Appendix A. While the characters and plot in
Hong Kong, Canada are fictional, the linguistic and racial conflicts drama-
tized in the play actually occurred and were documented during fieldwork.
Because many of the characters' lines have come verbatim from our inter-
view transcriptions, one way of describing Hong Kong, Canada is to call it a
testimonial play which, like a testimonial novel, "invents within a realistic
essence" literature from the words of those who usually don't make litera-
ture.17 Further discussion of my ethnographic play writing appears now.

Student Playwriting and the Politics
of Researching "Other People's Children"

In the third summer of the project (July, 1998), 15 students from Mrs. Yee's
English class were hired as student researchers to participate in a
12-session, play writing workshop. As explained in chapter 6, the goal of the
workshop was to provide the students, most of whom did not use English as
a first language, with an opportunity to develop their English language skills
and write their own ethnographies through the genre of play writing.

The idea to involve student researchers in ethnographic research
through play writing evolved from the need to negotiate the politics of re-
searching "other people's children."18 Contemporary educational
ethnographers and researchers have inherited a legacy of racism and colo-
nialism that makes our research suspect.19 Having undertaken an
antiracist, ethnographic project concerning the language practices and lin-
guistic dilemmas of immigrant high school students of color, I wanted to
represent the experiences of the research participants in a way that did not
lead to the reproduction of the policies and practices of colonialism and
racism I meant to challenge. One way of working toward representations
that facilitated (rather than appropriated) other people's truths was to have
them represent themselves.

The student playwriting workshop also allowed the research team to
work toward what ethnographer Patti Lather calls "catalytic validity," evi-
dence that the research process has led to insight, and ideally, activism on
the part of the research participants.20 The desire to work toward "catalytic
validity" came from my desire to conduct research that Linda Tuhiwai

17SeeBehar(1995,p. 13).
18The phrase "other people's children" was coined by Lisa Delpit (1995).
19See Goldstein (2000) for further discussion.
20See Lather (1986).
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Smith (1999) describes as "useful." The ways in which the workshop was
useful and led to insight is discussed in chapter 6.

Playwriting As Critical Ethnography

Inspired by the student researchers' monologues, dialogues, and short plays
on their everyday school experiences, I decided to experiment with the
genre of play writing myself to produce one of the ethnographic texts from
the project.21 This desire to write up ethnographic data in the form of a play
was, once again, related to the difficult work of representing other people's
children. As I have written elsewhere, there are a number of reasons why
ethnographic play writing and performed ethnography has the potential to
facilitate rather than appropriate the telling of other people's truths.22 First,
the performance of ethnographic play writing can discourage the fixed, un-
changing ethnographic representations of the research subjects that have
contributed to the construction of our racist ideas of other people. Second,
plays give opportunities to other actors whom, in performing the play, can
enact and enlarge the identities of the characters that have been created by
me. Third, when ethnographers share data in the form of a play, the subjects
of their research and other people can view a performance of the ethno-
graphic work and ratify or critique its analysis. Ethnographers can keep re-
writing and performing in response to other people's responses. As
mentioned earlier, this provides their work with "internal" or "face" valid-
ity. Fourth, performed ethnography offers opportunities for both comment
and speechlessness.23 It allows ethnographers to include what was not said
as well as what was said into their ethnographic texts. This was extremely
important to this particular ethnographic work, which deals with dilemmas
of silence as well as speech. Finally, performed ethnography has the power
to reach large audiences and encourage public reflexive insight into the ex-
periences of schooling in multilingual/multiracial communities. As
ethnographic playwright Jim Mienczakowski writes, when we are "very

2lThe project of turning ethnographic data and texts into scripts and dramas that are read and
performed before audiences has been taken up by a number of writers and researchers in the dis-
ciplines of sociology and anthropology and in the fields of performance studies, theatre studies,
and arts-based inquiry in education. My own play writing work has been informed by the work of
playwrights Anna Deveare Smith (1993, 1994); Eve Ensler (1998); Dorinne Kondo (1995); and
Jim Mienczakowski (1994, 1995, 1996, 1997).

22See Goldstein (2000).
23 See Diamond and Mullen (1999) for further discussion of the ways arts-based research pro-

vides opportunities for comment and speechlessness.
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lucky," the audiences and performers of performed ethnography leave the
room or the auditorium "changed in some way.2 4 There have been times
when students have told me that performing or viewing Hong Kong, Can-
ada has helped them question or rethink their own professional practices. In
these moments, I know that the play has been "persuasive" and has facili-
tated questioning of social reality.25

But Whose Story Is It?

Although I have argued that play writing allows for the possibility of facilitat-
ing rather than appropriating the telling of other people's truths, there will be
readers who will ask whether a White, Euro-Canadian ethnographer should
be telling the story of Hong Kong, Canada (or the story of Teaching and
Learning in a Multilingual School). Although student play writing may be an
effective way of negotiating the politics of writing about other people's chil-
dren, Hong Kong, Canada is not a personal ethnography of
self-representation (although it includes moments of ethnographic
self-representation in the dialogues initiated by the character of Nana Na-
omi). It is a fictional ethnography of other people. What do I personally know
about the dilemmas of immigrant students of color? What is it that I cannot
see and hear during fieldwork as a result of my White, third-generation,
Euro-Canadian background? These are important questions and ones that I
have been struggling with throughout the research project.

In answering the question of "Whose story is it?," I begin by returning to
the title of my play, which, as was discussed in chapter 5, comes from the ti-
tle of a local newspaper feature on recent immigration to Toronto from
Hong Kong. As was also discussed in chapter 5, the discourse of invasion
exemplified in the newspaper feature had made its way into the everyday
school lives of the high-school students and teachers participating in my re-
search study. In discussions with my own students after one of their practice
teaching sessions, we realized that this discourse of invasion had made its
way into many schools in the greater Toronto area. One answer, then, to the
question of whether the story of Hong Kong, Canada (or the story of
Teaching in a Multilingual School) is a story a White, Canadian-born, eth-
nographer should be telling is this: Uncovering, revealing, and challenging
the racist discourse of invasion that limits academic, social, and
work-related possibilities for immigrant students is every educator's re-
sponsibility. Without White, Anglo-Canadian, and Euro-Canadian invest-

4See Mienczakowski (1997).
5See Lincoln (1993, p. 36).
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ment in antiracist research and schooling, the advancement of social justice
agendas in education is constrained.

Moving to the question of what I cannot see and hear during fieldwork as
a result of my background, I learned that multiple perspectives emerged
when I worked with a multicultural, multilingual team of research assistants
and engaged with the standpoint theories of Chinese, North-American
scholars and writers such as King Kok Cheung, Maxine Hong Kingston,
David Hwang, and Anne Jew. These perspectives were enriched even fur-
ther when Evelyn Yeung and the group of students from Mrs. Yee's English
class joined the team. Although I have worked hard to highlight and engage
with these multiple perspectives in this book, my colleague, critical ethnog-
rapher Jasmin Zine, reminds me that people who write about other people
take away space for their work in the public and academic domain. No mat-
ter how much space I attempt to make for other people's voices, theories,
and perspectives in this book, the question of whether the stories of Hong
Kong, Canada, and Teaching and Learning in a Multilingual School are
mine to tell remains unresolved for me.

Learning to Write Plays

Disseminating our research findings in the form of a play required learning
new play writing skills. In the spring of 1999, I joined a 10-week, online
play writing course that was being offered from New York City by the Gotham
Writers' Workshop. Each week, the course instructor, Larry Carr, provided us
with lectures and assignments that were designed to help us learn the craft of
playwriting. Twice in the 10-week period, we were invited to submit an ex-
cerpt of the play we were working on for critique by both the instructor and
our online coursemates. In order to produce a first draft of Hong Kong, Can-
ada, I needed to take the online play writing course a second time in the sum-
mer of 1999. Once I had a complete first draft, I was able to work with it in a
number of different ways to gain some feedback on the text.

Getting Feedback and Revising

In the 1999-2000 academic year, the play was given several readings. The
first "rehearsed reading" performance was by a group of preservice teacher
education students enrolled in a course I taught at the Ontario Institute for
Studies in Education of the University of Toronto (OISE/UT) called Minor-
ity Students and Equity in Education. Tammy Chan directed this first re-
hearsed reading (December 8, 1999).
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The second (unrehearsed) reading was undertaken by graduate students
enrolled in my Critical Ethnography course (March 6, 2000). Four scenes
from the play were also dramatically performed by a group of preservice,
drama education students on February 19, 2000. Feedback from all three
readings and performances informed the writing of subsequent drafts of the
play. Feedback from high-school teachers and students in Metro Toronto was
elicited after a reading and scene performance at OISE/UT's annual Future
Teachers' Club Conference on April 7, 2000. Feedback was also solicited
from the students and teachers working in the school in which the research
took place in the spring of 2000. This round of feedback from students and
teachers informed the fourth draft of the play. As mentioned earlier, a full
staged performance of Hong Kong, Canada premiered in July, 2000. Re-
hearsals for the production led to the further rewriting of the script as both
Tammy and the actors contributed their own understandings of other people's
school experiences to the performance of the play.26 Feedback from members
of the audience on the July, 2000 performances led to more rewriting. It is this
sixth revision of the script that appears in Appendix A.

CONCLUSION: ON RIGOR, PERSUASIVENESS,
AND TRUSTWORTHINESS

In conclusion, I have used the criteria of internal, face and catalytic validity
as a way of pursuing rigor and persuasiveness in my research. I have also
used multiple data sources, methods, and theories in my research to develop
data trustworthiness. The ultimate test of my success at achieving rigor, per-
suasiveness, and trustworthiness lies in the ways readers who see their own
interests and experiences represented in the book respond to and engage
with the commentaries and pedagogical discussions presented. I look for-
ward to dialoguing with the readers of the book.

26For a description of the different kinds of feedback I received from these various readings
and performances, see Goldstein (200la).



Appendix C: Developing
Oral Presentation Skills

by Judith Ngan

DEMONSTRATION SPEECH

Introduction:

Good morning/afternoon. I'd like to show you how to use one sheet of pa-
per to make an eight-page booklet from folding and cutting. It is very
easy to make and a neat, efficient, little booklet that requires no stapling
and can be done in minutes!

Body:

You need the following materials:
• a piece of paper, any size
• a pair of scissors

Fold the paper in half lengthwise.
Make a sharp crease.
Unfold the paper, fold in half in the opposite direction, and fold again in half.
Cut a slit along the folded line just until the point where the two lines intersect.
Unfold the piece of paper; if done correctly, the cut should be in the cen-
ter of the paper.
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Fold lengthwise again, push the paper in towards the center, press down
on the folded lines.

Conclusion:

I have just shown you how to make a booklet from folding and cutting.
You can try using different sizes of paper to create your own booklet. I
hope you've enjoyed my presentation.

OUTLINE OF LECTURE ON DEVELOPING ORAL
PRESENTATION (REPRODUCED ON A

TRANSPARENCY FOR VIEWING BY STUDENTS)

1. Content

Set limits.
Know your materials well.

2. Organization

Introduction
Body
Conclusion

3. Making an Outline

Why use an outline?
Easier to remember.
Easier to look at during presentation.
Helps you become involved in what you say.
Reduces anxiety.
Gives you confidence.

4. Before Your Presentation

Practice by yourself.
Practice with someone.
Prepare thoroughly.
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5. Presentation Style

Eye contact
Body movement
Voice

6. Delivery

Breathe
Stance
Pauses
Fillers

7. Aids

Visual
Action

Remember
You are the authority on the topic.
Your teacher welcomes your questions and wants you to succeed.
Watch how the teacher does it.
Watch how other people do it.
Practice as much as you can.
Leave time for question and answer.

LECTURE ON DEVELOPING ORAL
PRESENTATION SKILLS

1. Content

Set limits.
The key word is "limitation." Avoid trying to cover everything related to
your topic and/or rambling on and on during the presentation.

Choose the most important points and sequence them in a logical order.
If the content itself is limited, its subsequent organization will be easier
and lend itself to a clear presentation with well-defined points.
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Know your materials well.

2. Organization of Content

Introduction
There should be a logical sequence of steps, each of which leads to the
next. This involves introducing the topic at hand, defining it, and adding
some justification as to why the topic is of interest, before proceeding.

Body
The body of the talk should be presented such that the listener is carried
from point to point.

Conclusion
Recap briefly and have a clear-cut ending.

3. Making an Outline

Why use an outline?
Easier to remember.

Easier to look at during presentation.

Helps you become involved in what you say.

Reduces anxiety because you are not concentrating too much on the
audience and/or their reactions.

This gives you confidence.

4. Before Your Presentation

Practice by yourself.
Try videotaping yourself if you have access to a video camera, practice in
front of a mirror.

Practice with someone.
Ask the person to tell you where your mistakes are.
Ask the person if he/she understands your speech.
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Prepare thoroughly.
Mentally practice your speech when you are on the bus. Practice until
you know your speech well.

5. Presentation Style

Eye contact is important.
With a large group you can sweep the faces (but not too quickly) and
concentrate momentarily on each one.

Never look down.

Eye contact is the biggest confidence booster there is; one can
completely win an audience this way.

Body movement
Remember to move naturally and slowly. Do not sway, pace, or rock.

Use your hands to gesture or help emphasize a change in mood or tone.

Voice
Speed is important—not too fast, not too slow. You can ask the audience
if they're with you or should you perhaps slow down.

Volume—better to speak too loudly than too softly.

Intonation—your tone should naturally match what you are saying.

Clarity—pronunciation.

6. Delivery

Breathe
Before speaking breathe deeply and slowly; this will slow your heart rate
and eliminate the racy feeling you might otherwise experience.

Stance
Always approach the audience. Retreat only when necessary.

Keep your feet slightly apart; knees slightly bent, much like a volleyball
player's stance. This will keep you from stiffening up and will keep your
knees from shaking.
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Pauses
Keep track of what you've already said and what you would like to say
next. You can take a 5-second pause after each sentence or phrase;
remember what you have to do.

Fillers
Don't fill the pause with "ums" and "aahhs." Don't connect disjointed
sentences. You planned to stop, so stop.

7. Aids

Visual
Use blackboard, diagram, and charts. It inspires the confidence of the
audience. They have something to follow and the aids also offer
variation.

Action
Think of involving your audience in your presentation.
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